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Software Radio-Based Decentralized Dynamic Spectrum Access

Networks: A Prototype Design and Enabling Technologies

Feng Ge

(ABSTRACT)

Dynamic spectrum access (DSA) wireless networks focus on using RF spectrum more

efficiently and dynamically. Significant progress has been made during the past few years.

For example, many measurements of current spectrum utilization are available. Theoretical

analyses and computational simulations of DSA networks also abound. In sharp contrast,

few network systems, particularly those with a decentralized structure, have been built even

at a small scale to investigate the performance, behavior, and dynamics of DSA networks

under different scenarios. This dissertation provides thetheory, design, and implemen-

tation of a software radio-based decentralized DSA networkprototype, and its enabling

technologies: software radio, signal detection and classification, and distributed coopera-

tive spectrum sensing.

By moving physical layer functions into the software domain, software radio offers an

unprecedented level of flexibility in radio development andoperation, which can facilitate

research and development of cognitive radio (CR) and DSA networks. However, state-

of-the-art software radio systems still have serious performance limitations. Therefore, a

performance study of software radio is needed before applying it in any development. This

dissertation investigates three practical issues governing software radio performance that

are critical in DSA network development: RF front end nonlinearity, dynamic computing

resource allocation, and execution latency. It provides detailed explanations and quantita-

tive results on SDR performance.

Signal detection is the most popular method used in DSA networks to guarantee non-

interference to primary users. Quickly and accurately detecting signals under all possible

conditions is challenging. The cyclostationary feature detection method is attractive for

detecting primary users because of its ability to distinguish between modulated signals,

interference, and noise at a low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). However, a key issue of cyclo-

stationary signal analysis is the high computational cost.To tackle this challenge, parallel

computing is applied to develop a cyclostationary feature based signal detection method.

This dissertation presents the method’s performance on multiple signal types in noisy and

multi-path fading environments.



Distributed cooperative spectrum sensing is widely endorsed to monitor the radio en-

vironment so as to guarantee non-interference to incumbentusers even at a low SNR and

under hostile conditions like shadowing, fading, interference, and multi-path. However,

such networks impose strict performance requirements on data latency and reliability. De-

layed or faulty data may cause secondary users to interfere with incumbent users because

secondary users could not be informed quickly or reliably. To support such network per-

formance, this dissertation presents a set of data process and management schemes in both

sensors and data fusion nodes. Further, a distributed cooperative sensor network is built

from multiple sensors; together, the network compiles a coherent semantic radio environ-

ment map for DSA networks to exploit available frequencies opportunistically.

Finally, this dissertation presents the complete design ofa decentralized and asyn-

chronous DSA network across the PHY layer, MAC layer, network layer, and application

layer. A ten-node prototype is built based on software radiotechnologies, signal detec-

tion and classification methods, distributed cooperative spectrum sensing systems, dynamic

wireless protocols, and a multi-channel allocation algorithm. Systematic experiments are

carried out to identify several performance determining factors for decentralized DSA net-

works.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background on Dynamic Spectrum Access

When James Clerk Maxwell developed the classical electromagnetic theory which synthe-

sized all previous unrelated observations, experiments and equations of electricity, mag-

netism and even optics into a consistent theory by his equations - Maxwell’s equations – he

must have been excited to demonstrate in theory that electricity, magnetism and light are all

manifestations of the same phenomenon: the electromagnetic field [1]. However, he might

not expect what a foundation he built for the wireless technologies that would be invented

later all over the world following his theory. In fact, he even didn’t live until Heinrich Hertz

became the first person to experimentally verify his prediction that electromagnetic waves

exist and propagate with a finite velocity [2]. After that, Marchese Guglielmo Marconi’s

demonstration of a transatlantic radio link in 1901 began a nonlinear history of wireless

technology development that has extended to today and has dramatically changed the world

[2].

As of today, wireless technology routinely touches our daily life, from cell-phones to

police radios, from TV sets to garage-door openers. Following Maxwell’s equations, every

wireless device depends on access to the radio spectrum. However, even though wireless

technology has advanced dramatically during the past century, radio spectrum in USA has

been tightly regulated by the government using primarily one fixed method –command

and control; by this method, the entire radio spectrum is divided into blocks of frequencies

established for a particular type of service over differentgeographical regions. Most other

countries adopt similar policies [3].

Historically, such a policy was made at a time when broadcastradio dominated the ap-

plications and a channel would be used almost all the time. However, as radio technologies

have advanced and their applications are now diverse, most channels are not used in that
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way. When the allocated spectrum is not utilized, and no other applications can access it, it

is essentially a waste of spectrum. This fact is verified by many recent spectrum measure-

ments [4, 5, 6]. For example, measurements reported in 2005 by Shared Spectrum Com-

pany (SSC) showed that the average spectrum occupancy over all the radio bands between

30 MHz and 3 GHz was 5.2% as observed over multiple typical geographical locations [7].

On one hand, there is only limitedsweetspectrum, basically from 500 MHz to 5 GHz.

This spectrum is desirable because:

• At low carrier frequencies, first there is less absolute bandwidth, and, second, anten-

nas cannot be too small if they are to operate efficiently. Forexample, at 100 MHz,

a quarter-wave antenna would be about 75 cm long, which precludes it from most

mobile or portable applications.

• Signals in this range penetrate buildings well and the associated electronic compo-

nents are inexpensive.

• As frequency increases, signals have poor penetration, andexpensive electronic com-

ponents are needed to support communications. Moreover, athigh frequencies, in-

teraction with biological tissues is non-negligible.

This explains why carriers in the late 1990s bid hundreds of billions of dollars of on 3G

spectrum [2], and the spectrum utilization efficiency in thecellular bands is at the highest

level in reported spectrum measurements [4, 5, 6, 7].

On the other hand, demand in spectrum continuously increases because:

• The increasing use of wireless services, particularly exemplified by the number of

mobile phones (It is now more than four billion and has approximately doubled in

the past four years) [8].

• The increasing data load being transmitted. For example, according to Cisco Systems

Inc., the data load from mobile devices in 2009 is 17 petabytes per month, and it will

roughly double in every following year until 2013 [9].

• The emergence of multi-mode products (those including multiple radio functions in

a single device).

The limited available spectrum and continuous increase of demand might lead to “spec-

trum scarcity”, which causes people to think about a possible “spectrum drought” [10].

Such a fear and the sharp contrast of spectrum usage efficiency on different bands (shown
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in the above spectrum measurements) led the research community and government agen-

cies to explore a new paradigm in spectrum management – Dynamic Spectrum Access

(DSA). DSA allows secondary users opportunistically to usespectrum allocated for privi-

leged users when it is idle while guaranteeing non-interference to those users (or keeping

interference below an acceptable threshold). Therefore, DSA’s fundamental goal is to best

utilize the spectrum resource in all three dimensions: frequency, space, and time.

Further, new mobile services and applications are emergingquickly. However, by the

current policy, spectrum re-allocation is difficult and always lags many years behind the

need. DSA allows new wireless service providers to access spectrum quickly. Therefore,

DSA can bolster wireless technology innovations in the longrun.

1.2 Radio Technology Evolution

Supporting DSA requires revolutions in radio and wireless network technologies, wireless

standardization and spectrum management policy, and business models [11]. Historically,

these domains have co-evolved since the first generation of commercial radios were used.

This section intends to briefly review the evolution of radiotechnology (and its interaction

with the regulatory policies), and to argue that now is the time to realize DSA, at least from

the technology perspective.

Modern wireless systems are the result of advances in information and control the-

ory, signal processing, electromagnetic field theory, circuit design, and computing technol-

ogy. But historically, the early stage (before 50’s) of radio technology revolution was pri-

marily focusing on interference control, communication performance, and cost and power

consumption reduction. For example, the first generation ofMorse-code-based spark-gap

transmitters (a very broadband device) immediately had dysfunctional interference prob-

lems, when other people tried to duplicate Marconi’s success and deployed similar radios

in 1901 [2]. This first “spectrum scarcity” led to invention of carrier based radios. Be-

fore Edwin H. Armstrong invented FM radios in 1933, researchin radio technology was

focused on AM radio and its architecture optimization. Prior to the discovery of the iono-

sphere, people thought that the only high frequency (HF) propagation mode was diffraction

around the curvature of the earth. The lower the frequency, the less was the diffraction loss.

Everybody wanted to get as close to DC as they could. Therefore, a temporary “spectrum

scarcity” happened in the 20’s. The result was that radio amateurs were forced by the reg-

ulatory agency to use frequencies above 1.5 MHz. However, the amateurs quickly showed

that 1.5-30 MHz is quite useful for long-distance communication via the ionosphere (thanks

to the discovery of the ionosphere’s existence by several scientists [12]), therefore, resolv-
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ing this “spectrum scarcity” problem. After that, the usable carrier frequency in radio

technologies was continuously pushed higher and higher formany years.

Meanwhile, information theory was developed, culminatingin 1948 with the famous

channel capacity theoremdeveloped by Claude Shannon. This provides a theoretical foun-

dation establishing the relation between information rateand bandwidth in the presence of

noise. Shannon’s theorem is of significant importance to illustrate the “spectrum scarcity”

problem. Here a brief introduction to the theorem is needed.For the special case of a

band-limited channel corrupted by stationary additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN), the

channel capacityC, in bits per second, is determined as:

C = Blog2(SNR + 1) (1.1)

whereB is the channel bandwidth (in hertz) andSNR is the signal-to-noise ratio over that

bandwidth. Shannon’s theorem contains much more than this,but Eq. 1.1 is enough to

illustrate the point. WhenSNR is fixed (so is the signal transmitting power ), according

to Eq. 1.1, there is a theoretical limit on the data rate that can be transmitted via a radio

link, and this limit increases linearly with the available bandwidth. However, when the

bandwidth is fixed, the signal transmitting power must increase exponentially to support a

linear increase in the data rate. Therefore, from a resourceusage perspective, increasing the

channel bandwidth is the more efficient way to support a higher data rate. However, if the

total available bandwidth is limited (this is true in some sense, at least forsweetspectrum,

as we saw above), the total aggregated data rate is limited (so is the number of users).

On the other hand, to raise the data rate over a fixed bandwidth, an exponential increase

in power is needed. Accordingly the signal’s interference region increases exponentially,

thereby reducing the number of users that can co-exist in a geographic region. This is

related to an important concept,frequency re-useapplied by cellular systems.

The next thirty years saw the prosperity of transistor, integrated circuit (IC), and com-

puting technology. Meanwhile, the cellular concept emerged in late 40’s to solve another

“spectrum scarcity” – an over demand in mobile telephone service operating in 150-MHz

band since 1946 [2]. However, it went through decades of technology development and

then years of hearings before the trial service was finally deployed in 1978 in Chicago,

Illinois [2]. The first generation cellular system in the USA, Advanced Mobile Phone

System (AMPS), was an analog FM-based system, using frequency-division multiple ac-

cess (FDMA) and supporting frequency-division duplexing (FDD). The combination of

frequency re-use and hand-off in cellular systems dramatically increased the available num-

ber of channels in many geographic regions, therefore solving the over demand problem,
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and started a novel and astonishingly successful business model.

It is relevant that cellular systems were finally made practical by advances in IC and

computing technology. The network management involved in implementing frequency

re-use and hand-off requires a significant computational load. Without modern IC and

computing technology, the hardware would be impracticallycumbersome. This is even

more true for code division multiple access (CDMA) based second generation cellular sys-

tems. Mitigating the near-far problem during hand-off in such systems requires tremendous

amounts of computation, and CDMA handsets are consequentlycomplex in terms of signal

processing [2].

With the continuous cost reduction in IC manufacture, digital radios became inexpen-

sive and began to dominate because of their clear advantages[13]:

• A digital receiver need only distinguish between a finite number of waveforms, there-

fore it is possible to recover digital information distorted by noise and interference.

• Many signal processing techniques are available to improvesystem performance:

source coding, channel coding, equalization, encryption.

• Digital ICs are inexpensive to manufacture and even complexchips can be mass

produced at low cost.

• Digital radios can integrate voice, video, and data into a single system.

• Digital communications systems provide a more flexible tradeoff between bandwidth

efficiency and energy efficiency than analog communications.

One good example to show digital radio’s advantages is Global Positioning System (GPS),

which suffers from large path loss and Doppler frequency shift. Based on highly sophisti-

cated application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC), a modern GPS device has a tiny size

and is just one sub-function of most smart-phones. Further,digital radios are able to support

a high data rate by exploiting a wider frequency bandwidth, providing complex waveforms

and performing coding and error correction. This is exemplified by the data rate increase

in 3G and 4G cellular systems. The culmination is multiple-input and multiple-output

(MIMO) based CDMA or orthogonal frequency-division multiple access (OFDMA) radios

containing sophisticated ASICs.

The above trend is a continuous optimization of spectrum utilization efficiency and

radio resource usage. As the digital proportion of radios and the computing ability (follow-

ing Moore’s Law) continuously increase, functions realized previously in highly optimized

ASICs at the hardware level can now be supported in the software domain. Coined by
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Mitola in 1992 [14],software (defined) radio(SDR) becomes feasible. By the IEEE def-

inition, SDR is a type of radio in which some or all of the physical layer functions are

software defined [15]. It promises a high level of reconfigurability and flexibility, and has

a lot of advantages, for example [16]:

• multi-mode capability,

• reduced content of expensive custom silicon,

• reduced parts inventory,

• DSP can compensate for using cheaper RF components,

• lower life-cycle cost,

• faster time to market.

Quite different from previous radios whose functions are predetermined and hardware

based, SDR further allows radios to be adaptive. Communication systems can monitor their

own performance, and reconfigure their own parameters to improve their performance by

some form of closed-loop action.

Even further, such adaption can be intelligent and radios can even learn from different

contexts. Mitola envisioned such a radio –cognitive radioin his dissertation [17]. Cogni-

tive radio (CR) is aware of its environment and internal state, and can make decisions about

its operating behavior based on that information and predefined objectives [15]. During the

past 10 years, research in CR has proliferated [18, 19]. In particular, machine learning and

artificial intelligence are now widely applied in CR research [20, 21, 22].

As implied above, radio technology and spectrum managementpolicies have co-evolved.

Historically, policies have dominated the relationship. Unfortunately new polices almost

always lag behind new technologies, examples include the enactment of policies for the

AMPS system (11 years later), Personal Communications Service (PCS) (6 years later),

and Advanced Wireless Services (AWS-1) (6 years later) [23]. However, often when a

novel technology successfully forced the enactment of a newpolicy, this technology would

later bring significant social and economic benefits. The most prominent case is the cellu-

lar technology. As of today, it is the largest wireless communications market and there are

more than four billion mobile phone users worldwide [8].

However, there was a remarkable exception to the usual interaction between radio tech-

nology revolution and spectrum management policy evolution. The Federal Communica-

tions Commission (FCC) began to consider the now-famous unlicensed band operation in
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1981 [24]. It released in 1985 the “First Report and Order (FRO)” which consists of the

original set of rules governing unlicensed access to the industrial, scientific and medical

(ISM) bands. The following 25 years have witnessed a steady growth in the unlicensed

device industry such as cordless phones, sensor devices, remote controls, and outdoor

point-to-point links [24]. In particular, the wireless local area network (WLAN) is today

a ubiquitous unlicensed device in our daily life. The Wi-Fi market has become the second

largest wireless communications market in the world (behind only cellular telephony) and

for 2010 is projected to approach 1 billion units. Thereforeit is no surprise to see that

spectrum utilization efficiency of the ISM band is among the highest levels indicated by

recent spectrum measurements [4, 5, 6, 7].

In a broad sense, dynamic spectrum access has already been employed in existing wire-

less networks such as cellular networks, cordless phone systems, and WLANs. But DSA

only happens on limited bandwidth in those networks. Such networks’ wide deployment

and high spectrum utilization efficiency are encouraging the application of DSA to even

broader bands. Today’s technology in radio systems and networks as well as computing

devices is mature enough to make this happen. For example, the first trial deployment of a

white spaces network announced in October, 2009 in Virginia[25] brought (or will bring)

broadband Internet to rural America over unused TV broadcast airwaves. Furthermore, ap-

plying software and cognitive radio in DSA applications will revolutionize communications

[18].

1.3 Current DSA Technology Efforts

Dynamic spectrum access can be applied in centralized networks like cellular systems,

or decentralized networks like mobile ad-hoc networks (MANETs). This section briefly

review some current research efforts in the DSA technology.It gives a short introduction to

four IEEE standards involving DSA, and then presents a broadsurvey of research activities

in decentralized DSA networks.

1.3.1 Centralized DSA Networks

Applying DSA in centralized networks has made substantial progress during the past ten

years. It is represented by four wireless standards: IEEE 802.11h, IEEE 802.11y, IEEE

802.16h, and IEEE 802.22. This section briefly introduces their DSA working mechanism.
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IEEE 802.11h

IEEE 802.11h (or IEEE 802.11h-2003) is an amendment added tothe IEEE 802.11 standard

for providing Dynamic Frequency Selection (DFS) and Transmit Power Control (TPC)

to the IEEE 802.11a MAC. According to the amendment, WLANs share spectrum with

primary-use devices like satellites and military radar systems in the 5-GHz frequency band

[26].

DFS enables WLAN devices to detect other devices using the same radio channel;

once detected, the devices operate on another channel if necessary. DFS is responsible for

avoiding interference with other devices, such as radio systems and other WLAN segments,

and for uniform utilization of channels.An access point specifies the usage of DFS in the

data frames that WLAN stations use to find the access point. The access point initiates a

channel switch by sending a frame to all stations associatedwith the access point.

TPC is intended to reduce interference from WLANs to satellite services by reducing

the radio transmitting power WLAN devices use. TPC can also be used to manage the

power consumption of wireless devices and control the rangebetween access points and

wireless devices.An access point specifies TCP support in the frames it transmits to WLAN

stations. Radio power in a WLAN segment can be adjusted to reduce interference with

other devices while still maintaining sufficient link margin for data communication in the

wireless network.

IEEE 802.11y

IEEE 802.11y is an amendment to IEEE 802.11-2007 standard that will enable high pow-

ered Wi-Fi equipment to operate on a secondary basis in the licensed frequency band (3650

to 3700 MHz) in the United States, except when near a grandfathered satellite earth station

[27]. The above equipment can operate at distances of 5 kilometers or more supporting

applications like back hauls for municipal Wi-Fi networks and public safety and security

networks.

According to the FCC’s final rules for a novel “lite licensing” scheme in the 3650-3700

MHz band [27], licensees only need to pay a small fee for a nation wide, non-exclusive

license. However, they will pay an additional nominal fee for each high powered base

station that they deploy. Licensing is not required by either the client devices (fixed or

mobile) or their operators.However, these devices must receive an enabling signal froma

licensed base station before transmitting. All stations must be identifiable in the event they

cause interference to incumbent operators in the band.According to IEEE 802.11y, multi-

ple licensees’ devices use acontention based protocolwhen transmitting in the same area.
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Licensees are required to resolve the dispute between themselves if interference between

them, or the devices that they have enabled, cannot be mediated by technical means.

IEEE 802.16h

IEEE 802.16h specifies improved policies and medium access control enhancements, to

enable coexistence among license-exempt systems based on IEEE Standard 802.16 (or

WiMAX) and to facilitate the coexistence of such systems with primary (non-WiMAX)

users [28]. It targets at local and metropolitan area networks in the 5.8 GHz, 3.65 GHz, and

other frequency bands.

This standard specifies two architectures for networks of base stations (BSs) [28].

• Ad-hoc network architecture. BSs use cognitive radio signaling to interact with each

other following a set of coexistence protocols which regulate BSs to share data among

them and to provide service to subscriber stations (SSs). There is no authentication

server.

• Centralized network architecture. A distributed local BS identifier servers (BSISs)

and Radius are deployed with a centralized Root Radius Server. Each service BS

needs authentication by the local Radius server. BSs learn its neighbors by querying

BSIS of different network and coexistence time slot mechanism.

IEEE 802.22 Wireless Regional Area Network (WRAN)

IEEE 802.22 is a standard for Wireless Regional Area Networks (WRAN) using white

spaces in the TV frequency spectrum between 54 and 862 MHz [29]. The development

of the IEEE 802.22 WRAN standard is aimed at using cognitive radio techniques to allow

sharing of geographically unused spectrum allocated to theTelevision Broadcast Service

on a non-interfering basis. It mainly aims at extending broadband access in low population

density rural areas by using the TV broadcast bands for theirbetter signal propagation

characteristics.

The IEEE 802.22 WRAN will be a centralized system consistingof base stations (BSs)

and customer-premises equipment (CPE). All the BSs are connected to Authentication,

Authorization and Account Servers through an IP network. Each BS and CPE is capable

of sensing. The CPEs will be sensing the spectrum and will be sending periodic reports to

the BS informing it about what they sense.

Upon initialization, each BS has to consult TV usage database and regional WRAN

information database to identify candidate channels, thenperform sensing to confirm va-

cancy of channels, and finally establish operation on a vacant channel. The CPE will scan
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previous list of candidate channels or all downstream channels until it finds a valid down-

stream signal. After acquiring super-frame control header(SCH) which contains informa-

tion about system type, channel, channel bonding, quiet periods, the CPE will sense on all

relevant channels surrounding the operating channel, and obtain upstream and downstream

parameters and perform initial ranging.

1.3.2 Decentralized DSA Networks

The above four technologies are primarily focused on centralized wireless networks, which

are well studied and standardized. However, supporting DSAin decentralized wireless net-

works drives the complexity both within individual nodes and over a whole network to an

unparalleled level [30]. Both innovative protocols and novel architecture are needed. For

example, the most basic requirement in DSA networks is to guarantee non-interference to

incumbent users while using RF spectrum more efficiently anddynamically. This requires

a new set of functions related to spectrum sensing at the PHY layer. Node cooperation

protocols and possible policy modules are also needed [30].Compared to conventional

MANETs, the coupling of channel allocation, power control,and topology control is more

likely in DSA networks because of the dynamics in the radio environment and over the

network [31, 32, 33]. Further, cross-layer architecture isfundamentally necessary in DSA

wireless networks because the operating frequency band depends on the channel occupancy

measured at the PHY layer and directly impacts the above layers both within and across

nodes [34]. Moreover, new protocols and methods like Disruption Tolerant Networking

(DTN) protocols and Content Based Access (CBA) techniques are also being included in

DSA network design to cope with network connection disruptions under different environ-

ments [35, 36].

Partly because of the above system complexity and partly because of the unavailabil-

ity of a suitable open platform [37], few physical networks have been built, even at a

small scale, to investigate the performance and dynamics ofdecentralized DSA networks.

Nonetheless, good theoretical analyses and simulations have been carried out. For exam-

ple, coupled power control and channel allocation optimization are heavily investigated

[32, 33]. Game theory is introduced to propose new protocolsin spectrum sharing and to

investigate individual nodes’ behavior in cognitive radionetworks [38, 39].

Widely known in this research community are two built networks: DARPA’s XG [30]

and Wireless Network after Next (WNaN) projects [36]. The first generated several publi-

cations which present significant results and insights in developing spectrum sensing meth-

ods, building individual DSA nodes, and testing overall systems in different network sce-
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narios and RF environments [30, 31]. For example, it requires a complicated software

system in XG radios to support four principal parts: a DSA engine, a sensing subsystem,

a communication subsystem, and a policy module [30]. Since several functions must run

simultaneously, multi-threading is essential to the system design. Published results de-

scribing field tests report that a sensing delay at even one node can dramatically degrade

the DSA network performance and cause interference to incumbent users [31]. Overall,

this project reflects the complexity of DSA node architecture and some unique dynamics

in DSA networks under different RF environments. However, the published results from

the XG project are based on a six node network [30, 31]. An important goal of WNaN

is to scale the network size up to about a thousand nodes [36].This scaling requirement,

together with newly included functions and algorithms likeCBA and DTN [36] will dra-

matically increase the system complexity. Unfortunately,few details about the project are

yet publicly available as the present paper is written.

As intelligence and “cognitive” capabilities are increasingly introduced into wireless

nodes and network protocols, cognitive radios [20, 22] and cognitive radio networks [40,

18] can support better communication quality of service (QoS) while more efficiently using

resources like RF spectrum, network bandwidth, and batterypower within each node and

over a whole network. Nonetheless, supporting cognitive capabilities in DSA nodes and

networks will require “cognitive” or “learning” algorithms and protocols, which undoubt-

edly will further increase the node and network complexity [40]. Further, the performance

of cognitive radio networks, particularly large scale oneswith a decentralized structure,

will likely have dynamics that are not yet explored [41].

1.4 The Dissertation

Considering the complexity of both the individual nodes andthe network in decentralized

DSA networks, experiments are necessary to gain insights into network design and to inves-

tigate network performance under different scenarios [31]. For example, a network protocol

for power control must consider newly needed functions, their computing and communica-

tion cost, and the associated increase of system/network complexity. Otherwise, achievable

power performance derived from theoretical analysis or simulation will not be approached

[33]. Further, in research of complex systems like cognitive radio networks, experimental

methods can access system/network conditions that may be neglected by either theoretical

analysis or computational simulation.

The author’s view of decentralized DSA networks is shown in Figure 1.1. In this net-

work, nodes opportunistically use vacant channels when incumbent users are not transmit-
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ting. The whole network consists of decentralized mobile nodes and works in a dynamic

radio environment where fading and interference exist and incumbent users may appear

at any time. Because possibly hostile radio environments may introduce shadowing and

fading, distributed cooperative spectrum sensing is necessary [42]. Each node can perform

functions like signal detection and classification, node reconfiguration, and some network

protocols. However, it is power inefficient to enable all those functions on all nodes si-

multaneously [43]. For example, if a cooperative sensing network is properly partitioned

into clusters [43], as shown in Figure 1.1, only a few nodes are needed within each clus-

ter for signal detection and classification. But one node must work on data fusion in each

cluster, and there must be some network level sensing data exchange and synchronization.

To increase network battery life and reduce network communication overhead, the network

dynamically selects nodes to assume functions like sensingand data fusion.
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Figure 1.1: The author’s view of a decentralized DSA network.

This dissertation, by taking a bottom-up approach, provides the theory, design, and

implementation of a decentralized CR and DSA network prototype corresponding to Fig-

ure 1.1, which enables distributed cooperative spectrum sensing, multi-channel allocation,
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and dynamic spectrum access. Research and development of this network prototype intends

not only to provide a system/network level design, but also through systematic experiments

to identify performance determining factors in decentralized DSA networks.

To achieve such goals, research is needed not only at the system level, but also for in-

dividual underlying technologies. Therefore, this dissertation starts first in Chapter 2 with

an investigation of performance issues of SDR [16], a critical enabling technology in the

dissertation research specially, and for CR and CR networksin general. Chapter 3 reviews

different methods in signal detection and classification, the most popular approach used

in DSA networks to guarantee noninterference to primary users. It then focuses on de-

veloping a parallel computing based spectrum sensing approach for signal detection under

conditions of low SNR and Rayleigh multi-path fading [44]. The work described in Chap-

ter 2 and 3 provided important background information for the network experimental work

in Chapter 5. The investigation of SDR performance limitations was important for setting

the power budgets and assigning computational tasks to the radio nodes. The work on par-

allel computational approaches and cyclostationary techniques in spectrum sensing was in

one sense a dead end, since the available experimental nodeswere not powerful enough to

implement these methods. But the author thinks they will be implemented in subsequent

networks based on more powerful platforms (the DARPA WNaN radio for example). For

that reason, they are presented here.

After a brief review of research progress in decentralized detection from a hypothesis

test perspective, Chapter 4 explores performance issues incooperative spectrum sensing,

a necessary system in DSA networks which need a complete semantic map of the radio

environment at any time [42, 45]. The author provides a set ofschemes for spectrum data

flow and process management within spectrum sensors and DSA brokers, which are used in

a cooperative spectrum sensor network requiring low data latency and high data reliability.

This chapter also introduces a cooperative spectrum sensing system and its component

signal sensors (developed by the author and his colleagues). Based on the above enabling

technologies, Chapter 5 describes the design and implementation of a decentralized and

asynchronous DSA network prototype, and its constituting functions and components. It

then presents the performance results of this network prototype in cooperative spectrum

sensing, multi-channel allocation, and dynamic spectrum access. Chapter 6 concludes the

dissertation and looks forward to some future research.

Throughout this dissertation, terms will be used in consistence with IEEE Standard Def-

initions and Concepts for Dynamic Spectrum Access: Terminology Relating to Emerging

Wireless Networks, System Functionality, and Spectrum Management, IEEE Std 1900.1-

2008TM [15] unless otherwise noted.
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1.4.1 Contributions

Overall, this dissertation research makes contributions to the following subjects:

1. It builds a distributed cooperative spectrum sensing network with a set of novel

schemes for spectrum data flow and process management withinits spectrum sen-

sors and DSA brokers. This network provides DSA networks a complete semantic

map of the radio environment while achieving low data latency and high data reliabil-

ity. Further, each DSA broker, based on results from its associated sensors, provides

spectrum usage statistics of sensed channels.

2. It designs and implements a software radio based decentralized DSA network pro-

totype which enables distributed cooperative spectrum sensing, multi-channel allo-

cation, and dynamic spectrum access. Through systematic experiments, it identifies

several performance determining factors for decentralized DSA networks.

3. It addresses three practical issues governing SDR performance that are critical in

CR and DSA network development: RF front end nonlinearity, dynamic computing

resource allocation, and execution latency. Detailed explanations and quantitative

results are provided.

4. It presents a parallel computing based spectrum sensing approach for signal detection

under conditions of low SNR and Rayleigh multi-path fading.
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Chapter 2

Software Defined Radio Performance

Investigation

Software Defined Radio (SDR) technology has been widely embraced as the way to de-

velop waveform and frequency agile radio platforms. It is a promising technology for cog-

nitive radio and DSA network development. However, today’sSDR systems, particularly

inexpensive ones which are widely used for CR and DSA networkprototype development

(including this dissertation), tradeoff their radio performance to achieve high flexibility and

reconfigurability.

Several major technologies in this dissertation research rely heavily on SDR, including

radio signal detection and classification as well as a reconfigurable PHY layer and a MAC

layer. Therefore, a performance study of SDR is needed before using it in those functions.

This chapter addresses three practical issues governing SDR performance that are critical

in DSA network development: RF front end nonlinearity, dynamic computing resource

allocation, and execution latency. It provides detailed explanations and quantitative results

of how well SDR performs. This work, while it may seem to the reader to be a digression

from the main themes of this dissertation, was essential to the design of both the individual

nodes and the overall prototype DSA network.

2.1 SDR Overview

Aided by advances in silicon technology, radio frequency (RF) technology, and software

methods, SDR engineers have moved digital signal processing functions progressively

closer to the radio antenna [14]. SDRs can now replace a lot offunctionally inefficient

analog circuitry with reliable, low-priced digital circuits. Furthermore, the flexibility of
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programmable signal processors augments an SDR’s ability to accommodate various wave-

form formats and protocols on one radio platform, and allowsthe SDR to configure itself

“on the fly”; today, SDRs can achieve true multi-band multi-mode reconfigurability [16].

SDR technology has been widely embraced as the way to offer functionalities for CR and

DSA developments.

However, currently it is challenging to create an RF front-end and associated AD/DA

converters that are applicable to a variety of signals with widely differing center frequen-

cies, modulation bandwidth, and power levels [16]. Therefore, SDR’s current performance

still depends heavily on analog RF technologies. For example, RF front-end performance

metrics, particularly non-linearity and dynamic range significantly limit SDR’s.

From a user perspective, an easy development environment isneeded for SDR systems.

However, this is challenging for digital signal processors(DSP) or field-programmable gate

arrays (FPGA). Fortunately, general purpose processors (GPPs), which have been contin-

uously increasing their computational ability following Moore’s Law, are now fast enough

to do a lot of real time digital signal processing tasks and functions. With many library

functions and an easy development environment, several GPPbased SDR architectures

like GNU Radio [46] and OSSIE [47] are developed and widely used in the SDR research

community. However, this makes SDR not just a radio or digital signal processing prob-

lem anymore. It also becomes a computer problem; GPP’s architecture [48] and operating

system (OS) mechanism [49] should be considered. Further, the interface and control of a

SDR RF front end by the GPP should also be considered.

The GPP based open source SDR development toolkit GNU Radio [46] and its typi-

cally associated RF front end, Universal Software Radio Peripheral (USRP) [50] are critical

components in this dissertation’s research. However, performance limitations exist. This

chapter addresses three practical issues governing a SDR system comprised of GNU Radio

and a USRP: RF front end nonlinearity, dynamic computing resource allocation, and exe-

cution latency. Quantitative investigation results of such a SDR system not only guide this

dissertation’s network prototype design and development,but also serve as a foundation for

identifying those performance determining parameters in general DSA networks.

2.2 GNU Radio and USRP

USRP is an openly designed low-price SDR hardware platform which implements radio

front-end functionality and A/D and D/A conversion, connected to the PC that hosts the

device. We discuss USRP performance in detail here because it is by far the most widely

used platform in academic SDR research and the one from whichour prototype network
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was built.

Two generations of USRPs have been made; more details are available in [50]. USRP I,

used in this dissertation research, consists of a motherboard with four high speed 12-bit 64

Msps analog to digital converters (ADC), four high speed 14-bit 128 Msps digital to analog

converters (DAC), an Altera FPGA and a programmable CypressFX2 USB 2.0 controller.

The ADCs, DACs and the FPGA together provide support for IF processing. The FPGA

on the board provides four digital up converters (DUC) and four digital down converters

(DDC) to shift frequencies between baseband and the required operating frequency. The

FPGA can be reprogrammed to provide additional functionality like pulse shaping. RF

front ends are attached in the form of daughter cards which can currently cover all the

radio bands from 0 Hz to 2.4 GHz. A new wide-band daughter-board based on the Mo-

torola Radio Frequency Integrated Circuits (RFIC) technology is under development. More

details are available in [51].

GNU Radio is an open source toolkit for building software radios [46]. It was started in

early 2000 by Eric Blossom and others and has evolved into a mature software infrastruc-

ture used and supported by a large community of developers. It was originally designed to

run on General Purpose Processors (GPP), combined with minimal analog radio hardware,

and allows software radio development of waveforms, modulations, protocols, signal pro-

cessing, and other communications functions in the digitaldomain. The GNU Radio signal

processing library includes existing and developing blocks for most signal processing func-

tions, such as waveform modulation and filter creation. It also includes I/O operations like

file access. Programming in the GNU Radio platform uses a combination of C++ and

Python, a simple, high-level language: the computationally intensive processing blocks are

implemented in C++ while the control and coordination of these blocks for applications

that sit on top are developed in Python. The USRP is fully supported by the GNU Radio

library and a combined system of both is shown in Figure 2.1.

2.3 RF Front End Nonlinearity

Current SDR performance still depends heavily on analog radio frequency (RF) technolo-

gies. Inter-modulation and other nonlinear effects in these devices make it challenging to

create an RF front-end that is applicable to a variety of signals with widely differing cen-

ter frequencies, modulation bandwidths, and power levels.Unanticipated inter-modulation

products can seriously degrade receiver performance. For example, nonlinearity not only

impacts radio performance and power consumption [52], but also fundamentally limits

CR’s application in dynamic spectrum access (DSA) [53] and network resource optimiza-
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Figure 2.1: A basic SDR system based on GNU Radio and USRP.c©2009 IEEE. Reprinted,
with permission, from Ge et al., “Cognitive radio: From spectrum sharing to adaptive
learning and reconfiguration,” IEEE Aerospace Conference,Big Sky, MT, 2008.

tion [54]. Those problems exist so widely that Marshall proposes to use some CR mech-

anisms to mitigate them and gain performance benefits in radio operation reliability, cost

and reduced energy consumption [52].

This section’s goal is to present some analysis on the impactof RF nonlinearity on

SDR performance through USRP and GNU Radio [46]. It gives some quantitative results

to identify a right set of parameters for using USRPs in DSA network development. These

results guided our development of the prototype DSA network.

Fundamentally, nonlinearity comes from nonlinear elements like diodes and transistors

that are used in RF amplifiers and mixers. If an input signal, for example, a sinusoidal sig-

nalA = cos(2πf0t) has a power level that lies beyond the linear region of such devices, the

output signal will include frequency components atf0 as well as at2f0, 3f0, etc. Further,

if there exists more than one input signal with one or more having power levels beyond the

linear regions of such devices, they will interact with eachother and degrade the overall per-

formance on each signal. There are mainly three nonlinearity problems: inter-modulation

distortion, desensitization, and cross-modulation [16].

2.3.1 Types of Non-linearity Distortion

Inter-modulation

The RF front end of a USRP is shown in Figure 2.2, where GNU Radio controls the re-

ceiver gain through the programmable gain amplifier (PGA) before the ADC. To illustrate

the inter-modulation, the author sets up two transmitters with the same power levels and at
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close center frequencies (900MHz and 900.2MHz in Figure 2.3). Both transmits Gaussian

minimum-shift keying (GMSK) modulated data with a basebanddata rate of 50kB/s. A re-

ceiver captures 4MHz bandwidth of signal centered at 900MHz. When the receiving gain in

the PGA is set at 40% of the maximum value, only two signals areshown in the frequency

domain. However, as the receiving gain is increased to 45%, multiple signals appear, as

shown in Figure 2.4. The additional signals are third and fifth-order inter-modulation prod-

ucts that appear in the IF passband and cause downstream interference. At the receiver

output they are indistinguishable from unwanted signals that exist at the input.

Antenna

Filter
Low Pass Mixer

Analog RF Low Noise
Amplifier

Analog
IF

PGA

ADC

Figure 2.2: The RF front end in the USRP.c©2009 Software Defined Radio Forum.
Reprinted, with permission, from Ge et al., “SDR implementation issues: RF front end
nonlinearity and dynamic computing resource allocation,”Software Defined Radio Forum,
Washington DC, 2009.

Figure 2.3: Two signals at a low receiving gain.c©2009 Software Defined Radio Forum.
Reprinted, with permission, from Ge et al., “SDR implementation issues: RF front end
nonlinearity and dynamic computing resource allocation,”Software Defined Radio Forum,
Washington DC, 2009.
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Figure 2.4: Inter-modulated signals at a high receiving gain. c©2009 Software Defined
Radio Forum. Reprinted, with permission, from Ge et al., “SDR implementation issues:
RF front end nonlinearity and dynamic computing resource allocation,” Software Defined
Radio Forum, Washington DC, 2009.

Adjacent Channel Interference

The author also studied the problem of adjacent channel interference (ACI). This is par-

ticularly noticeable when the receiver must simultaneously process multiple independent

signals or when the weak signal is adjacent to a strong signalfrom a nearby transmitter.

To demonstrate ACI, the author decreased one signal’s powerlevel 32 dB lower than the

other signal, as shown in Figure 2.5. The author then moved the center frequencies of the

two signals closer at a separation of 100 kHz as shown in Figure 2.6. We can see that the

frequency selectivity of the receiver is degraded as the energy from the strong signal leaks

into the bandwidth of the weak signal.

2.3.2 Nearby Channel Data Communication

An SDR can’t set its receiver gain too high because of nonlinear effects as shown in Fig-

ure 2.4. However, if the receiver gain is too low, the received signal’s SINR might be too

low, therefore resulting in high BER and packet error rate (PER). Here the author used

GNU Radio and USRP 1 (with a FLEX 900 daughter-board) to characterize PER varia-

tion against SINR. Instead of varying the receiver gain, theauthor changed the transmitter
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Figure 2.5: Two signals with different transmitting powers. c©2009 Software Defined
Radio Forum. Reprinted, with permission, from Ge et al., “SDR implementation issues:
RF front end nonlinearity and dynamic computing resource allocation,” Software Defined
Radio Forum, Washington DC, 2009.

power over a large range because it is a more appropriate way to vary SINR at the receiver.

(The noise level remains constant.) The receiver gain is setone third of the maximum

value at the PGA in Figure 2.2. In calculating PER, the receiver received 5000 packets and

each one had an error checking header. Figure 2.7 shows the results and it also indicates the

SINR where inter-modulation begins when the receiver is processing equally strong signals

on adjacent channels.

The calculated SINR is determined by USRP’s architecture because the signals used in

calculation go through function components like filtering,amplification, and gain control.

The absolute values of USRP-derived SNR measurements are known to be unreliable [55],

but their relative values are consistent with each other andthus useful for purposes of

comparison, as reported here. The same signal samples are also used in demodulation;

therefore, Figure 2.7 does demonstrate that non-linearityand SINR significantly limit the

proper operating range for received signals at different power levels. In this example, the

effective dynamic range (as described here) of the receiveris only about 7 dB.
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Figure 2.6: Adjacent channel interference.c©2009 Software Defined Radio Forum.
Reprinted, with permission, from Ge et al., “SDR implementation issues: RF front end
nonlinearity and dynamic computing resource allocation,”Software Defined Radio Forum,
Washington DC, 2009.

2.4 Dynamic Computing Resource Allocation in SDR

Fundamentally, any radio system must guarantee a real-timeperformance. From the per-

spective of network data communication, data are transmitted as segments at the PHY

layer; to receive all the data, processing time for each datasegment is limited – determined

by the transmitting data rate – since the radio must accept and process this data segment

before the next segment arrives. Therefore, the overall signal processing in a radio system

must have this deadline-driven constraint [56] – all signalprocessing functions must be

completed within a certain time or radios may not function appropriately.

Following the receiver path chain, the antenna and other analog parts can process sig-

nals of any bandwidth at an almost instant speed. Therefore,the real-time performance

constraint mainly lies in the digital part. After the ADC, a minimum amount computing

resources, measured for example, by computing cycles and memory space, is needed to

process the digital samples in achieving a needed real-timespeed that matches the incom-

ing digital samples’ speed. Different waveforms require different amounts of computing

resources; for example, 16 QAM requires more computing resources than BPSK in achiev-

ing the same symbol rate. In conventional digital radios, the analog-to-digital conversion
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Figure 2.7: PER vs SINR distribution. Note that the absolutevalues of SINR are low
because of known problems with the USRP/GNU Radio measurement systems, but the
relative values and the illustrated functional dependenceare correct. c©2009 Software
Defined Radio Forum. Reprinted, with permission, from Ge et al., “SDR implementation
issues: RF front end nonlinearity and dynamic computing resource allocation,” Software
Defined Radio Forum, Washington DC, 2009.

occurs either at the baseband or at a low IF band, which dramatically reduces the speed of

the digital signal samples. Therefore, the baseband data rate is usually at the same order of

the sample rate after ADC. Thus, the real-time performance requirement of conventional

digital radios can be equally determined by the baseband data rate.

Therefore, it is possible to achieve both real-time performance and low power consump-

tion for a single digital waveform because (1) the RF radio signals can be down-converted

to the baseband with a necessary minimum data rate, thus minimizing required computing

resources; (2) the required digital signal processing functions can be fully optimized and

executed on Application-Specific Integrated Circuits (ASICs). Most commercial radios

are produced, (cell-phones for example) in this way. In commercial digital radios like a

DSP based P25 radio, the computing resource requirement forall P25 radio tasks is thor-

oughly quantified, based on the selected waveforms and the baseband data rates to achieve
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real-time performance. A DSP with required computing resources (in terms of CPU and

memory), is dedicated usually with some leeway to the signalprocessing functions that

correspond to such waveforms and data rates.

However, it is quite a different story for SDR. First, movingdigital signal processing

functions closer to the radio antenna requires a high data rate and more functional compo-

nents in the software domain; this implies additional computing resources such as comput-

ing cycles in signal processing and memory space to hold moresignal samples. Second,

SDR usually needs to reconfigure itself to support more than one application; this makes it

challenging to highly optimize computing resource allocation for dynamically configured

radio functions. Third, developing and executing SDR systems requires a running comput-

ing system. Such a system consumes computing resources, maybe at a significant level,

without even running any SDR code.

Among the three most popular computing systems for SDR development including FP-

GAs, GPPs, and DSPs – FPGAs are not flexible in reconfigurationand consume significant

power, but they can support real-time performance [57]. GPPs are capable of reconfigura-

tion but are power demanding. DSPs consume less power and canreconfigure for simple

real-time tasks but are not able to support computationallyintensive tasks [16]. To date,

it is still an open challenge to design an SDR platform which is flexible while supporting

real-time performance with a limited battery life.

Supporting real-time performance in a SDR system puts a stringent performance re-

quirement on all the components including the RF front end, AD/DA converters, compo-

nent interconnect interfaces, and computing devices. Thissection primarily focuses on the

impact of computing resource allocation on the performanceof GPP based SDRs. Next

section investigates the overall execution latency in a SDRsystem.

2.4.1 Supporting Real-time Performance in SDR

SDR is quite different from conventional digital radios in that it usually captures signals

samples at a high IF frequency. The result is that the digitaldomain has to deal with a

sample rate after the ADC much higher than the baseband data rate – sometimes several

orders of magnitude higher. For example, a P25 radio may onlyrequire a data rate of 9.6

kB/s [58], but an SDR requires a sample rate of at least 1 MS/s if it captures signals with

a bandwidth of 0.5MHz; this is about a 100 times higher data rate. Depending on the type

of digital signal processing functions after ADC and beforethe baseband, processing such

a much higher sample rate in the digital domain may require more computing resources

than a specific waveform at the baseband. This is certainly true for required memory space
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and its associated memory operations. Therefore, the real-time performance requirement

of SDR is determined by both the IF band sample rate and the baseband data rate for a

specific waveform. For simple waveforms, processing the IF band sample rate requires

far more computing resources than the baseband data rate in achieving the required real-

time performance and dramatically increases the associated power consumption, which

fundamentally limits SDR’s applications.

Further, unlike conventional digital radios which often dedicate different optimized

computing devices to different parts of a system, SDR accommodates many digital signal

processing functions in a single computing domain and targets many radio applications.

Not only does this limit the overall system optimization, but also it complicates the system

performance analysis because all running functions compete with each other for comput-

ing resource. Such competition is particularly complicated in GPPs and DSPs because

CPU and memory consumption for multiple functions can be non-linear in most operating

systems. This creates a big challenge in analyzing CPU and memory requirements for al-

locating resource dynamically in achieving real-time performance. While FPGAs can, in

theory, allocate computing resources – the programmable gates – in a linear manner for

different functions, the resource usage cannot be optimized, resulting in wasteful power

consumption.

2.4.2 Experimental Investigation of Dynamic Computing Resource Al-

location in SDR

In this section, the author uses a concrete example to illustrate the impact of computing

resource allocation on the real-time performance requirement in GNU Radio (version 3.1

in this example ). As shown in Figure 2.8, the author set up a direct radio link between

two nodes by continuously transmitting a fixed amount of datafrom the transmitter to the

receiver using GMSK. The data is transmitted in fixed-lengthpackets at a fixed rate. In

the receiver path, the USRP sends digital samples at an IF band to its connected GPP. In

the experiment, the sampling rate fed to the GPP is fixed at 4 MS/s and the baseband data

rate is 50 kB/s with 2 samples per symbol. The samples are thenlow-passed filtered before

demodulation. The final baseband data is saved in a message queue. All the function

blocks in Figure 2.8 are implemented in terms of signal processing blocks which require

CPU cycles and memory space to do their work. More details about how GNU Radio works

is available in [46]. To analyze the relationship between computing resource allocation and

real-time performance, the author also adds a variable number of copies of the same low-

pass filter after the USRP, but feeding their output samples to a null block which simply
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dumps the data. The low-pass filter is a finite impulse response filter using Hamming

window with 1241 taps. The used GPP is an Intel dual-core CPU (model T9300) with a

frequency of 2.50GHz. It has 3.5 GB of memory.

Demod msg_queueLP_Filter

LP_Filter

LP_Filter

USRP

Null... ...

n

Receiver Path

USRP

Transmit Side

1

2

Figure 2.8: Experiment set up.c©2009 Software Defined Radio Forum. Reprinted, with
permission, from Ge et al., “SDR implementation issues: RF front end nonlinearity and
dynamic computing resource allocation,” Software Defined Radio Forum, Washington DC,
2009.

Experiment Results and Analysis

In this experiment, the receiver has a basic signal path including the signal processing

blocks of USRP, demodulation, and only one low pass filter. Itneeds to receive 5000 pack-

ets; the overall computing resource consumption in receiving those packets and the PER

are both calculated. The author then added a variable numberof extra low-pass filters as

shown in Figure 2.8 and measured both the computing resourceconsumption and PER ac-

cordingly. Specifically, the author used four methods in estimating the computing resource

consumption. The package SYSSTAT [59] and Oprofile were usedto measure the overall

user domain and individual GNU Radio function CPU utilization; the Python Profiler [60]

was used to measure the overall CPU time to process all received packets, and the Linux

system monitor was used to measure the memory consumption. The Python Profiler uses

deterministic profiling by precisely timing the intervals between events like function calls,

function returns, and exception events [60] while SYSSTAT and Oprofile use statistical

profiling by randomly sampling the effective instruction pointer and deducing where time

is being spent. To minimize the OS impact, the author restarted the computer in a clean

environment for each running case.

Figure 2.9 shows the variation of overall CPU consumption inthe user domain, includ-

ing both GNU Radio and other running system programs, as the number of extra low pass

filters increases. The CPU consumption is around 2% of all available CPU cycles without

running GNU Radio. Though not shown in the figure, the author also found from the Linux

system monitor that the memory utilization remained almostconstant around 397MB (11%
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Figure 2.9: User domain overall CPU consumption variation.c©2009 Software Defined
Radio Forum. Reprinted, with permission, from Ge et al., “SDR implementation issues:
RF front end nonlinearity and dynamic computing resource allocation,” Software Defined
Radio Forum, Washington DC, 2009.

overall utilization) when running GNU Radio and 373 MB (10.5% overall utilization) when

not running GNU Radio. Therefore, memory consumption had a negligible impact on the

experiment.

As we can see from Figure 2.9, no trend seems to exist purely for the overall user

domain CPU utilization. There may be multiple reasons to explain this. Fundamentally,

GPP’s CPU has limited hardware resources, for example, registers and ALUs. They are

shared among different tasks as the OS assigns resource and CPU clocks for each running

task. There is variation for the overall system CPU utilization and such variation may

obscure the CPU increment introduced by extra running filters solely in GNU Radio.

To further investigate the variation of computing resourceconsumption, the author then
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Figure 2.10: CPU consumption variation of different numberof low pass filters. c©2009
Software Defined Radio Forum. Reprinted, with permission, from Ge et al., “SDR imple-
mentation issues: RF front end nonlinearity and dynamic computing resource allocation,”
Software Defined Radio Forum, Washington DC, 2009.

specifically analyzed the CPU consumption of the low pass filters by using Oprofile because

the filter operation was the main CPU consumption increment among all running cases.

As shown in Figure 2.10, the CPU consumption of all running low pass filters increases

linearly to a total of 7, and then drops at 8, followed by a continuous increase afterward.

Two lines are shown in Figure 2.10, one is the CPU percentage of all running filters against

the user domain overall running programs, the other is the CPU percentage of all running

filters against all the available system CPU. We can see that each extra filter only consumes

about 0.3% of the overall CPU; that result confirms the author’s estimation in the previous

paragraph. Because it is now confirmed that the required CPU increases linearly at least for

the first 7 running cases, next the author studied the impact of CPU consumption increase
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on SDR performance – here the PER. As shown in Figure 2.11, thePER for the first 7

running cases is, in almost all cases 0, then it increases abruptly to almost 100%.
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Figure 2.11: PER distribution as the number of low pass filters increase.c©2009 Software
Defined Radio Forum. Reprinted, with permission, from Ge et al., “SDR implementation
issues: RF front end nonlinearity and dynamic computing resource allocation,” Software
Defined Radio Forum, Washington DC, 2009.

To further investigate the CPU consumption, the author alsoused Python Profiler to

measure the overall timing requirement in receiving 5000 packets. The author found that

the required time was around 96.5 seconds for all the first 7 running cases, and then it

increased sharply for following cases, as did the PER correspondingly. The author also

found that the receiver path, starting from running case 8, experienced a significant number

of USRP overruns ( USRP samples were dropped because they were not read in time by

the following signal processing block.) In such situations, the transmitter actually needed

to send more data packets so that the receiver could receive up to 5000 packets. Therefore,
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the CPU time increase indicated the increase in the number ofdropped signal samples from

USRP.

Given the above data results, we now can understand why the CPU percentage of all

running filters in Figure 2.10 doesn’t increase linearly after the number of 7. GNU Radio

execution slows down if signal samples are dropped once a while and the CPU consumption

dynamics thus changes. But most importantly, at a thresholdvalue, a small amount of re-

quired CPU increment may result that an SDR receiver performance deteriorates abruptly

because it cannot allocate enough computing resources to processing the incoming digi-

tized samples at the required real-time speed.

2.5 SDR Execution Latency

A wireless network performance is determined by many factors; among them, the MAC

layer is especially crucial because wireless medium is shared among all nodes and they may

interfere with each other. Further, each node may experience shadowing, fading, and multi-

path propagation. As a result, a wireless network’s PHY layer no longer has a constant

channel capacity, in contrast with wired networks [61].

SDR achieves multi-band multi-mode reconfigurability by moving digital signal pro-

cessing functions progressively closer to the radio antenna and using software methods to

replace analog functions. As discussed in Section 2.4.1, however, doing so also means

that the computing device in a SDR system must process a much higher data rate than

the baseband data rate of a signal waveform. Further, significant amount of data must be

sent to the computing domain. Because of the memory hierarchy in a GPP, the peripherals

connecting the RF front end to the GPP, multiple data buffersalong the radio transceiver

signal processing, and computing resource contention in the OS, GPP-based SDR have

performance challenges not only in enabling real-time digital signal processing, but also of

supporting low latency execution of PHY and MAC layer functions. This section explores

most latency sources by following the entire receiver chainfrom the RF front end to MAC

functions in software domain. It also gives numerical latency measurements taken by using

times-tamps.

2.5.1 Latency Sources in GNU Radio

If we follow the receiver chain in GNU Radio, there are six factors that may introduce

latency, as shown in Figure 2.12:

1. analog signal processing and wire delay in USRP’s analog circuits,
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2. sampling delay in converters and programmable gain amplifier (PGA),

3. filter processing time in FPGA,

4. USB’s data queue transmission mechanism, and its limitedbuffer size and transmis-

sion speed,

5. GNU Radio’s streaming architecture in both radio controland PHY information,

signal processing, and GNU Radio scheduler, which will be detailed in later sections,

6. GPP operating system (OS) latency and uncertainty, GPP memory hierarchy, and

others.

Figure 2.12: Decomposition of a SDR system consisting of GNURadio and a USRP.
c©2008 Software Defined Radio Forum. Reprinted, with permission, from Ge et al., “Soft-

ware defined radio execution latency,” Software Defined Radio Forum, Washington DC,
2008.

Let’s use∆ to represent latency in different resources; the system total latency can be

decomposed into into four parts:

∆ = ∆USRP+ ∆USB + ∆GNU Radio+ ∆GPP (2.1)

where∆USRP, ∆USB, ∆GNU Radio, and∆GPP are the total delay time introduced by USRP,

USB, GNU Radio software, the host GPP. Individually,∆USRP, ∆GNU Radio, and∆GPP can

be further decomposed as shown below:
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∆USRP = ∆Analog + ∆Wire Delay + ∆AD/DA + ∆FPGA + others

∆GNU Radio = ∆Signal Processing+ ∆Scheduler

∆GPP = ∆OS + ∆Memory Operation+ Others (2.2)

The following sections briefly analyze each of the four partsin Eq. 2.1 separately.

Execution Latency in USRP

As shown in Figure 2.13, the USRP introduces latency becauseof analog signal processing

and wire delay, TX/RX switch, tuning in the voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO), signal

sampling process, programming delay in the programmable gain amplifier (PGA), and filter

processing in FPGA. The TX/RX switch and VCO do not impact steady state execution

latency, and most other parts’ latency is negligible with the typical value of 1µs in the

FPGA.

Figure 2.13: the time scale at each radio component.c©2008 Software Defined Radio
Forum. Reprinted, with permission, from Ge et al., “Software defined radio execution
latency,” Software Defined Radio Forum, Washington DC, 2008.

USB Characteristics

USRP I connects to the host computer through USB 2.0 ports with buffers on both sides:

8 kB on the USRP side and 32 kB on the host computer side. All thedata is put into
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queues before it goes through the USB connection, as shown inFigure 2.13. The USB

connection transmits data in blocks with a minimum size of 512 B. This means that smaller

data chunks will have to wait for incoming data to fill up to 512B before they can pass the

USB. Therefore, the USB latency, which is the time duration for moving data from FPGA

to the USB driver on the PC, is decided by three factors: packet size, USB data rate, and

buffer size on both sides of the USB connection. The USB data transmitting latency is

∆USB =
f(512, fusb-nblocks× fusb-block-size)

sample-size× fs

(2.3)

wheref(x, y) depends on the amount of data in the buffer and is at leastx and at mosty,

fusb-nblocks is the number of data blocks in USB, fusb-block-size is each block’s size,fs

is the sampling frequency, and sample-size is usually 32 bits for complex signal samples.

Because of the queue structure in USB, there is latency variation among different data

rates in the signal flow. For burst signals flowing from the RF front end when both buffers

are empty, the latency is decided by Eq. (2.3), which also determines latency for low rate

continuous signal flow. For high rate continuous signal flow,new arriving signal data have

to wait for previous data flowing out of the buffer. Therefore, the latency accounts for the

time that buffers empty previous data. For the TX chain, it isquite similar except that the

PC side memory buffer size is larger.

GNU Radio Running Mechanism

Programming in the GNU Radio platform uses a combination of C++ and Python, a simple,

high-level programming language. The computationally intensive processing blocks are

implemented in C++ while the control and coordination of these blocks for applications

that sit on top are developed in Python. Starting with the version 3.2, Python is optionally

used in run GNU Radio applications.

When executing SDR functions, the GNU Radio scheduler processes data as a stream

of homogeneous items in any active flow graph. It breaks each data stream into chunks and

feeds these chunks one at a time into each block in the flow graph using the mechanism

described in Algorithm 1 [62].

The scheduler scans through all included signal processingblocks in the flow graph

from the head to the end, and then loops back. The scheduler isessentially a cyclic poller,

calling each block in turn to perform its processing function, always cycling in the same

order. This mechanism creates extra latency in looping. Even if one block has the highest

priority for a particular task, it must still wait for following and preceding signal processing

blocks.
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Algorithm 1 GNU Radio’s core working mechanism.
while flowgraph.startdo

for i = 0, · · · , total number of blocksdo
if block i has enough input data and sufficient memory for output portthen

process blocki
end if

end for
end while

GPP Memory Hierarchy and OS Environment

In a GPP operating system environment, GNU Radio executes all the PHY layer functions

including IF band and baseband functions. GPPs’ memory hierarchy and OS’s characteris-

tics will bring overhead that does not arise in FPGAs and ASICs.

Specifically, modern GPP OS is designed to maximize resourceutilization – to assure

that all available CPU time, memory, and I/O are used efficiently, and that no individ-

ual user takes more than her fair share [49]. To maximize resource utilization, the OS

uses processes and threads to run multiple jobs simultaneously: applications, system pro-

grams, drivers, etc. The CPU scheduler manages all threads and processes according to

scheduling algorithms like First-Come, First-Served (FCFS) scheduling, or Round-Robin

(RR) scheduling. All scheduling algorithms balance several criteria like CPU utilization,

throughput, waiting time, and response time. The implication for GNU Radio is that the OS

will create latency uncertainty for GNU Radio implementation because GNU Radio signal

flow graph processing is just one process running in the operating system even though GNU

Radio can set a high priority for this single process.

Furthermore, most GPPs still follow the von Neumann architecture which has a mem-

ory hierarchy as shown in Figure 2.14. GPPs run any program instructions (with data) in

the CPU with registers while instructions and data are usually stored in the disk or memory.

There is a vast speed difference between CPU and memory [48].To solve this problem,

several levels of caches are inserted between the CPU and memory, and speculative meth-

ods are used to pre-fetch instructions or data into the caches. However, any failure in

speculative pre-fetching will cause the CPU to wait for dataread from memory with a long

delay, as shown in Figure 2.14.

2.5.2 Latency Measurements

Section 2.5.1 analyzes the possible latency, while this section will give numerical measure-

ments. To measure the latency, the author used two USRPs connected to one computer so
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Figure 2.14: Memory hierarchy in GPPs and the speed difference. c©2008 Software De-
fined Radio Forum. Reprinted, with permission, from Ge et al., “Software defined radio
execution latency,” Software Defined Radio Forum, Washington DC, 2008.

that times-tamps can be used within one computer to measure the time between transmit-

ting a packet and receiving it. As shown in Figure 2.15, the author implemented a digital

transmitter and receiver – each in its own USRP – and four times-tamps were inserted: the

first (Timer Head) is right before the data packetizing, the second (Timer 1) is right before

the transmitter IF band, the third (Timer 2) is right after the receiver’s IF band, and the

fourth (Timer Tail) is right after data de-packetizing. Theexperiment used an Intel Core

2 dual-core processor (@2.40 GHz) with 2GB of memory and the GNU Radio code was

based on version 3.1.

Figure 2.15: Experiment setup for measuring SDR execution latency. c©2008 Software
Defined Radio Forum. Reprinted, with permission, from Ge et al., “Software defined radio
execution latency,” Software Defined Radio Forum, Washington DC, 2008.

Next, the author transmits different sizes of packets and measure the total latency, i.e.,

the time difference between Timer Head and Timer Tail. For BPSK at different bit rates,

the latency time vs. packet size is shown in Figure 2.16.
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Figure 2.16: The latency time between transmitting a packetand receiving it using BPSK
as a function of packet size and bit rate.c©2008 Software Defined Radio Forum. Reprinted,
with permission, from Ge et al., “Software defined radio execution latency,” Software De-
fined Radio Forum, Washington DC, 2008.

As we can see in Figure 2.16, the latency time is on the order often milliseconds

between sending and receiving even a small packet (10 bytes)at all test bit rates. As

the packet size increases beyond 100 bytes, this latency time increases continuously and

reaches the order of 100 milliseconds for 1000 bytes, thougha higher bit rate results in a

shorter latency.

Following Algorithm 1, a big packet in GNU Radio is broken into a sequence of data

chunks and each one is processed following the flow graph shown in Figure 2.15. Con-

sidering the uncertainty from the three queues shown in Figure 2.13 and the limited size

of USB buffers, the author further measured the amount of time spent on transmitting and

receiving a packet at different modulations and bit rates. Particularly, the author let the

transmitting packet go directly to the receiving side at thebaseband and USRPs were not

used, therefore removing the impact of waiting for emptyingUSB queues and other hard-

ware latency. Such time latency is purely decided by the GNU Radio architecture and the

CPU speed, and theoretically it is proportional to the number of samples (per second) for
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the same baseband functions setting if there is enough available CPU and memory.

As an example in Figure 2.17, the author used BPSK in transmitting one packet and

receiving it at the baseband. The behavior of time latency vs. packet size is similar to

Figure 2.16, though it is one order of magnitude smaller. Such latency is usually at the

scale of tens of micro-seconds for small packets.

Figure 2.17: BSPK baseband signal-processing time.c©2008 Software Defined Radio
Forum. Reprinted, with permission, from Ge et al., “Software defined radio execution
latency,” Software Defined Radio Forum, Washington DC, 2008.

2.5.3 A Fundamental Latency Resource: Pipeline vs Sequential

Fundamentally, GPPs can only run one task at a time and each program is executed sequen-

tially, even though some instruction and data level parallelisms like instruction pipeline,

super-scalar instruction execution, and SIMD, are widely implemented [48]. The CPU

scheduler switches CPU and memory resource among multiple running tasks quickly [49].

Even worse, GNU Radio scheduler adopts a purely sequential way to execute the signal

flow from IF band to the MAC layer functions. Analog radio components, ASICs, FPGAs,
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and commercial wireless devices all execute signals in parallel/pipeline (a continuous se-

quence of signals is executed simultaneously by a sequential set of components.). ASICs

usually run multiple function components together, and thus are in a pipeline mode. FPGAs

have the advantage of dividing different slices into different functions, therefore, executing

signal processing functions in a pipeline mode. But, fundamentally, GPPs can only run

one task at a time [49], even though some instruction and datalevel parallelisms like in-

struction pipeline and super-scalar instruction execution are widely implemented [48]. As a

hypothetical example illustrated in Figure 2.18, the speeddifference between pipeline and

sequential is usually significant.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.18: A hypothetical illustration of speed difference: pipeline (a) is 7 times faster
than sequential (b).c©2008 Software Defined Radio Forum. Reprinted, with permission,
from Ge et al., “Software defined radio execution latency,” Software Defined Radio Forum,
Washington DC, 2008.

Conventional radios (analog or digital) use a set of analog and digital components for

specific radio tasks. Following an entire receiver signal processing chain, signals can con-

tinuously flow through all the analog components with negligible delay for signal process-

ing; all the analog components process signals in a pipelineway. Usually ADC converters

need limited sampling time to get digital samples (ADCs can easily work at the order of

hundreds of MHz). All of the remaining signal processing like filtering, modulation and

demodulation, source coding, and channel coding is done in the digital domain. For narrow

band signals, the computational requirement is not tight; therefore, both DSPs and FPGAs

can be used. For example, most public safety radios only use DSPs.

Nevertheless, it is usually challenging for a single DSP or FPGA to support wide-band

waveforms, even for baseband signals. Commercial radio chips (ASICs) combine multiple

computing components (system-on-chip) so that they can process multiple functions at the

same time (parallel/pipeline). Certainly such a design canalso get rid of latency in moving

signals between different components. With an ASIC, the overall latency in the digital

domain is therefore dramatically reduced. As an example, a typical Wi-Fi card [63] has

several signal processing components for baseband PHY layer functions. They are used
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for filtering, modulation, demodulation, MAC functions, encryption, and decryption. This

architecture essentially executes signal processing in a pipeline mode.

Such architecture guarantees strict timing requirements,which is critical to IEEE 802.11’s

success. More specifically, there are several functions like TDMA (sync), CSMA (DIFS,

SIFS), carrier sense, dependent packets (ACKs, RTS), fine-grained radio control (frequency

hopping), etc., as shown in Table 4-1 that require precise and fast timing performance. A

Wi-Fi chip must finish all the PHY/MAC layer functions withina few microseconds at both

the transmitter and receiver side as well as doing all of the analog RF signal processing.

As a GPP based SDR example, GNU Radio executes all the PHY/MAClayer functions

in a sequential way. Comparing Figure 2.16 and Table 2.1 (derived from [64]), we can see

there are two to three orders of magnitude speed difference between GNU Radio and a Wi-

Fi chip even though GNU Radio only executes narrow band signals while the Wi-Fi chip

works on wide-band waveforms. As shown in Figure 2.17,considering even only baseband

modem functions, sequential execution of PHY layer functions takes on the order of tens of

micro-seconds for a small packet. The author believes that the most fundamental source for

such a performance gap is parallel/pipeline vs. sequentialsignal processing even though

the GPP’s architecture does introduce some additional latency overhead.

Table 2.1: Summary of important timing constants in IEEE 802.11b, IEEE 802.11a, and
IEEE 802.11g. (Please notice that the timing is based on performance of Wi-Fi ASICs.)

Parameter
Value

802.11b 802.11a 802.11g only 802.11g + legacy
SLOT 20µs 9 µs 9 µs 20µs
SIFS 10µs 16µs 10µs 10µs
DIFS 50µs 34µs 28µs 50µs

PHY layer 192µs [long] 20µs 20µs 20µs
PHY layer 192µs [short]

2.6 Implications for SDR design

Section 2.5.3 uses IEEE 802.11 as an example to illustrate timing requirements in wireless

standards. Since execution latency is decided by the size ofcomputational requirement and

the available computing capacity, the author surveyed existing wide-band waveforms’ data

rates and summarize their computational requirements for baseband signals.

The complexity of algorithms used in telecommunications toreduce the bit error rate

and increase spectrum efficiency has increased continuously. For example, multi-input
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multi-output (MIMO) and broadband techniques have been developed to efficiently utilize

both radio spectrum and energy while supporting high data rates. More channel estimation

and adaption algorithms are used to reduce inter symbol interface (ISI) problem. As shown

in [65], many wireless standards have already been and will continue to be created in the

near future. Table 2.2 shows some wireless standards, theirbit rates, and computational

complexity at the baseband. Usually, higher data rates demand higher computing capacity

for a same waveform. Algorithms used in smart antenna and traditional coding schemes

certainly increase the computational complexity for SDR development.

Table 2.2: Data rates of wireless standards.
Wireless Standards Bit Rate Computational Com-

plexity (million instruc-
tions per second)

GSM ([66]) 270.833 kb/s 100
IEEE 802.11a ([67]) 54.0Mb/s () 5000
CDMA2000 ([68]) 1.28Mb/s 2000
WCDMA ([67]) 3.84Mb/s 3000
TD-SCDMA ([67]) 1.28 Ms/s 3000
OFDM-VBLAST with 4x4
MIMO (WiMAX or IEEE
802.11n) ([69])

216 Mb/s 9600

2.6.1 Proposed Solutions

As we can see from the above sections, SDR architecture has toachieve a similar ability

in reconfiguring as GPPs have and a similar execution speed ashighly optimized ASICs

have. Therefore SDR should better utilize available computing resources, for example, in-

creasing more parallelism especially considering the increasing computational requirement

from future broadband wireless technologies. This is far more important than using the in-

creasing computing ability, as, for example, from DSP and GPPs. Therefore, the author

recommends that future SDR architectures proceed in two directions: hybrid architecture

as shown in Figure 2.19, or a multi-core based parallel architecture.

Hybrid architecture with a control processor may contain anembedded GPP, a reconfig-

urable FPGA, and some auxiliary ASICs. This arrangement hasseveral advantages for im-

plementing an SDR. The control processor is both necessary to handle non-DSP functions

like branch, control, and decisions and efficient enough to coordinate different computing

tasks and. ASICs are used for widely accepted wireless standards like Wi-Fi, WiMAX,
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Figure 2.19: The proposed embedded GPP/FPGA hybrid architecture SDR

and LTE. Computation accelerators are for computationallyintensive tasks such as video

graphic processors. The FPGA can support most other PHY/MAClayer functions. Most

importantly, some FPGAs support run- time reconfiguration by using techniques like Wires

on Demand [70]. Therefore, upon reconfiguration request by the GPP, the FPGA is able to

reconfigure quickly by using existing function bit streams,similar to the way that library

functions are used for GPP programs. Such architecture is able to reduce the power bud-

get by using low clock frequencies, thus saving die area and reducing static and dynamic

power consumption. It can achieve parallelism, not only at the data and instruction level,

but also at the task level by spreading tasks out among different computing components

and different FPGA slices.

Another attractive approach to implement SDR is to use multi-core processor architec-

ture. Because of the power wall, memory wall, and ILP (instruction level parallel) wall

[48], single core based GPPs may not be able to increase computation speed significantly,

and parallel architecture has became the dominate architecture in the industry. Multi-core

architecture can use parallelism in achieving SDR’s execution speed requirement while still

maintaining the same level of flexibility as GPPs. For example, the Cell Broadband Engine

(Cell BE) has nine heterogeneous cores [71], nVidia GPU has 256 cores [72], and Intel has

an 80-core CPU [73]. Different signal processing functionscan be executed on different

cores in a pipeline mode. However, there are still some big challenges for both hardware

and software architectures in parallel computing [48], andit is challenging to program in

parallel.

On the other hand, high latency tolerant protocols can be used in networks built from

SDR nodes with long execution latency [74]. The following isa non-exhaustive list of

possible protocols, including changes to existing protocols [74], which could solve the

problem: (1) TDMA: using a TDMA protocol would solve most of the latency problems,

though it requires synchronization among the participating nodes. (2) Universal Header
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Coding: based on a simple modulation scheme, headers and ACKs are the same through

all the different protocols. This way, PHY layer functions can be implemented in hard-

ware and thus a quick ACK or CTS response can be guaranteed. (3) Delayed ACK and a

simple MAC: SDR execution latency is a big problem in the ACK reply and the RTS/CTS

exchange. For the ACKs, we can delay them to a later point in time. We can also adopt

a simple MAC like ALOHA protocol [75], instead of CSMA/CA, therefore, avoiding the

RTS/CTS exchange.

2.7 Conclusion

This chapter investigates three performance issues in a SDRsystem through the examples

of GNU Radio and USRP. Experimental results show that inter-modulation significantly

limits SDR’s receiver gain operation range. Further investigations conclude that general

purpose processor (GPP) based SDR’s performance is sensitive to computing resource con-

tention. SDR performance may deteriorate abruptly if not enough computing resources are

available due to the real-time constraint in radio functionexecution. Numerical measure-

ments are given on the latencies within the software domain and the overall path from the

transmitting packet to the receiving packet. Overall, GPP-based SDR suffers from execu-

tion latency because of delays in the memory hierarchy in theGPP, the peripherals con-

necting the RF front end to the GPP, and multiple data buffersalong the radio transceiver

signal processing chain as well as resource contention in the OS.

All the above three issues impact significantly performanceof systems built from SDRs.

From a research perspective, methods do exist to attack them. From a current user perspec-

tive, these issues must be migitated respectively through:

• The transmitting power and receiving gain of a SDR must be operated within the

effective dynamic range of a SDR’s RF front end.

• The computing resource requirement of all running applications must be thoroughly

quantified under all possible execution situations and the SDR must provide sufficient

resource for executing at least the maximum case.

These findings guided the design and development of our prototype DSA network.
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Chapter 3

Signal Detection and Classification

The fundamental goal of DSA is to improve spectrum usage efficiency within three di-

mensions: frequency, time, and space, with a value even muchhigher than that achieved

by current cellular systems [76]. The first and foremost requirement for any DSA imple-

mentation is to guarantee non-interference (or tolerable interference) to incumbent users

in the above three dimensions. Therefore, spectrum awareness is a necessary component.

Currently, there are three main types of spectrum awarenessmethods [77]: geo-locate and

database lookup, spectrum usage beacons, and incumbent signal detectors. The last is the

most popular. However, quickly and accurately detecting primary signals can be challeng-

ing. For example, the National Association of Broadcastersproposed to FCC that white

space devices should accurately detect TV broadcasts at−116 dBm [78], which may be

under the noise floor. In addition, the detection performance should hold up even under

hostile conditions like shadowing, fading, and multi-path[42].

In general, spectrum sensing is required by a DSA network under two circumstances:

(1) to identify spectrum holes, (2) to detect the return of primary signals on the channel be-

ing used by secondary users. The former case usually needs only to identify the presence of

signals or not; while the later case must normally differentiate between primary signals and

secondary signals. Signal modulation classification is widely used to differentiate signals.

This chapter first gives a general overview of signal detection and classification meth-

ods. It then focuses on a special signal modulation classification method – cyclostationary

feature based signal detection. This method is attractive for detecting primary users be-

cause of its ability to distinguish between modulated signals, interference, and noise at low

SNRs. However, a key issue of cyclostationary signal analysis is the high computational

cost arising from the large number of required complex convolution operations. The author

uses parallel computing on the Cell Broadband Engine (Cell BE) to attack this problem.

The results are of general interest, even though it was not possible to implement the tech-
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niques on the nodes that were available for us to use in the prototype DSA network.

3.1 Introduction

The goal of signal detection is usually to detect Signals of Interest (SOI) over a wide fre-

quency range under conditions of low SNR, interference, andother dynamic wireless envi-

ronments. It has important applications in the military domain where advanced techniques

are required for real-time signal interception and processing. This is vital for decisions

involving electronic warfare operations and other tactical actions like detecting improvised

explosive device (IED) signal and jamming hostile signals.For DSA applications, signal

detection mostly occurs in a band limited domain. In a digital domain, this means that a

finite length of a high frequency signal is first down-converted into some IF band, and then

numerical methods are used to discover the presence of any signals. Suppose thatx is the

sequence of collected data, the detection problem (with only AWGN) can be formulated

through the hypothesis test:

H0 : x = n

H1 : x = hs + n (3.1)

wheres is the unknown signal to be detected andn is an AWGN,h is the channel filter

determined by the radio environment. There are two types of errors [79]: (1) false positive

means the error of detecting a signal where none is present; (2) false negative means the

error of missing a signal where there is one. There is a tradeoff between the types of errors:

reducing the false positive probability could increase thefalse negative probability. The

two errors are mostly correlated, and a receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve can

be used to analyze the two error probabilities for differentdetection parameter settings like

thresholds [79].

This hypothesis test can be expanded for detecting and differentiating multiple signals,

but more complicated algorithms are needed [79]. In addition, better signal models are

needed to include interference, multi-path, fading, and other dynamic wireless environ-
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ments [13]. For example the multi-signal classification problem can be formulated as:

H0 : x = n

H1 : x = hs1 + n

H2 : x = hs2 + n

· · ·

HN : x = hsN + n (3.2)

Our cyclostationary feature detection method follows the above hypothesis test.

3.1.1 Sensor Architecture

The above section gives the hypothesis test of signal detection. However, any discussion of

RF signal detection must consider the hardware used to acquire signal samples because its

characteristics fundamentally limit the detection performance.

A typical wireless sensor architecture is shown in Figure 3.1 [43]. It consists of a

sensing unit, a processing unit, a power unit, a transceiver, an application specific location

system, and a mobilizer if the sensor needs to move from one location to another. The

sensing unit for a RF signal sensor is usually an RF front end.

Processor
Storage

Processing
Unit

Sensor ADC

Sensing Unit

TX
RX

Power Unit

Location System Mobilizer

Figure 3.1: A typical sensor architecture.

3.1.2 Radio Front-end Architecture

In general, there are four types of RF architectures: tuned radio frequency receiver, super-

heterodyne receiver, direct and low-IF conversion receiver. Depending on different appli-

cations, a sensor may use different RF front end hardware architecture. For example, direct

conversion receivers are mostly used in wide-band receivers.
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For signals within very and ultra high frequency range (30MHz to 3GHz) which is heav-

ily used by industry and the public safety community, superheterodyne receivers are mostly

used. It typical RF front end is shown in Figure 3.2. Five key performance parameters are

[16]:

• sensitivity which defines the weakest signal that a receivercan detect and is usually

determined by the various noise sources in the receiving system,

• selectivity which defines the ability of the receiver to detect the desired signal and

reject others,

• spurious response which is a receiver’s freedom from interference due to internally

generated signals or their interaction with external signals,

• stability which is defined by the receiver gain and frequencychange with tempera-

ture, time, voltage, etc.,

• dynamic range which is defined by the difference in power between the weakest

signal that the receiver can detect and the strongest signalthat can be supported

(either in band or out of band) by the receiver without detrimental effects.

Details are available in [16] about the relationship between an RF front end’s performance

and the hardware components shown in Figure 3.2. However, the performance of any RF

signal sensor is first determined by its hardware architecture components. For example, the

noise figures of the RF filter and the LNA impact the overall receiver performance in ways

that cannot be overcome by subsequent components.

Filter

Band Pass

Automatic

Gain Control

Filter

Band Pass

LNA ADC

Antenna

RF Filter

Low Noise

Amplifier
Mixer

Figure 3.2: A IF conversion RF front end.

3.1.3 Signal Detection

Signal detection needs to determine whether a signal or multiple ones exist or not. How-

ever, a detector’s performance can be quite different depending on the available amount

of information about the signal. This section illustrates such a difference through two ex-

treme cases. In one case, the detector hasa priori knowledge of the signal so that it can
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demodulate the signal; a match filter is used in the detector.In the other case, the signal’s

information is completely unknown, thus or so an energy detector is usually used.

Matched Filter

Given a priori knowledge of signals to be detected, a matched filter is the most optimal

choice for signal detection since it maximizes received signal-to-noise (SNR) ratio [13].

Such knowledge includes modulation type and order, pulse shaping, packet format, etc.

However, a dedicated receiver is needed to detect each type of signal and the receiver must

perform timing and carrier synchronization, channel equalization, and even demodulation.

But a matched filter, as a coherent detection method, only needs O(1/SNR) samples to

meet a given probability of detection constraint [80].

Energy Detector

As a non-coherent method which can be easily implemented, energy detection is exten-

sively used in radiometry when a priori knowledge of signalsis not available. Its typical

implementation diagram is shown in Figure 3.3, where the processing gain is proportional

to the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) sizeN and averaging timeT . IncreasingN improves

frequency resolution; extending averaging time reduces the noise power thus improves

SNR. One detection result example is shown in Figure 3.4. It illustrates how an output

above a threshold indicates the presence of a signal.

N Point FFT
x(t) Average

T Detection
Energy

Threshold

Figure 3.3: Implementation of an energy detector.

However, energy detection requiresO(1/SNR2) samples to meet a probability of de-

tection constraint [80]. Other drawbacks include: (1) The used threshold is highly sus-

ceptible to the radio environment. Even an adaptive method has difficulty when frequency

selective fading exists. (2) An energy detector doesn’t differentiate between modulated sig-

nals, noise and interference. (3) An energy detector doesn’t work for direct sequence and

frequency hopping signals which demand more sophisticatedsignal processing methods.
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Figure 3.4: An energy detector result.c©2009 IEEE. Reprinted, with permission, from Ge
et al., “A cooperative sensing based spectrum broker for dynamic spectrum access,” IEEE
Military Communications Conference (MILCOM), Boston, MA,2009.

3.1.4 Likelihood Based Modulation Classification

If the signal types and their total number are known, modulation classification (MC) be-

comes a multiple composite hypothesis-testing problem, asformulated in Eq. 3.2. Like-

lihood (LB) based methods can used, where determining a signal is likelihood-ratio test

(LRT). Further, Bayesian decision theory and maximum-likelihood (ML) estimation are

usually used in such methods [79]. Three LB-MC methods were proposed in the literature:

average LRT (ALRT), generalized LRT (GLRT), and hybrid LRT (HLRT) [81]. ALRT suf-

fers from computational complexity and even mathematical intractability. Both GLRT and

HLRT have implementation advantages and are applicable to different environments like

Rician and Rayleigh fading. More details are available in [81]. In our prototype DSA net-

work, nodes must differentiate signals transmitted by primary users from those transmitted

by peer nodes. Therefore, signal recognition methods are needed. We used modulation

classification, a popular method in signal recognition.

3.1.5 Feature Based Modulation Classification

Generally, a signal detector has a knowledge base of widely used signal types and their

features within a frequency range, but not their exact number of them. Signal features in
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the time and frequency domain can be used to classify signal types. Widely used signal

features include:

• instantaneous amplitude, phase, and frequency,

• wavelet transform,

• cumulants,

• Higher order statistics, e.g., cyclostationarity.

Based on the above features, many machine learning and pattern classification algo-

rithms [79] can be used for signal classification. Examples include hidden Markov mod-

els (HMM) [82], multi-layer neural networks [83], k-nearest neighbors algorithms (k-NN)

[83], and support vector machines (SVM) [84].

3.1.6 Modulation Classification and Signal Synchronization

Beyond modulation classification, further extraction of signal features and parameters can

find important applications for SDR and CR, for example, in signal interception. Those

parameters include carrier frequency, symbol period, signal and noise power, equalization,

etc.

The author’s colleagues developed an advanced signal processing method called Uni-

versal Classifier and Synchronizer (UCS) algorithm [85]. UCS uses a radio signal’s time

and frequency domain features to classify and synchronize with a received signal and to

provide all parameters needed for physical layer demodulation, without knowing any prior

modulation information. It adopts a multi-step searching and decision method to identify

signal parameters like carrier frequency, symbol timing, and modulation. Its theoretical

analysis and detailed performance results are available in[85]. The current UCS is able

to classify AM, FM, MPSK, QAM, MFSK and OFDM modulations based on over-the-air

radio signal samples collected either by the GNU Radio/USRPor the Anristu Signature

Signal Analyzer. The signal recognition method in our prototype DSA network applied

UCS to differentiate signals transmitted by primary users from those transmitted by peer

nodes.

3.2 Cyclostationary Feature Detector

Cyclostationary feature detection has advantages for spectrum sensing because of its ability

to separate the SOI from noise and/or interference in the spectral correlation plane [86]. It
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is well suited for signal detection and modulation recognition, signal parameter estimation,

and the design of communication signals and systems. Unfortunately, the computational

complexity of cyclic spectral analysis (which far exceeds that of conventional spectral anal-

ysis) limits its use as a signal and system analysis tool. Oneway to attack the computational

complexity is to use a parallel algorithm and implement it onparallel computers.

Cell BE [71], a specially designed single-chip multiprocessor with low-cost and high

parallel computing ability, provides this opportunity. Itoperates on a shared, coherent

memory supporting one Power Processor Element (PPE) actingas the controller for the

eight Synergistic Processing Elements (SPEs) processors designed especially for computation-

intensive tasks. Cell BE’s peak performance for single precision calculation is larger than

200 GFlops [87] and it provides a software development kit for parallel computing. The au-

thor used a PlayStation 3 with six usable SPEs to implement the computationally efficient

algorithm FFT Accumulation Method (FAM) in order to estimate the Spectral Correlation

Function (SCF) [88]. Specifically, the author parallelizedthe FAM algorithm on four SPEs

to execute the computation intensive part and used the PPE tocoordinate SPEs. He also

used the data level parallelism supported by Single Instruction, Multiple Data (SIMD) and

Vector Multimedia Extension (VMX) instructions and other acceleration techniques like

Direct Memory Access (DMA), loop unrolling, double-buffering, etc. [89]. This chapter

compares the computational complexity of running an SCF algorithm for different signal

bandwidths, both sequentially on a GPP, and in parallel on a Cell BE. Moreover, the al-

gorithm’s computational speedup on a Cell BE is compared to aGPP based version for

different bandwidths of signals.

3.2.1 Cyclostationary Spectral Analysis

Modulated signals have built-in periodicity like pulse trains, repeating spreading, and hop-

ing sequences, characterized as cyclostationary. This information can be used for detecting

a random signal with a particular modulation type in the presence of background noise and

other modulated signals. Cyclostationary signals exhibitcorrelation between widely sepa-

rated spectral components due to the spectral redundancy caused by periodicity. A signal

processx(n) is said to be cyclostationary in a wide sense if its mean (averaged over a finite

time duration) and autocorrelation are periodic with a periodT0, i.e.,

Mx(t + T0) = Mx(t)

Rx(t + T0, τ) = Rx(t, τ) (3.3)
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for all t andτ . Therefore, by assuming that the Fourier series expansion of Rx(t, τ) con-

verges to itself, we can write [90]:

Rx(t, τ) =
+∞∑

n=−∞

R
n
T0

x (τ)e
i2π n

T0
t (3.4)

where the Fourier coefficients

R
n

T0

x =
1

T0

∫ T0

2

−
T0

2

Rx(t, τ)e
−i2π n

T0
t
dt (3.5)

are referred to as cyclic autocorrelation functions and thefrequencies{ n
T0

}n∈Z are called

cycle frequencies. Letα represent cycle frequency when the spectral correlation function

(SCF) is defined as:

Sα
x (f) =

∫
∞

−∞

Rα
x(τ)e−i2πfτdτ (3.6)

There are generally two methods to estimate the signal SCF: frequency smoothing and time

smoothing [91]. Time smoothing algorithms are considered to be more computationally

efficient for general cyclic spectral analysis [91]. Given the signalx(n), all time smoothing

algorithms are based on the time smoothed cyclic cross periodogram:

Sα
x (n, f)∆t =

1

T
〈XT (n, f + α/2)X∗

T (n, f − α/2)〉∆t (3.7)

whereXT (n, f +α/2), called a complex demodulator, is the spectral components of signal

x(n). ∗ is the complex conjugate operator. The cyclic cross periodogram is calculated by

using a data tapering window of lengthT seconds sliding over the data for a time span of

∆t seconds. Mathematically, computation of the complex demodulators is expressed as

XT (n, f) =

N′

2∑
r=−

N′

2

a(r)x(n − r)e−i2πf(n−r)Ts (3.8)

wherea(r) is a data tapering window of lengthT = N ′Ts seconds,Ts is the sample interval,

andfs is the sampling frequency.

After the complex demodulator has been computed, it is correlated with its conjugate
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over a time span of∆t seconds. The correlation operation is expressed as

Sα
x (n, f)∆t =

N−1∑
r=0

XT (r, f1)X
∗

T (r, f2)g(n − r) (3.9)

whereg(n) is a data tapering window of width∆t = NTs seconds, andf = (f1 + f2)/2

andα = f2 − f1.

It is shown in [92] that the time smoothed cyclic cross periodogram converges to the

spectral correlation function in the limit, as∆t → ∞ followed by f → 0, if the time

windowsa(n) andg(n) are properly normalized. Therefore, if
∑

n a2(n) =
∑

n g2(n) = 1,

we have

lim
∆f→0

lim
∆t→∞

Sα
x (n, f)∆t = Sα

x (f) (3.10)

3.2.2 FFT Accumulation Method (FAM) Algorithm

The signal SCF can be estimated by Eq. (3.7) by two stages: first the complex demodulator

of x(n) is calculated through Eq. (3.8), thenXT (n, f) is correlated over a time period of

∆t seconds. The computational efficiency of this algorithm canbe improved by decimating

XT (n, f). For example, the improved algorithm only gets every otherL(L < N ′) sample

for the second stage FFT. Therefore, Eq. (3.9) is modified to

Sα
x (nL, f)∆t =

N
L
−1∑

r=0

XT (rL, f1)X
∗

T (rL, f2)g(n − r) (3.11)

On the other hand, considering the frequency shifting for the second stage of SCF

estimation, for example, fromα to α + ε, Eq. (3.9) becomes

Sα+ε
x (n, f)∆t =

N−1∑
r=0

XT (r, f1)X
∗

T (r, f2)g(n − r)e−i2πεrTs (3.12)

FAM is a computationally efficient algorithm to combine Eq. (3.11) and Eq. (3.12). It

further quantizesε into ε = qα [91]. Therefore, the demodulate correlation stage can be

implemented in Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) too. The discreteS valueSαi+q∆α
x (nL, fi)∆t

at the point with the cyclic frequency ofαi + q∆α and the signal frequency offi in the
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bi-frequency plane is shown in Eq. (3.13)

Sαi+q∆α
x (nL, fi)∆t =

P−1∑
r=0

XT (rL, fk)X
∗

T (rL, fl)

g(n − r)e−
i2πrq

P (3.13)

whereαi represents discrete cyclic frequency channels,∆α indicates cyclic frequency res-

olution in each channel andq is an integer; togetherαi + q∆α represents a discrete cyclic

frequency value.fk andfl are the frequency values in correlating two spectral compo-

nents; they decide the value ofαi by αi = fk − fl. Furthermore,L is a decimation factor

for channelization in the frequency domain,P equalsN−N ′

L
+1 whereN is the total number

of samples andN ′ is the number of samples used to calculate each complex demodulator

XT (rL, fk). The choice ofN ′ must take into consideration that the time-frequency resolu-

tion product N
N ′

must satisfyN
N ′

≫ 1 for a statistically reliable measurement [91] and that

N ′ must be large enough to obtain the desired frequency resolution. L is usually chosen to

be less than or equal toN
′

4
[93]. More details about Eq. (3.13) and its variables’ meaning

are available in [91, 93, 94].

Essentially, the FAM algorithm can be described by Figure 3.5: the input signal is

formed as an array with rows which areN ′ points long, with each succeeding row’s starting

point offset from the previous row starting position byL samples in the original sample

sequence (input channelization). A window is applied across each row which is then Fast

Fourier transformed and down converted to the baseband. Theresulting array’s columns

represent constant frequencies, which are point-wise multiplied with the conjugate of other

columns; the final stage is another round of FFT.

In [93], FAM is implemented in C on the general purpose processor. A Matlab version

is also given by [95]. Following the above algorithm, the computation cost for a signal

sequence with N samples is given by Eq. (3.14). Here, the firstitem represents the win-

dowing, downconversion, and column multiplication computational cost, and the second

item represents the two stages of FFTs computational cost which dominates the total value.

Computational cost= (3 + 2∗N ′)∗
NN ′

L
+

NN ′

L
(log2N

′ + N ′log2(
N

L
)) (3.14)

Considering the above parameter selection and the Nyquist Sampling Theorem, the com-

putational requirement to cover a frequency range with 10 MHz bandwidth within one

second is on the order of1 Giga Floating point operations per second (GFlops) for a fre-

quency resolution of50Hz [94]. The computational cost is too high for current general
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Figure 3.5: Sequential implementation of FAM algorithm.c©2008 IEEE. Reprinted, with
permission, from Ge et al., “A parallel computing based spectrum sensing approach for
signal detection under conditions of low SNR and Rayleigh multi-path fading,” The 3rd
IEEE International Symposium on New Frontiers in Dynamic Spectrum Access Networks
(DySPAN), Chicago, IL, 2008.

purpose processors (GPPs). To demonstrate the computational requirement, the author ran

the FAM algorithm for a different number of samples on an Intel Duo Core processor with

2.40 GHz CPU and2 GB memory. Correspondingly, the amount of samples can represent

different frequency resolutions given different parameter settings, as shown in Table 3.1,

which also contains the time to accomplish the computation.

3.2.3 Parallel FAM algorithm on the Cell BE

Although cyclostationary feature analysis has the advantage of being able to differentiate

modulated signals from noise, a key issue is the computational complexity associated with
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Table 3.1: Serial FAM Computing Time. Reprinted, with permission, from Ge et al., “A
parallel computing based spectrum sensing approach for signal detection under conditions
of low SNR and Rayleigh multi-path fading,” The 3rd IEEE International Symposium on
New Frontiers in Dynamic Spectrum Access Networks (DySPAN), Chicago, IL, 2008.

N (samples) N ′ L P Resolution (Hz) Time (s)

218 28 26 212 26 60.0
217 28 26 211 27 30.55
216 28 26 210 28 13.28
215 27 25 210 29 3.39
214 26 24 210 210 0.896
213 25 23 210 211 0.273

the calculation of a complete spectral correlation densityfunction [88, 96]. This calcula-

tion is the main computing challenge in signal detection methods based on cyclostationary

features. Even the computationally efficient algorithm FAMrequires several seconds on

a fast GPP, as shown in Section 3.2.2 and Table 3.1. Just basedon such signal detection,

it is not feasible for DSA implementations. For example, DARPA’s XG system requires

0.5 second switching upon a primary signal’s appearance [77]. Parallel computation can

be used to attack this problem and two parallel computation structures are proposed for the

Digital Frequency Smoothing Method in [88]. In addition, GPPs are not optimized for sci-

entific computation since they are designed to run multiple general purpose tasks by using

an operating system and a memory hierarchy [48].

The author designed a parallel FAM algorithm on a PlayStation 3 powered by the spe-

cially designed single-chip multiprocessor Cell BE with low-cost and high parallel com-

puting ability [89, 71]. Cell BE uses a conventional high performance PowerPC core, also

called the PPE, that controls eight simple SIMD cores known as SPEs. These SPEs are

designed for computation- intensive tasks. To fully utilize Cell BE’s capacity, it is required

to distribute efficiently and effectively any computational task over the usable SPEs. This

should take into account the Cell BE communication mechanism and memory bandwidth,

SPEs’ local memory size, SIMD operation, and computationalmodels, etc. [89]. In this

signal sensing approach, the FAM algorithm was parallelized to utilize four usable SPEs

and the one PPE in a PlayStation3. As shown in Eq. (3.14), the dominating computation

cost lies in two stages of FFTs, which are also our focus for parallelization. The first stage

has approximatelyN/L FFTs with the size ofN ′, where the second stage has approxi-

matelyN ′2 FFTs with the size ofL. As mentioned in Section 3.2.2, we haveN
N ′

≫ 1,

N ′ ≫ 1 andL ≤ N ′

4
. Therefore, the FFT size in the first stage is moderate, whilethe
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FFT size in the second stage is slightly larger. To estimate both sizes, we use an exam-

ple. To cover4MHz bandwidth (BW) with the resolution of40Hz, we can get a data

sample rate of10Msps to have some frequency margin, N is262144, and we can have

N ′ = 256, L = 64,and N
L

= 4096. Considering the SPE’s local store size (256 KB), the

above two FFT sizes can usually be accommodated by one SPE if the covered frequency

BW is within tens of MHz. Therefore, this algorithm distributes FFTs equally among4

usable SPEs and the PPE. To reduce the communication cost, the author chose a slightly

largerN ′ so that each SPE could receive larger continuous data chunkseach time, and the

total number of parallel tasks was also reduced. The data independence among FFTs in

either stage also enabled the parallel mechanism.

Specifically, as shown in Figure 3.6, the FAM used in [93] is parallelized. The input

channelization is processed on the PPE, thenN−N ′

L
+1 FFTs operations are parallelized on

4 SPEs which also runs windowing and down conversion before and after FFT operation

respectively. Then the data are sent back to the PPE for column multiplications which

are partitioned and executed by the second stage of FFTs on4 SPEs. Finally the data are

post-processed in the PPE. All the data exchange between thePPE and SPEs was done

through double buffered Direct Memory Access (DMA) [89] which read128 bytes of data

for each DMA command and asynchronously execute a list of DMAtransfers while the

SPE operated on previously transferred data.

The above material discusses the parallelism granularity analysis at the task level sup-

ported by4 SPEs and the PPE. Another level is the data level parallelismsupported by

SIMD and VMX instructions. Everything in the SPEs is done in quadword (16 byte) gran-

ularity. For single-precision floats this corresponds to4 way SIMD operation. The author

used the modified stride-by-1 FFT algorithm proposed in [97] so that the FFT array could

be partitioned naturally, without data rearrangement, into vectors that can be executed in

parallel by SIMD instructions. Other implementation details included loop unrolling, pre-

computedsin andcos arrays for FFT, double-buffering, using system-specific large TLB

pages, etc. As a result,0.446 second was needed to accomplish the parallel FAM on an8

MHz BW signal at frequency resolution of512 Hz (32768 samples) which was around7.6

times faster on a serial FAM than on the previous GPP (3.39 seconds).

3.2.4 Noise and Multi-path Impact on Signals’ SCF

Hidden Markov Model, Neural Network, and other pattern recognition algorithms are pro-

posed to classify several modulated signals’ second order cyclostationary features [98, 99].

However, second order cyclostationary features cannot differentiate among higher order
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phase-shift keying and quadrature amplitude modulation besides binary phase-shift keying

[90]. In addition, theoretically, cyclostationary feature detection has the potential to differ-

entiate modulated signals and noise in low signal to noise ratios [86] because noise doesn’t

have this feature. However, only a finite length of signal duration is usually used for de-

tection and this impacts the detection performance, as shown in [100]. Besides, multi-path

fading also has an impact on cyclostationary feature analysis [101]. Therefore, this section

will first analyze signals’ numerical SCF, specifically using FAM algorithm for some finite

number of samples, under different levels of SNR and multi-path environment. After that

it discusses a signal detection method designed by the author based on SCF.

To analyze the distinct SCF features for different modulated signals in the numerical

domain, first the author simulated band-limited signals with different modulations and us-

ing root raised cosine pulse shaping (32 order coefficient). Then the author added AWGN

and multi-path fading. A QPSK signal example is shown in Figure 3.7 which uses16384

Hz sampling frequency and1024 Hz carrier frequency.

Second, the author ran the FAM algorithm on different digital signals: M-PSK, M-

FSK, M-QAM, and OFDM and find their SCF shape and distributionin the bi-frequency

plane, as shown in Figure 3.20. All the SCF values shown in in this chapter calculated from

the FAM algorithm are normalized magnitude values. All the modulated baseband signals

are pulse shaped by a root raised cosine filter before they areup converted to a carrier

frequency. All the figures in this chapter use64 for N ′, 1024 for P , and8 for L in the FAM

algorithm.

As we can see the SCF is characterized by a combination of different shapes and loca-

tions in the bi-frequency plane. Specifically, it contains asequence of2D planes which are

different for different modulation types.

Third, the author analyzed the numerical SCF of pure white Gaussian noise. He ran the

FAM algorithm on white Gaussian noise at power levels from−30 dB to 20 dB relative to

a unit power signal and found the SCF distributions were almost all the same as shown in

Figure 3.8 atα 6= 0 where the SCF is equally distributed on the bi-frequency plane and with

normalized value of0.2. While the SCF atα = 0 is flat and the average value increases as

power level decreases.

Fourth, BPSK was used as an example to analyze its SCF at different noise levels, as

shown in Figure 3.9, 3.10, 3.11, and 3.12. As we can see, as theSNR decreases, the SCF

pattern changes.

Fifth, the author also simulated Rayleigh multi-path fading using the model from [102].

He assumed that the delay power profile and the Doppler spectrum of the channel were sep-

arable and the multi-path fading channel was therefore modeled as a linear finite impulse-
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response (FIR) filter [102]. One multi-path example is shownin Figure 3.13 and it impacts

SCF pattern too. Three examples, BPSK,8QAM, and OFDM based on QPSK signals are

shown in Figure 3.14, 3.15, and 3.16 respectively.

3.2.5 SCF Signal Detection Algorithm

Although different modulated signals have distinct patterns, the difference focuses on very

small specific locations in the bi-frequency plane among some modulations like QPSK,

8PSK, and QAM. Most importantly, noise and multi-path together dramatically impact the

SCF pattern as shown in Figure 3.9, 3.10, 3.11, 3.12, 3.13, 3.14, 3.15, and 3.16, which

makes signal classification very challenging. The author only used cyclostationary fea-

tures to detect signals’ existence even though different modulated signals’ cyclostationary

features were used. Several detection algorithms are proposed in [103] based on spectral

correlation theory.

We can decouple the SCF features in the bi-frequency plane: one part corresponds to

the null cycle-frequency (α = 0) which actually represents the conventional power spectral

density (PSD); the other part corresponds to the rest of the bi-frequency plane (α 6= 0)

[96]. In addition, since SCF is an even symmetric function off and a Hermitian symmetric

function ofα [92]:

Sα
x (−f) = Sα

x (f)

S−α
x (f) = Sα

x (f)∗

Therefore, we only need to focus on a quarter of the bi-frequency plane. In addition, as

we notice in Figure 3.8, 3.9, 3.10, 3.11, and 3.12, the noise SCF is approximately equally

distributed on the plane atα 6= 0 and its value is less than signal SCF. Therefore, we can

average the SCF over the entire bi-frequency plane and subtract it out of the original SCF

in the first part of the detection algorithm. Next, signal SCFfeatures consist of a series of

2D planes at discreteα values and each plane is symmetrical around a peak. Therefore, we

can integrate local SCF over signal frequency on such planesand average the result using

the algorithm in Eq 3.15 (whereα is constant for each plane).

yα(f) =
1

∆f

∫ f+∆f/2

f−∆f/2

(Sα
x (ν) − S̄α

x (ν))dν (3.15)

whereyα(f) is a local signal SCF strength indicator in the bi-frequencyplane.S̄α
x (ν) is the

averaged SCF value over each plane (α is constant). The integral range is decided by the
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following constraints:

(Sα
x (ν) − S̄α

x (ν)) > 0 over (f − ∆f/2) ≤ ν ≤ (f + ∆f/2)

Sα
x (ν) is locally maximum atν = f

yα can be used to detect signal’s presence since it indicates local signal SCF strength.

An example ofyα with f = 0 for QPSK signal at the carrier frequency of210 Hz and the

SNR level of−20dB is shown in Figure 3.8.

As shown in [92], Figure 3.8, 3.9, 3.10, 3.11, and 3.12, SCF global maximum peaks

happen at(α = 0, f = ±fc) and(α = ±2f, f = 0) for M-ary PSK, QAM, and continuous

FSK signals (fc is the carrier frequency). A series of local maximum peaks occurs at

discrete locations decided by the carrier frequencyfc and discreteα decided by symbol

rate. Therefore, we can just utilize the global maximum peaks to detect signals atα 6= 0.

The hypothesis test atfi in Eq 3.1 is therefore:

H1 : if yα(fi) ≥ δ and fi is a local maximum point

H0 : otherwise (3.16)

whereδ is decided by the noise’s average SCF in the bi-frequency plane, as shown in

Figure 3.20.

For α = 0, the signal detection is simply a power spectrum density (PSD) detection

which uses either a fixed or adaptive threshold to detect signal presence [103]. The detec-

tion algorithm proposed here combines both detection results made atα 6= 0 andα = 0.

3.3 Experiment Simulation and Results

The simulation experiment assumed that the SOI was completely unknown including its

frequency and modulation type. Since most signal detectionmethods first down-convert

signals from the RF band into an RF band, the author simulateddifferent digital signals

including M-ary PSK, M-ary FSK, M-ary QAM, and OFDM at an IF band. Therefore,

the proposed detection algorithm had to search the whole RF band to detect any signals’

presence. In addition, all the baseband signals used root raised cosine pulse shaping before

the up-conversion to the carrier frequency, which mimics pulse shaping in real communi-

cation systems. Then, AWGN was added to the signals at different SNR levels to simulate

AWGN channel conditions, some examples are shown in Figure 3.20. Next, multi-path

fading was added together with different SNR levels of AWGN to simulate both noisy and
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Table 3.2: Signal detection performance on different signals at different SNR levels (aver-
aged on 20 rounds of simulation on 8248 signal samples). Reprinted, with permission, from
Ge et al., “A parallel computing based spectrum sensing approach for signal detection under
conditions of low SNR and Rayleigh multi-path fading,” The 3rd IEEE International Sym-
posium on New Frontiers in Dynamic Spectrum Access Networks(DySPAN), Chicago, IL,
2008.

Signals 0dB −5dB −10dB −15dB −20dB

BPSK 100% 100% 100% 95% 15%
QPSK 100% 100% 100% 80% 10%
8PSK 100% 100% 100% 90% 10%

OQPSK 100% 100% 100% 90% 10%
MSK 100% 100% 100% 90% 10%
2FSK 100% 100% 100% 95% 10%
4FSK 100% 100% 100% 95% 5%

8QAM 100% 100% 100% 95% 10%
16QAM 100% 100% 100% 95% 10%
OFDM1 100% 100% 100% 80% 5%
OFDM2 100% 100% 100% 80% 5%

Table 3.3: Signal detection performance on different signals at different SNR levels with
multi-path fading. Reprinted, with permission, from Ge et al., “A parallel computing based
spectrum sensing approach for signal detection under conditions of low SNR and Rayleigh
multi-path fading,” The 3rd IEEE International Symposium on New Frontiers in Dynamic
Spectrum Access Networks (DySPAN), Chicago, IL, 2008.

Signals 0dB −5dB −10dB −15dB −20dB

BPSK 100% 100% 100% 85% 10%
QPSK 100% 100% 100% 75% 5%
8PSK 100% 100% 100% 75% 5%

OQPSK 100% 100% 100% 75% 10%
MSK 100% 100% 100% 75% 10%
2FSK 100% 100% 100% 85% 5%
4FSK 100% 100% 100% 80% 5%

8QAM 100% 100% 100% 90% 10%
16QAM 100% 100% 100% 70% 5%
OFDM1 100% 100% 100% 90% 10%
OFDM2 100% 100% 100% 90% 5%
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fading channels. The parameter settings for signal simulation were: the sampling frequency

was16384Hz, the RF carrier frequency was1024Hz, the FSK’s frequency separation was

100Hz, the OFDM block size was16 and its cyclic prefix was7, the pulse shaping filter

roll-off was0.25, and the filter order was32.

To detect the signals, first the author ran the FAM algorithm to get their SCF value in the

bi-frequency plane. Then, he calculated the SCF’s magnitude and normalized it to the range

[0, 1]. Therefore, the proposed signal detection algorithm is based on real positive values

within 0-1. Next, the author used the detection algorithm shown in Eq 3.15 and estimated

any signal’s existence subject to Eq 3.16. In addition, he also identified the centers of dense

clusters like those shown in Figure 3.17 and used the clustercenters to estimate the carrier

frequencies. The author was able to do so because SCF global maximum peaks occur at

(α = 0, f = ±fc) and(α = ±2f, f = 0) for M-ary PSK, QAM, and continuous FSK

signals (fc is the carrier frequency). This estimation was also confirmed in the plane of

α = 0 which was a PSD detection problem. The parameter settings for the FAM and signal

detection algorithm were:N ′ = 64, P = 1024, andL = 8, δ = 0.05.

For pure AWGN channel, the detection of signal existence for20 rounds of simulation

is shown in Table 3.2, where OFDM1 and OFDM2 represent OFDM based on BPSK and

QPSK respectively. As we can see, the signal detection algorithm does not have any errors

until SNR drops to−15dB, and it doesn’t have any statistical meaning at−20dB SNR at

current algorithm parameter settings.

Next, the author simulated both AWGN and Rayleigh multi-path fading channel. The

parameter setting for Rayleigh multi-path fading simulation was: the sample time of the

input signalts = 1/16384 s, the maximum Doppler shiftfd = 100Hz. They were for

the frequency-flat (”single path”) Rayleigh fading channelsimulation parameters. For

frequency-selective (”multiple path”) fading channel, the author used six paths with the

vector of path delays of[0, 1.2, 2.3, 6.2, 11.3, 15.4] ∗ ts and the corresponding path

gains were linearly related to the path delay. The signal detection result for20 rounds

of frequency-selective fading simulation is shown in Table3.3. As we can see, the detec-

tion performance is almost the same with the result only under AWGN channels except that

the missing error is higher at−15dB SNR.

3.4 Conclusion and Discussion

This chapter first gives an overview of widely used methods insignal detection and clas-

sification methods. It then focuses on the special feature based signal detector using cy-

clostationary features. To reduce the computation requirements, the author uses parallel
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computing in analysis running on a Cell Broadband Engine (Cell BE). Specifically, he par-

allelizes the FFT accumulation method (FAM) algorithm to calculate spectral correlation

functions (SCF) on four available Synergistic Processing Elements in a PlayStation3. The

author analyzes the proposed algorithm’s computational speedup on a Cell BE compared

to a GPP based version.

The author analyzed the impact of AWGN and Rayleigh multi-path fading on signals’

SCF features in the bi-frequency plane (with axes of cyclic-frequency and frequency).

Next, the author designed a spectrum sensing algorithm which uses the distinct SCF pattern

of each modulated signal to detect its existence. He ran thisalgorithm on simulated sig-

nals including M-ary Phase-shift keying (PSK), Frequency-shift keying (FSK), Quadrature

amplitude modulation (QAM), and PSK based Orthogonal frequency-division multiplex-

ing (OFDM) under conditions of multi-path fading and different levels of SNR. He gave

numerical results for the detector’s performance.

As discussed in [80], there exist SNR walls for feature detectors though the relative

locations of the SNR walls differ for different algorithms.It is important to exploit the

exact location for a specific feature detector such as the cyclostationary feature detection

described here. The author’s experiment verifies the existence of an SNR wall for cyclo-

stationary feature detection. Besides, the result shows that multi-path has an impact.

The techniques presented here were not implemented in our prototype because the

nodes and other available equipment lacked the computational power to implement them.

Nevertheless, I think they will be used in future DSA networks and are thus a needed con-

tribution to the literature.
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Figure 3.6: Parallelize FAM algorithm on the PlayStation3. Reprinted, with permission,
from Ge et al., “A parallel computing based spectrum sensingapproach for signal detection
under conditions of low SNR and Rayleigh multi-path fading,” The 3rd IEEE Interna-
tional Symposium on New Frontiers in Dynamic Spectrum Access Networks (DySPAN),
Chicago, IL, 2008.
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Figure 3.7: Simulated QPSK with pulse shaping, AWGN noise, and multi-path fading.
Reprinted, with permission, from Ge et al., “A parallel computing based spectrum sens-
ing approach for signal detection under conditions of low SNR and Rayleigh multi-path
fading,” The 3rd IEEE International Symposium on New Frontiers in Dynamic Spectrum
Access Networks (DySPAN), Chicago, IL, 2008.
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Figure 3.8: White Gaussian noise spectral correlation function at −20 dB power level.
Reprinted, with permission, from Ge et al., “A parallel computing based spectrum sens-
ing approach for signal detection under conditions of low SNR and Rayleigh multi-path
fading,” The 3rd IEEE International Symposium on New Frontiers in Dynamic Spectrum
Access Networks (DySPAN), Chicago, IL, 2008.
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Figure 3.9: Bandlimited BPSK signal SCF at the SNR level of0 dB. Reprinted, with per-
mission, from Ge et al., “A parallel computing based spectrum sensing approach for signal
detection under conditions of low SNR and Rayleigh multi-path fading,” The 3rd IEEE
International Symposium on New Frontiers in Dynamic Spectrum Access Networks (DyS-
PAN), Chicago, IL, 2008.
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Figure 3.10: Bandlimited BPSK signal SCF at the SNR level of−5 dB. Reprinted, with
permission, from Ge et al., “A parallel computing based spectrum sensing approach for
signal detection under conditions of low SNR and Rayleigh multi-path fading,” The 3rd
IEEE International Symposium on New Frontiers in Dynamic Spectrum Access Networks
(DySPAN), Chicago, IL, 2008.
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Figure 3.11: Bandlimited BPSK signal SCF at the SNR level of−10 dB. Reprinted, with
permission, from Ge et al., “A parallel computing based spectrum sensing approach for
signal detection under conditions of low SNR and Rayleigh multi-path fading,” The 3rd
IEEE International Symposium on New Frontiers in Dynamic Spectrum Access Networks
(DySPAN), Chicago, IL, 2008.
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Figure 3.12: Bandlimited BPSK signal SCF at the SNR level of−15 dB. Reprinted, with
permission, from Ge et al., “A parallel computing based spectrum sensing approach for
signal detection under conditions of low SNR and Rayleigh multi-path fading,” The 3rd
IEEE International Symposium on New Frontiers in Dynamic Spectrum Access Networks
(DySPAN), Chicago, IL, 2008.
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Figure 3.13: A multi-path filter response to a rectangular signal. Reprinted, with permis-
sion, from Ge et al., “A parallel computing based spectrum sensing approach for signal
detection under conditions of low SNR and Rayleigh multi-path fading,” The 3rd IEEE
International Symposium on New Frontiers in Dynamic Spectrum Access Networks (DyS-
PAN), Chicago, IL, 2008.
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Figure 3.14: Multi-path impact on a BPSK signal’s SCF. Reprinted, with permission, from
Ge et al., “A parallel computing based spectrum sensing approach for signal detection under
conditions of low SNR and Rayleigh multi-path fading,” The 3rd IEEE International Sym-
posium on New Frontiers in Dynamic Spectrum Access Networks(DySPAN), Chicago, IL,
2008.
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Figure 3.15: Multi-path impact on a8QAM signal’s SCF. Reprinted, with permission, from
Ge et al., “A parallel computing based spectrum sensing approach for signal detection under
conditions of low SNR and Rayleigh multi-path fading,” The 3rd IEEE International Sym-
posium on New Frontiers in Dynamic Spectrum Access Networks(DySPAN), Chicago, IL,
2008.
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Figure 3.16: Multi-path impact on a QPSK based OFDM signal’sSCF. Reprinted, with
permission, from Ge et al., “A parallel computing based spectrum sensing approach for
signal detection under conditions of low SNR and Rayleigh multi-path fading,” The 3rd
IEEE International Symposium on New Frontiers in Dynamic Spectrum Access Networks
(DySPAN), Chicago, IL, 2008.
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Figure 3.17: An example ofyα at f = 0. Reprinted, with permission, from Ge et al., “A
parallel computing based spectrum sensing approach for signal detection under conditions
of low SNR and Rayleigh multi-path fading,” The 3rd IEEE International Symposium on
New Frontiers in Dynamic Spectrum Access Networks (DySPAN), Chicago, IL, 2008.
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Figure 3.18: SCF of signals with modulations BPSK, QPSK, minimum-shift keying
(MSK), and QDPSK (from left to right, up to bottom.) Reprinted, with permission, from Ge
et al., “A parallel computing based spectrum sensing approach for signal detection under
conditions of low SNR and Rayleigh multi-path fading,” The 3rd IEEE International Sym-
posium on New Frontiers in Dynamic Spectrum Access Networks(DySPAN), Chicago, IL,
2008.
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Figure 3.19: SCF of signals with modulations BFSK, 8QAM,OFDM with BPSK subcar-
rier, and OFDM with QPSK subcarrier (from left to right, up tobottom.) Reprinted, with
permission, from Ge et al., “A parallel computing based spectrum sensing approach for
signal detection under conditions of low SNR and Rayleigh multi-path fading,” The 3rd
IEEE International Symposium on New Frontiers in Dynamic Spectrum Access Networks
(DySPAN), Chicago, IL, 2008.
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Figure 3.20: SCF of signals with modulations 8PSK, 16QAM, offset quadrature phase-
shift keying (OQPSK), and OFDM with 8PSK subcarrier (from left to right, up to bottom.)
Reprinted, with permission, from Ge et al., “A parallel computing based spectrum sens-
ing approach for signal detection under conditions of low SNR and Rayleigh multi-path
fading,” The 3rd IEEE International Symposium on New Frontiers in Dynamic Spectrum
Access Networks (DySPAN), Chicago, IL, 2008.
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Chapter 4

Cooperative Spectrum Sensing for

Dynamic Spectrum Access

Quickly and reliably detecting signals can be very challenging under dynamic and hostile

conditions like shadowing, fading, interference, and multi-path [42, 44]. Because a single

signal detector may fail under such conditions, cooperative spectrum sensing is widely

endorsed [42, 104, 105]. Furthermore, as the radio environment varies, nodes in a DSA

network must be aware of such variations and choose the rightvacant channels to talk to

each other. Essentially a radio environment map is needed [45]. To do so, a DSA network

has to rely on cooperative spectrum sensing which usually disperses sensors geographically.

However, such a cooperative spectrum sensor network puts stringent conditions on both

data latency and data reliability because secondary users should quickly and reliably be in-

formed about incumbent signals’ presence. Cooperative spectrum sensor data should be

fused in a data fusion center. The result is needed by secondary users in managing spec-

trum sharing. This chapter designs spectrum data flow and process management systems

for spectrum sensors and the data fusion center to reduce data latency and achieve high data

reliability. It also describes a DSA broker that not only interfaces with cooperative spec-

trum sensors and fuses sensed spectrum data, but also manages secondary user’s access to

spectrum.

Cyclostationary feature based detectors can be sped up by using parallel computing, but

this demands a long observation and processing time and, of course, multiple processors

capable of running the algorithms. Therefore, the author, in his DSA network development

uses other signal detection and classification methods developed by his colleagues and

himself on different radio platforms. This chapter also introduces those sensors and their

integration into a cooperative sensor network.
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4.1 Introduction to Decentralized Detection

Decentralized detection is widely used in commercial and military surveillance systems,

where multiple sensors (such as radars, sonics or infrared sensors, and cameras) are simul-

taneously employed to improve the overall system performance; for example, reliability or

speed [106, 107, 108, 109]. This section briefly reviews someprevious work in the field.

4.1.1 Distributed Detection

Tenney and Sandell [106], in their pioneering effort, have extended the classical Bayesian

decision theory to the case of a distributed two-sensor network. The system they consider

is shown in Figure 4.1, where each sensor observes the phenomenon (H) and perceives a

variable (y1 andy2 respectively). The sensors carry out some local processing(γ1 andγ2

respectively) on the data (with results ofu1 andu2 respectively) to reduce the communi-

cations bandwidth required between them and the fusion center. The fusion center, upon

receiving the data from two sensors, makes a global decision(with the result ofu0) on

what happens in the phenomenon. More specifically, Tenney and Sandell’s paper considers

a binary hypothesis testing problem, whereH has a probability (P1 andP2) to be in either

caseH1 or H2, and each sensor sends only a single bit to the fusion center.

Sensor 1 Sensor n

y 1 y 2

u1 u2

u0

Center
Fusion

Global Decision

Phenomenon H

Figure 4.1: A distributed two sensor network.
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The problem can be stated (wherei ∈ {1, 2}):

H ∈ 1, 2

Pr(H = i) = Pi

ui = γi(yi) (4.1)

Separable cost functions can be defined

J(H, u1, u2) = J1(H, u1) + J2(H, u2)

Ji(1, 2) > Ji(1, 1)

Ji(2, 1) > Ji(2, 2) (4.2)

The goal of the distributed system is to designp(ui|yi) used to achieve a global optimal

decision based on the above cost function comparison.

The results are surprisingly complex [106].

• The decision rule at each sensor is a likelihood ratio test. But the threshold depends

on the decision rule at the other sensor and the conditional distribution of the mea-

surement at the other sensor conditioned on the local measurement.

• Solutions to thresholds may be locally optimal but not globally so; two identical

detectors may have different thresholds even for symmetriccost functions.

In the previous analysis, the fusion center decision rule isimplicit. Chair and Varsh-

ney explicitly incorporate optimization of the fusion ruleby weighting the incoming bits

according to their reliability, which is a function of the local measurement model [107].

Tsitsiklis generalizes the problem to a multiple-sensor network, where each sensor

transmits finite-valued messages to a fusion center that makes a final decision on one out of

M alternative hypotheses [108]. Based on the binary hypothesis test setting in Eq.4.1 and

4.2, this problem is extended as aM-ary hypothesis test withD-ary alphabets as shown in
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Figure 4.2 and below (wherei ∈ {1, . . . , N}):

H ∈ 1, . . . , M

N peripheral sensors,D-ary alphabet

γi : yi → 1, . . . , D

ui = γi(yi)

Data fusion center with local measurement

γ0 : y1×u1×. . .×uN→1, . . . , M (4.3)

y 1

u1

Sensor 1

y n

un uN

y N

Center
Fusion

Global Decision

Phenomenon H

Sensor n Sensor N......

Figure 4.2: A distributedN sensor network.

Achieving minimum probability of error, as shown in [108] requires a search in the

general case of all the decision rules, which is intractable. Approximation algorithms are

suggested in [108].

4.1.2 Distributed Estimation

In distributed sensor networks, first each sensor sends to the fusion center of a summary of

its own observations in the form of a message; the fusion center then makes a decision on

the messages sent by all sensors. Both the data fusion centerand the sensors carry out some

amount of computation. The previous sections focuses on static sensor fusion with a star
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topology, where the data fusion center has immediate accessto local estimates from every

sensors and makes only one decision based on all the data. However, the above analysis and

approaches can be generalized to static sensor fusion with an arbitrary network topology at

the expense of more time being required [110, 111].

Dynamic distributed estimation uses multiple sensors continuously to detect a ran-

dom variable that is evolving in time or along space. It has applications in state esti-

mation/tracking, identification, and random field estimation [112, 110]. This problem is

shown in Figure 4.3, whereNs sensors continuously sense an evolving variableX. At each

time stepj, the variable is represented byXj , while each sensor has a different observation

(represented byzi
j, wherei ∈ {1, . . . , Ns). The goal of this sensor network is to estimate

the variable at next time step based on each sensor’s currentmeasurement and their past

knowledge, given that the probabilistic estimation of thisvariable based on the measure-

ments at the initial time stepj = 0 is known. Such a problem can be formulated from a

Bayesian view as:

Given:p(xk|{z}
k
0)

Efficiently compute

p(xk+1|{z}
k
0)

p(xk+1|zk+1, {z}
k
0) (4.4)

where{z}k
0 are the past measurements at all sensors . Two steps of iterative procedures are

needed for prediction and update:

PredictionChapman-Kolmogorov

p(xk+1|{z}
k
0) =

∫
p(xk+1|xk)p(xk|{z}

k
0)dxk

Updatelikelihood weighting

p(xk+1|zk+1, {z}
k
0) = p(xk+1|{z}

k
0)

p(zk+1|xk+1)

p(zk+1|{z}
k
0)

(4.5)

Applying Eq. 4.4 and 4.5 to a second order linear control system with Gaussian random

variables is a Linear-Quadratic-Gaussian (LQG) problem, probably the most fundamental

optimal control problem [113]. In particular, the famous Kalman filtering is a closed form

equation of this problem [113].

In a general distributed sensor network, the measurements are not equally useful and

incur different resource expenditures; the system must be nonlinear. Choosing the optimal

set of sensors and their measurement process leads to intractable computation. The authors
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Figure 4.3: A sensor network for dynamic estimation.

in [112] give a detailed analysis of sensor collaboration inad hoc sensor networks using an

information-driven approach. They also present performance bounds and approximation

algorithms.

4.1.3 Fundamental Bounds on Information Gathering Systems

Decentralized sensor networks tradeoff the communicationrequirement over the network

with less information available to the fusion center [108].Luo and Tsitsiklis consider the

problem of minimizing the amount of communication in decentralized estimation with two

sensors [114]. For systems that only involve Gaussian random variables, they obtain a

tight lower bound on the number of messages that the fusion center must receive from the

sensors to evaluate the final results. When the system is linear, these bounds are effectively

computable. Aldosari and Moura adopt a non-asymptotic approach and optimize both the

sensing and fusion sides with respect to the probability of detection error [109]. Their work

help us understand tradeoffs between sensor network parameters like number of sensors,

degree of quantization at each local sensor, and SNR.

Section 4.1 reviews several topics in decentralized detection. Research results from

these areas guided our development of a distributed cooperative spectrum sensing system

needed in the prototype DSA network. For example, Tsitsiklis’s work helped us choose

fusion rules to process sensor data streams sent by multiplesensors. Further, our future

work will apply distributed estimation methods to locate a primary signal’s geo-location.
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4.2 Cooperative Spectrum Sensing for DSA

The goal of DSA is to increase spectrum utilization in three dimensions: frequency, time,

and space. To guarantee non-interference with incumbent users, spectrum sensors must

quickly detect any radio environment variation with attributes on those three dimensions.

Section 4.1 reviews decentralized detection, mainly from ahypothesis test perspective,

which can be used to formulate methods for primary user signal detection.

However, cooperative spectrum sensing for DSA also needs toprovide a radio environ-

ment map; this is more about sensing semantic variables which contain heterogeneous and

unstructured information [115]. The fusion center must interpret the context and meaning

of sensor data and provide a coherent view of the radio environment. Further, such a sen-

sor network has particular performance requirements on data latency and data reliability.

Delayed or erroneous data error may cause secondary users tointerfere with incumbent

users because secondary users could not be informed quicklyor reliably to switch to other

spectrum whitespace upon incumbent users’ appearance. Therefore, the overall goal of

cooperative spectrum sensing is to quickly and reliably provide secondary users with nec-

essary information about spectrum environment, which covers spectrum information in

three dimensions: frequency, time, and space. Any cooperative spectrum sensing design

should achieve such goals, while attacking challenges faced by most other types of sensor

networks like resource usage optimization and security [43].

From the network structure perspective, a cooperative spectrum sensor network may be

centralized, for example in IEEE802.22 [29], or distributed, as in DARPA’s XG project [77]

and Wireless Network after Next (WNaN) project [116]. In theformer case, cooperative

sensor data is fused at special data centers and sensor data communication goes through

control channels [117]. If those data centers also manage spectrum access by secondary

users according to some pricing rules, they are called spectrum brokers [118]; particularly

when their pricing is considered for dynamic spectrum access.

In the distributed case, some sensor nodes, usually anchored on secondary users, fuse

neighboring sensors’ data in determining spectrum whitespace; an in-band data channel or

a dedicated control channel can be used for sensor data communication [119]. In either

case, DSA involves spectrum sensing, sensor data communication, data fusion and storage,

and management of secondary users’ access of spectrum. Because the DSA paradigm puts

stringent conditions on both data latency and data reliability in the above network, special

consideration is needed not only at the network level for routing management, but also

within all involved end nodes for sensor data process and management.
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4.2.1 Semantic Sensor Data

The fusion center in cooperative spectrum sensing must provide a semantic radio environ-

ment map for secondary users to opportunistically use vacant spectrum. This part of the

dissertation constructs such a map from the perspective of sensor capabilities.

A simple energy detection result is shown in Figure 4.4. As wecan see, it presents

information in the frequency domain. If the sensor is continuously running, the timing di-

mension can be derived. Cooperative sensors using locationtechniques can locate incum-

bent users given that sensors have their own relative or global locations [120]. Moreover, as

discussed in Chapter 3, signal classification can recognizethe type of a signal. Combining

all the above information, a basic radio environment map directly constructed from signal

sensors may look like Table 4.1. Of course, more advanced signal sensors can provide more

semantic data about the radio environment like a signal’s duty cycle and even symbol rate.

In particular, information inherent in this table includesavailable vacant channels – those

frequency ranges within which no signal is detected.

Figure 4.4: A power spectral density.c©2009 IEEE. Reprinted, with permission, from Ge
et al., “A cooperative sensing based spectrum broker for dynamic spectrum access,” IEEE
Military Communications Conference (MILCOM), Boston, MA,2009.

4.2.2 Spectrum Sensing and Data Processing in Sensors

To achieve the goal of both low data latency and high data reliability in a cooperative

spectrum sensing network, each sensor needs a special consideration of its data processing

and management. An enabling system is designed and implemented in this section.
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Table 4.1: An example of required spectrum information for DSA applications.

ID F min
(MHz)

F max
(MHz)

Power
(dBm)

Modulation SNR
(dB)

Time(y:m:d:h:m:s) Location

1 462 464 2 BPSK 20 2009:5:6:15:21:12 (λ1, ϕ1)
2 470 471 1 None (Unknown) 17 2009:5:6:15:21:45 (λ2, ϕ2)
3 466 470 4 8PSK 23 2009:5:6:15:20:56 (λ3, ϕ3)

...

For the discussion purpose, the typical sensor architecture is again shown here in Fig-

ure 4.5; its components are introduced in Section 3.1.1. To perform spectrum sensing, the

sensing unit acquires radio signals and sends them to the processing unit. The processing

unit calculates required signal information: such as spectrum power density, bandwidth,

and center frequency. The transceiver then transmits the processed sensor data. The loca-

tion system is used to determine the sensor’s location.

First of all, the sensing unit can adopt a fixed sensing periodin spectrum sensing. How-

ever, it is hard to decide the right sensing period. If it is too short (a higher duty cycle),

the sensing unit will consume too much power; if it is too long, sensors may miss de-

tecting radio environment variations which result in interference to incumbent users from

secondary users’ transmission. Considering incumbent users’ behavior, dynamic sensing

scheme can be used so that incumbent users’ behavior patterncan be utilized. For example,

in the cellular band, there are many short cellphone calls and the remaining are spread over

a “semi-heavy” tail [76]. In this case, sensors can adopt an initially rapid sense for few

seconds, and then less frequent sense of the same band, plus opportunistically sensing to

detect abnormal patterns.

Processor
Storage

Processing
Unit

Sensor ADC

Sensing Unit

TX
RX

Power Unit

Location System Mobilizer

Figure 4.5: A typical sensor architecture.

Second, sensors can be designed as reactive or proactive [121]: proactive sensors pe-
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riodically sense the environment and send out sensed data; reactive sensors react immedi-

ately to sudden and drastic changes in the value of a sensed attribute. In the DSA situation,

neither scheme is suitable. The proactive scheme results inredundant data communication

overhead when the radio environment does not change so quickly. The reactive scheme on

the other hand is not robust enough to differentiate betweensensor failure or an unchanged

environment, therefore losing data credibility. Instead,the author selects a hybrid scheme

by which nodes not only respond to sudden changes in sensed attribute, which is reactive,

but also send data periodically, which is proactive. The strategy is shown in Figure 4.6.

Time
Rapid Sending Periodical Sending

Attribute > Threshold: Immediately Sending

Figure 4.6: Spectrum sensor data update strategies.

Third, the sensor can bestatelesswhich means that any sensing result will be sent out

immediately without storage, orstatefulwhich means that sensing result will be stored in

the sensor for some time duration. Considering that both lowdata latency and high data

reliability are required in cooperative spectrum sensor network, redundant data communi-

cation must be reduced or avoided. Under conditions that theradio environment doesn’t

change so often, periodical spectrum sensing results in thesame data being sent out. Most

of the time this is a waste of network bandwidth and may cause data communication delay

when congestion happens. This problem can be alleviated if sensors arestateful.

Combining all the above strategies, a data process and management system is shown in

Figure 4.7. Given a sensing frequencyfs (the number of times per second that the sensor

senses),T is chosen as the maximum period after which the sensor must update its status

to a data fusion center. Any real-time data sent from the sensing unit is compared with

previously stored data in the local database, if the difference is larger than a threshold (∆),

the new data will be updated to the data fusion center and the counter indicating the sensor’s

inactive duration is reset. If the difference is less than∆, the counter is increased by one.

If the counter is larger thanM = T×fs, the sensor will update its status to the data fusion

center too. But only a short message is sent out to the data fusion center indicating that this

sensor is still alive and it detects the same value. Each timenew data is detected, it will not

only update the data fusion center but also the local database.
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Figure 4.7: The scheme for data flow and processing within a sensor. c©2009 IEEE.
Reprinted, with permission, from Ge et al., “A cooperative sensing based spectrum broker
for dynamic spectrum access,” IEEE Military Communications Conference (MILCOM),
Boston, MA, 2009.

4.2.3 Data Processing in Spectrum Servers

The goal of cooperative sensing in DSA is to provide real-time spectrum environment in-

formation in three dimensions: frequency, time, and space.Therefore, sensors have to

detect related radio environment variations (as discussedin Section 4.2.1) and update pro-

cessed data to a data fusion center – the spectrum server in this dissertation. Moreover,

the spectrum server’s role is not only fusing connected sensors’ data, but also deriving

geo-locations of detected signals and other required information for spectrum sharing.

During data fusion, a spectrum server first waits for a certain period of time to receive

results from all the sensors, it then fuses the received datastreams. However, synchro-

nization of such data communications is difficult because sensors may perform actions at

different times [43]. For example, in one period, a sensor may timeout its operation and

does not send any data to the server. Further, a sensor network may get congested, thus

delaying a sensor’s data report to the spectrum server. In either case, the credibility of a

final decision by the server is questionable.

By following the updating strategies introduced in Section4.2.2, perfect synchroniza-

tion is not needed and credibility of sensor data can be stillguaranteed. However, the

challenge is how to process multiple unsynchronized data streams. To solve this problem,

a multi-threading method [122] together with database technology [123] is suitable for the
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spectrum server data management. As shown in Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.8, the spectrum

server allocates to each sensor a corresponding database table for receiving data from the

sensor. Based on updating in these tables and status messages sent by all the sensors, a

separate database table is used to update all sensors’ status. Sensor data stored in all the

tables will be fused in a master database; taking this information together with the status

table, any variation in the time domain can be derived.

Figure 4.8: Data management in a spectrum server.c©2009 IEEE. Reprinted, with permis-
sion, from Ge et al., “A cooperative sensing based spectrum broker for dynamic spectrum
access,” IEEE Military Communications Conference (MILCOM), Boston, MA, 2009.

Once sensor data is available to the master database, data fusion techniques are needed

and they must be robust and fault-tolerant so that they can handle uncertainty and faulty

sensor readouts. Sensor data fusion has attracted wide attention [124]. Some existing

well-known methods include: probabilistic models and Bayesian data fusion methods as

discussed in Section 4.1. Further, the OR logic rule is applied in [105] as the fusion rule

and the AND and M-out-of-K rules are considered in [104]. Thelikelihood ratio test (LRT)

based decision is also considered in [104] where it is shown that soft decision fusion has

the ability to achieve better performance compared to hard decision combining. The author

uses M-out-of-K rules for data fusion in the spectrum server.

In cooperative spectrum sensing, data from identical sensors distributed over a geo-

graphical area can be divided into two types. The first type data has same kind of detected

information for all sensors, for example, the existence of signal and its frequency range.

The other type data is complimentary among sensors, for example, detected signal strength

at different locations used to determine detected signal’slocation by technologies such as

triangulation [120]. The final table in the spectrum server may look like what is shown in

Table 4.1.
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4.3 Secondary User Network

4.3.1 Data Management and Secondary User Access in DSA Broker

A DSA broker bridges the cooperative spectrum sensing network and the secondary user

network. It derives necessary spectrum information from spectrum servers for secondary

users’ spectrum sharing. It also manages secondary users’ dynamic spectrum access. Us-

ing MySQL database technology, the author designed a DSA broker architecture as shown

in Figure 4.9. The processing core has to identify vacant spectrum bands and differen-

tiate active signals between incumbent users and secondaryusers. The processing core

derives necessary spectrum information for secondary users’ spectrum sharing. However,

secondary users must first register with the DSA broker. The DSA broker also sends alarms

to registered secondary users upon incumbent users’ presence so that secondary users can

switch to other vacant channels.

Figure 4.9: The DSA broker architecture.c©2009 IEEE. Reprinted, with permission, from
Ge et al., “A cooperative sensing based spectrum broker for dynamic spectrum access,”
IEEE Military Communications Conference (MILCOM), Boston, MA, 2009.

To differentiate active signals between incumbent users and secondary users, the DSA

broker has a database of incumbent user allocation by regulatory bodies such as the FCC.

The DSA broker also includes a real-time secondary user database derived from the regis-

tration mechanisms. Any detected signal will be compared with the incumbent user signal

type to define its user type. An example of such a data table is Table 4.2 To reduce process-

ing burden, the event trigger mechanism is used so that the table is updated only when the

spectrum server is newly updated.

Secondary users have to register with the DSA manager to access the necessary infor-

mation for spectrum sharing. Registration information could include occupied bandwidth,

center frequency, power, geo-location, MAC address, IP (ifavailable), and usage time du-

ration. An example is shown in the “DSA broker cognitive radio registry table” of Fig-
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Table 4.2: An example database in the DSA broker.
ID F min

(MHz)
F max
(MHz)

Pow
(dBm)

Mod SNR
(dB)

Time(y:m:d:h:m:s) Loc Busy Signal
Type

1 462 464 2 BPSK 20 2009:5:6:15:21:12 (λ1,
ϕ1)

0 None

2 470 471 1 None 17 2009:5:6:15:21:45 (λ2,
ϕ2)

1 2nd

3 466 470 4 8PSK 23 2009:5:6:15:20:56 (λ3,
ϕ3)

1 Primary

...

ure 4.13. Upon incumbent users’ presence, secondary users will be informed by the DSA

manager to switch to available vacant channels.

4.3.2 Spectrum Usage Statistics

The feasibility and success of spectrum sharing depends crucially on if, when, and how idle

spectrum becomes available. For secondary users that use spectrum sensing technologies

in DSA, how easily idle spectrum can be sensed is also a critical factor. For example, TV

broadcasting is either idle or active, both over long periods of time. In contrast, cellular

spectrum usage exhibits much more variations both in time and space [76]. Therefore,

more agile DSA techniques are needed for sharing cellular band spectrum than the TV

broadcasting spectrum. Further, communication data ratesbetween secondary users oppor-

tunistically using the above two types of spectrum band may vary quite differently. The

data rate in the TV band may be much more stable than the rate inthe cellular band, there-

fore, the “quality” of idle spectrum within the two bands is different too. Idle spectrum over

other bands may demonstrate similar or even more diverse usage patterns. Some statistics

values and even models are helpful to differentiate idle spectrum bands with different usage

behaviors.

We designed and developedstatefulDSA brokers so that they can store durations of

spectrum usage data. For example, a frequency range can be divided into different bands

and each band has a table which continuously updates not onlyeach channel’s availability,

but also its usage statistics. The stored data can be compiled from both measurements

and registrations [76]. Based on each channel’s table of spectrum usage, secondary users

can choose the idle spectrum band which best matches their application requirements. For

example, real-time voice communication needs continuous and stable spectrum availability

while normal email checking doesn’t need such “good quality” spectrum.
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This section provides some examples illustrating such statistics. To calculate spectrum

usage statistics based on some spectrum measurement, we canapply a threshold to differen-

tiate between idle and active spectrum. The threshold selection may depend on cooperative

spectrum sensors’ performance and other DSA technologies.We can differentiate between

incumbent usage and secondary usage using sensed data and secondary spectrum usage

registration. A spectrum usage measurement is shown in Figure 4.10 which was taken in

a hotel in downtown Chicago in March 2008. A spectrum usage map post-processed by

thresholding may look like Figure 4.11, where active spectrum blocks are either used by

incumbent users or secondary users.

Figure 4.10: Spectrum usage measurement, courtesy of Thomas Rondeau and Keith Nolan.

At a specific geo-location and within time duration fromt0 to t1 and frequency band

from f0 to f1, spectrum usage efficiency solely by incumbent users is defined and computed

by Eq. (4.6).

Eff incumbent=

∑m
1 (Ii)

(t1 − t0) × (f1 − f0)
(4.6)

whereIi is the smallest spectrum block (with the unit of time× frequency) used by some
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Figure 4.11: An example of simplified spectrum measurement.c©2009 IEEE. Reprinted,
with permission, from Ge et al., “A cooperative sensing based spectrum broker for dynamic
spectrum access,” IEEE Military Communications Conference (MILCOM), Boston, MA,
2009.

incumbent user within a time and frequency range. Similarly, Si is the spectrum block used

by secondary users.m is the total number of active spectrum blocks used by the incumbent

users.

The overall spectrum usage efficiency including both incumbent users and secondary

users will be decided by Eq. (4.7).

Effoverall =

∑m,n
1,1 (Ii + Sj)

(t1 − t0) × (f1 − f0)
(4.7)

whereSi is the smallest spectrum block unit used by some secondary user within a time

and frequency range.n is the total number of active spectrum blocks used by the secondary

users.

Considering that the memory size of the DSA broker is finite, it can only store spectrum

usage information for a finite time interval as shown in Figure 4.11. Therefore, we can

use the following formula to update the efficiency fromt0 to t2 given that Efft0∼t1
incumbent is

known, for example for incumbent usage efficiency without storing all the spectrum usage

information fromt0 to t2.

Eff t0∼t2
incumbent=

(t1 − t0)(f1 − f0)Eff t0∼t1
incumbent+

∑m
1 (Ii)

t1∼t2

(t2 − t0) × (f1 − f0)
(4.8)

Some dynamic spectrum utilization statistics are shown in Figure 4.13.
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Further, statistical models can be used to represent spectrum usage patterns within fre-

quency and time domain. For example, in a cellular network, incumbent users’ call du-

ration is modelled as an exponential distribution, though deviations were reported in [76].

The above spectrum usage statistics can be very useful in spectrum trading too because it

characterizes the “quality” of vacant spectrum band [118].

The above spectrum usage statistics can be very useful in spectrum trading. too. The

registration mechanism introduced in Section 4.3.1 allowsspectrum licensees to sublease

spectrum to secondary users. Spectrum trading promises to increase the incentive of spec-

trum sharing [11, 125] because it can stimulate users to selland lease under-utilized spec-

trum. For example, auctions usually promise efficient allocation of scarce resources [126].

However, necessary information is required to carry out a spectrum auction. Most cur-

rent research on spectrum trading is primarily based on information in the dimension of

frequency [126, 118]. Such models do not fully capture the essence of DSA: increase

spectrum efficiency in three dimensions (frequency, time, and space). Pricing should be

based on the integral value of spectrum within the above three dimensions. For fairness,

the spectrum information needed for auction should containstatistics of spectrum usage.

4.4 Experiment

To demonstrate the cooperative spectrum sensing network, the author (and his colleagues)

designed a test network as shown in Figure 4.12. Four different sensors were built. The first

sensor employs broadband parallel RF sensing on a Lyrtech “Small Form Factor” (SFF)

Software Defined Radio (SDR) board; this sensor’s algorithmprimarily runs on the em-

bedded FPGA and can cover signals up to 20MHz in bandwidth. The second sensor, with

a Universal Software Radio Peripheral (USRP) as the front end, implements a signal clas-

sification and synchronization system using frequency and time domain signal features;

it is able to classify analog AM and FM, digital M-ary PSK, M-ary QAM, M-ary FSK,

and OFDM signals [127]. The third sensor is a broadband energy detector based on an

Anritsu MS2781A Signature Signal Analyzer; this sensor cancover signals up to 20MHz

bandwidth. The fourth sensor uses narrow band energy detection followed by a k-nearest

neighbor (K-NN) algorithm classifying signal features on alaptop with a USRP as the RF

front end; it is able to classify analog FM and AM, digital BPSK, QPSK, and 4FSK signals

[83]. Wi-Fi adapter cards were used to join these sensors into a sensor network. Please note

that no CDMA signal was used in our experiment because our signal sensors can’t classify

an unknown CDMA signal without knowing the spreading code. Further, two reconfig-

urable SDR radios based on GNU Radio and USRP were used to simulate secondary users,
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which can reconfigure and switch transmitting frequency agilely. One secondary node was

mounted with sensor 4. These two secondary user nodes communicated with each other

using vacant channels obtained from the DSA broker.

In a lab environment, the author used Family Radio Service (FRS) walkie talkie radio

and USRP based SDR in simulating a dynamic spectrum environment over the frequency

range from 460MHz to 468MHz. The four sensors continuously detected spectrum envi-

ronment and updated the spectrum server with detected results. Four sensors covered a

user specified frequency range while continuously updatingthe spectrum server with de-

tected signal features. The spectrum server fused sensor data and stored them in its “main

sensor database” as shown in Figure 4.13, a user friendly interface was developed to mon-

itor the DSA broker. Semantic sensor data includes startingfrequency (“Fmin”), ending

frequency (“Fmax”), power, modulation, the time being detected, and SNR of each signal.

Unidentified signal modulation is specified with NULL. Basedon sensors’ result and its

knowledge database of incumbent users, the DSA broker decides whether each channel is

an incumbent signal or secondary user. Further, the DSA broker also segments spectrum

into occupied or unoccupied frequency bands by showing as 1 or 0. The total table is shown

in the “DSA broker bandwidth table” in Figure 4.13. Specifically, the color bars indicate

real-time spectrum availability within a user specified frequency range: green color means

active signal bands and red color means vacant frequency bands. Spectrum usage statistics

are also displayed.

Figure 4.12: Our overall experiment setting.c©2009 IEEE. Reprinted, with permission,
from Ge et al., “A cooperative sensing based spectrum brokerfor dynamic spectrum ac-
cess,” IEEE Military Communications Conference (MILCOM),Boston, MA, 2009.

Secondary users interfaced with the DSA broker through a Wi-Fi based control channel

and registered with the DSA manager with their IP address, center frequency, modulation,
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Figure 4.13: The DSA broker graphic user interface.c©2009 IEEE. Reprinted, with permis-
sion, from Ge et al., “A cooperative sensing based spectrum broker for dynamic spectrum
access,” IEEE Military Communications Conference (MILCOM), Boston, MA, 2009.

etc., as shown in the “DSA broker cognitive radio registry” in Figure 4.13. Secondary users

chose vacant channels through the “DSA broker table” to communicate with each other.

Note that the current DSA broker is not equipped with location technologies, and it simply

chooses the name of a sensor that detects the signal. The DSA Broker broadcasted alarms

to secondary users through the Wi-Fi control channel when incumbent signals appeared,

then secondary users chose new vacant channels to continue previous communication. The

whole network was demonstrated in the 3rd IEEE International Symposium on New Fron-

tiers in Dynamic Spectrum Access Networks (DySPAN 2008) in Chicago.

4.5 Conclusion

This chapter first overviews progress made in decentralizeddetection. It then gives a set

of schemes for spectrum data flow and process management within spectrum sensors and
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DSA brokers, which are used in a cooperative spectrum sensornetwork requiring low data

latency and high data reliability. Further, this chapter presents some spectrum usage statis-

tics, which are not only useful for secondary users’ spectrum sharing, but also necessary

in any spectrum trading. Finally, a network experiment of four spectrum sensors with two

SDR based secondary users is given.
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Chapter 5

Decentralized DSA Networks: A

Prototype Design and Experimental

Results

Significant research progress has been made in cognitive radio and DSA networks since

Mitola’s seminal dissertation [17]. For example, many measurements of current spectrum

utilization are available. Theoretical analyses and computational simulations of DSA net-

works also abound. In sharp contrast, few network systems, particularly those with a de-

centralized structure, have been built even at a small scaleto investigate the performance,

behavior, and dynamics of DSA networks under different scenarios.

On the other hand, supporting DSA in decentralized wirelessnetworks drives the com-

plexity both within individual nodes and of the overall network to an unparalleled level.

Therefore, experiments are necessary to gain insights intonetwork design and to investi-

gate network performance under different scenarios [31]. Further, in research of complex

systems like cognitive DSA networks, experimental methodscan access system/network

conditions that may be neglected by either theoretical analysis or computational simula-

tion.

The author designs a decentralized and asynchronous DSA network and builds a ten-

node network prototype based on software radio technologies, signal detection and classi-

fication methods, distributed cooperative spectrum sensing systems, modified mobile ad-

hoc network (MANET) protocols, a multi-channel allocationalgorithm.1 This chapter de-

tails the network’s design and implementation as well as itsessential functions. Through

systematic experiments, the author identifies several performance determining factors for

1Themulti-channel network development was collaborative workbetween the author and his colleague
Mustafa Y. El-Nainay.
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developing decentralized DSA networks. For the purpose of easy access and being self

contained, some figures shown in previous chapters are reproduced here.

5.1 Introduction

The author’s view of decentralized DSA networks is shown in Figure 5.1. In this network,

nodes opportunistically use vacant channels when incumbent users are not transmitting.

The whole network consists of decentralized mobile nodes and works in a dynamic ra-

dio environment where fading and interference exist and incumbent users may appear at

any time. To increase network battery life and reduce network communication overhead,

the network is properly partitioned into clusters [43], each cluster dynamically activates

its associated nodes’ functions like signal detection and classification, data fusion, and

data relay. Distributed cooperative spectrum sensing happens with each cluster and across

neighboring clusters. This chapter presents the network prototype corresponding to Fig-

ure 5.1. In particular, the current prototype aims at asynchronous and decentralized DSA

networks. This network enables DSA by using reconfigurable radio nodes, signal detec-

tion and classification methods [127], distributed cooperative spectrum sensing schemes

[128], distributed dynamic wireless protocols, and intelligent algorithms at both node and

network levels [129]. The current prototype uses a control channel to support distributed

cooperative sensing and network management. The followingsections introduce the en-

abling functions and systems of this network prototype and present experimental results

and lessons.

5.2 Cooperative Spectrum Sensing

To guarantee non-interference to incumbent users, spectrum sensors in a DSA network

must detect signals event at low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and this performance should

still hold up under dynamic and hostile conditions like shadowing, fading, interference,

and multi-path [42, 44]. However, a single signal detector may fail to achieve a good per-

formance under such conditions. Cooperative spectrum sensing [42] can solve the above

problems by geographically distributing several sensors and it is widely endorsed for DSA

networks [42, 104, 105]. Furthermore, cooperative sensingcan improve detection reliabil-

ity and reduce sensitivity requirements for single sensorsby exploiting their cooperative

gains [42].

Chapter 4 details the cooperative spectrum sensing system;this section summarizes

some key points and focuses on integrating it into the DSA network prototype.
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Figure 5.1: The author’s view of a decentralized DSA network.

5.2.1 Signal Sensors

The sensors used in the network prototype are realized by GNURadio [46] and USRP

version I [50]. The USRP is attached to a laptop, which uses a Wi-Fi chip as the control

channel transceiver and serves as the processing unit and power unit. Wide band energy de-

tectors and narrow band signal classifiers are used in the network prototype. The receiving

gain of each sensor is tuned within the effective dynamic range of USRP’s RF front end.

Energy Detection

Whenever a DSA network has to switch to new channels, it must establish that incumbent

users are not present in those channels. Energy detection has the advantage of identifying

suitable channels over a wide frequency range. Moreover, itcan use efficient algorithms on

a simple system with minimum power consumption.

Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)-based energy detection is used as a signal detection

method. Each detector uses a USRP to collect signal samples in a passband and calcu-
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lates the discrete power spectral density (PSD) with appropriate windowing and noise ir-

regularity reduction. It then compares the PSD data with a pre-defined minimum threshold

for energy detection. Further, the detector also calculates each active signal’s bandwidth,

center frequency, power, SNR, and the time that it first became active.

Signal Classification

A simple energy detector cannot differentiate between signals transmitted by incumbent

users from those by peer secondary users. A quiet period is proposed in [119] to enable

spectrum sensing, but it requires strict synchronization coordination among DSA nodes

to guarantee that no single node is transmitting when spectrum sensing happens. Signal

classification is necessary in unsynchronized decentralized DSA networks because it can

identify incumbent users even when signals from secondary users exist.

The current DSA network prototype applies the Universal Classifier and Synchronizer

(UCS) algorithm [85] in signal classification. UCS uses a radio signal’s time and frequency

domain features to classify and synchronize a receiver to itand to provide all parameters

needed for physical layer demodulation, without knowing any prior modulation informa-

tion. The current UCS is able to classify AM, FM, MPSK, QAM, MFSK and OFDM

modulations based on over-the-air radio signal samples collected either by the GNU Ra-

dio/USRP or the Anristu Signature Signal Analyzer [85]. Itstheoretical analysis and de-

tailed performance results are available in [85].

The current network prototype requires a signal classifier only to recognize an active

signal’s modulation. However, signal classification usually involves much higher compu-

tational complexity and resource consumption than simple energy detection [44]. As a

result, recognizing a signal usually takes a longer time than detecting this signal. A coop-

erative sensor network usually activates only a necessary small number of signal classifiers

to reduce power consumption and increase the network life.

Local Sensor Data Flow Management

To reduce unnecessary data transmissions cooperative spectrum sensing, as discussed in

Chapter 4, sensors are designed to bestateful– they remember their previous sensing results

and update the data fusion node only when they detect a radio environment variation. The

data update scheme is shown in Figure 5.2. Given a sensing frequencyfs (the number of

times per second that the sensor senses),T is chosen as the maximum period after which

the sensor must update its status to a data fusion node. Any real-time data from the sensing

unit is compared with previously stored data in the local database. If the difference is larger
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than a threshold (∆), the new data will be updated to the data fusion center and the counter

indicating the sensor’s inactive duration is reset. If the difference is less than∆, the counter

is increased by one. Currently∆ is a tuple indicating the difference of a signal’s frequency

range and its modulation.

If the counter is larger thanM = T×fs, the sensor will update its status to the data

fusion center too. But only a short message is sent to the datafusion center indicating that

this sensor is still alive and still detects the same value. Each time new data is detected, it

will update both the data fusion center and the local database.

Figure 5.2: The scheme for data flow and processing within a sensor. c©2009 IEEE.
Reprinted, with permission, from Ge et al., “A cooperative sensing based spectrum broker
for dynamic spectrum access,” IEEE Military Communications Conference (MILCOM),
Boston, MA, 2009.

5.2.2 Cooperative Sensing System

As stated in Chapter 4, a cooperative spectrum sensing network has particular performance

requirements for sensor data latency and reliability in DSAapplications. Delayed or faulty

data may cause secondary users to interfere with incumbent users because secondary users

could not be informed quickly or reliably to switch to other spectrum whitespace upon

incumbent users’ appearance. On the other hand, false detection or classification of vacant

channels may result in unnecessary channel switching. A setof schemes is designed for

spectrum data flow and process management within RF signal sensors and data fusion

nodes in reducing data latency and achieving high data reliability [128].
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DSA Broker

In cooperative spectrum sensing, data from cooperating sensor nodes can be fused in a sin-

gle node in decentralized networks. The group of all these nodes is usually called a cluster

and the data fusion node is usually called a cluster head [121]. The cluster head then broad-

casts results to other nodes. There are schemes to determinethe cluster head; for example,

each node can take turns so that energy consumption is equally distributed among all the

nodes [121]. Those data fusion nodes are called DSA brokers here because they serve not

only as a fusion center, but also as a local network manager for dynamic spectrum access.

Their functions include data fusion, radio environment andnetwork topology awareness,

channel allocation, dynamic routing calculation, and secondary user management.

By following the sensor data updating strategies introduced in Section 5.2.1, perfect

synchronization is not needed and credibility of sensor data over the network can still be

guaranteed. However, one challenge for data fusion is how toprocess multiple unsynchro-

nized data streams. To solve this problem, a multi-threading method [122] is used together

with database technology [123] in the DSA broker data management. As shown in Fig-

ure 5.2 and Figure 5.3, the DSA broker allocates to each sensor a corresponding database

table for receiving data from the sensor. Based on updates inthese tables and on status

messages sent by all the sensors, a separate database table is used to update all sensors’

status. Sensor data stored in all the tables will be fused in amaster database; together

with the status table, variations of the radio environment can be identified. The master

database table contains the radio environment informationsensed by cooperative sensors;

one example result is shown in Table 4.1.

Figure 5.3: Data management in a spectrum server.c©2009 IEEE. Reprinted, with permis-
sion, from Ge et al., “A cooperative sensing based spectrum broker for dynamic spectrum
access,” IEEE Military Communications Conference (MILCOM), Boston, MA, 2009.

Each DSA broker uses a multi-threading based server agent toreceive data from sen-

sors, peer DSA brokers, and CR nodes. This ensures that direct database access is operated

locally within each DSA broker. Because direct remote database access needs to exchange

large data headers and usually takes multiple TCP/IP packetexchanges, these agents can
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not only boost network speed, but also significantly reduce network communication over-

head. Further, those agents apply data fusion methods to sensor results before updating

DSA broker databases. Our current system uses M-out-of-K rules in data fusion [104].

5.3 Distributed DSA Broker Synchronization and Inter-

face with CR Nodes

Section 5.2 mainly discusses cooperative spectrum sensingwithin one cluster. The acquired

local radio environment information is enough for cognitive radio nodes within this cluster.

However, data communication happens across the whole decentralized network and nodes

must agree on common channels to talk to each other. Therefore, inter-cluster DSA brokers

need to synchronize their data content in a timely way. Further, if network nodes have

MIMO capabilities, multi-channel allocation over the whole network may achieve better

network performance. Since multi-channel allocation algorithms are based on network

topology, DSA brokers need not only to provide radio environment information, but also to

manage CR nodes and collect information about the network topology [54].

5.3.1 Inter-Cluster DSA Broker Synchronization

In the network prototype, each DSA broker registers its associated cluster CR nodes in a

registry table. Using registration information with additional necessary technologies like

geo-location, each DSA broker can derive the cluster level network topology. To know its

neighbor cluster’s radio environment and network topology, each DSA broker is synchro-

nized with its neighboring ones, maybe through a few relay nodes for their communications

as shown in Figure 5.1. Those possible relay nodes are determined by network level proto-

cols. Essentially these DSA broker nodes are decentralizedand distributed over the whole

network.

Neighboring DSA brokers synchronize with each other using distributed databases

technologies, as shown in Figure 5.4. Two major operations are replication and dupli-

cation [130]. Replications are used to look for changes in neighboring databases and make

neighboring database look the same. Duplications are used to identify one database as a

master and then duplicate that database to its neighbors. The final data is stored in two

tables: a radio environment table and a network topology table.

As shown in Table 5.1, the radio environment table shown in Figure 5.4 contains in-

formation of the radio environment and vacant channels calculated by a broker algorithm
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Figure 5.4: Distributed DSA broker synchronization

agent. Further, this table indicates the user type of occupied channels by comparing de-

tected signals with incumbent ones in existing databases. Finally, it has radio environ-

ment information for neighboring clusters. The network topology table mainly consists

of information about associated CR nodes within a cluster and its neighbors, for example,

geo-location information if available.

Table 5.1: The content of the radio environment table.

ID F min
(MHz)

F max
(MHz)

Pow
(dBm)

Mod SNR
(dB)

Time(y:m:d:
h:m:s)

Loc Busy Signal
Type

Cluster
ID

1 462 464 2 BPSK 20 2009:5:6:
15:21:12

(λ1,
ϕ1)

0 None
(Un-
known)

self

2 470 471 1 None 17 2009:5:6:
15:21:45

(λ2,
ϕ2)

1 2nd 1

3 466 470 4 8PSK 23 2009:5:6:
15:20:56

(λ3,
ϕ3)

1 Primary 3

...

5.3.2 Island Genetic Algorithm for Multi-channel Allocati on

Vu et al. proposed that a DSA based MIMO system (with spatial and frequency multi-

plexing) can avoid the Gupta-Kumar limit in MANETs [131] andscale linearly with the

number of nodes [132]. However, achieving the optimal multi-channel allocation over the

whole network is an NP hard problem [33]. Therefore, distributed algorithms are investi-
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gated here for multi-channel allocation. A simple scheme isthat each node randomly picks

a channel among available ones when it transmits data. However, such a scheme usually

results in suboptimal performance. For multi-channel allocation, the network prototype ap-

plies a distributed learning and optimizing algorithm – theIsland Genetic Algorithm (IGA)

developed in [54, 33].

Figure 5.5 illustrates the basic idea of the IGA. The IGA divides the population (candi-

date solutions) into subpopulations that evolve separately each at a different node. Nodes

communicate regularly to share their candidate solutions to increase local diversity using

a migration policy that defines the migration rate and topology. Network nodes use infor-

mation shared in the radio environment table and network topology table to apply genetic

algorithm operations and migration policies to best allocate available channels to commu-

nication links as needed. The Localized IGA used in the current network prototype can

also scale to large networks [133].

Figure 5.5: Apply Island Genetic Algorithm, courtesy of Mustafa Y. El-Nainay. Reprinted,
with permission, from Mustafa Y. El-Nainay, “Island genetic algorithm-based cognitive
networks,” Ph.D. dissertation, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, 2009.

5.3.3 DSA Brokers Interface with Associated CR Nodes

Section 5.2 and Section 5.3.1 introduce the distributed sensor and DSA broker network

which sense variations in the radio environment and compilea coherent table of it. Combin-

ing such information with the network topology, DSA brokersapply distributed algorithms

to allocate channels for each node in data communication.

Because the radio environment might vary at any time, DSA brokers must quickly no-

tify CR nodes about such variations; meanwhile, network nodes may be mobile and a few
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of them are dynamically selected to assume functions like DSA brokers and sensors, those

selected DSA brokers must always have the new network topology. The current network

prototype provides an interface between DSA brokers and their associated CR nodes for

two types of data communications: DSA brokers register their associated CR nodes with

information like MAC address, IP address and geo-location if available, and channels and

modulation being used; DSA brokers allocate new channels for CR nodes and notify them

about new routing information.

The network prototype uses Wi-Fi as a control channel in forming an ad hoc network

for data communications described in Section 5.2 and Section 5.3. The network applies

Optimized Link State Routing Protocol (OLSR) at the networklayer.

5.4 CR Node Architecture and Communication Protocols

Besides functions used in distributed cooperative spectrum sensing, each CR node must

work as a secondary user to communicate with the other nodes using sensed vacant chan-

nels. Correspondingly, a set of protocols are needed to support such communications.

5.4.1 Overall Node Architecture

As shown in Figure 5.6, the current CR node consists of six components: a learning module,

a DSA module, an application controller, a network controller, a SDR system, and a control

channel module. The learning module hosts learning functions and algorithms used at both

node and network levels. Currently it has a localized IGA formulti-channel allocation at

the network level; the author plans to integrate node level learning capabilities used in [20].

The DSA module manages functions used in distributed cooperative spectrum sensing and

interfaces with other modules in enabling dynamic spectrumaccess. Both modules have

database components working as knowledge bases. The application controller manages the

execution of different applications under different radioand network dynamics. The net-

work controller enables network level protocol configuration and execution; for example,

OLSR is listed as one example here. The SDR system supports a reconfigurable MAC and

PHY layer. The network prototype relies on a control channel– currently a Wi-Fi system.

The previous sections introduce the learning module and distributed cooperative spec-

trum sensing. The next material details other node functions and presents how these func-

tions together enable a decentralized DSA network.
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Figure 5.6: The prototype node architecture.

5.4.2 SDR System

The current SDR system relies on GNU Radio and USRP. In particular, the SDR system can

receive 3 channels simultaneously and transit on one channel. It uses a frequency multiplex

method at the receive side in emulating this 3 by 1 MIMO capability. Further, a MAC layer

protocol is designed to control the PHY layer and enable DSA mechanism.

PHY Layer

As shown in Figure 5.7, the PHY layer receives 3 channels simultaneously and reconfigures

its transmitter for different transmitting frequencies. More specifically, the USRP down-

converts a wide-band RF signal into an IF signal and sends it to GNU Radio in the software

domain. The receiver path uses filters to separate this IF signal into three channels. Signal

samples in each channel are demodulated and saved in a queue which interfaces with a

callback function used by the MAC layer.

However, because USRP’s RF front end has a poor non-linearity performance and lacks

in filtering separation [134], the transmitter side has a poor performance in frequency mul-

tiplexing. Therefore, currently it only supports one transmitting channel. But it is able to

reconfigure on-the-fly for switching transmitting frequencies among three channels.

MAC Layer

A carrier sense multiple access (CSMA) based MAC protocol isdesigned to enable multi-

channel communications among CR nodes under DSA environments. This protocol is

shown in Figure 5.8. It is exclusively for data communication on vacant channels, not for

the control channel.

To understand its working mechanism, let us follow the data chain from the receiving

side to the transmitting side. On receiving a data frame, theMAC layer will strip the frame
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Figure 5.7: Physical layer structure.

header and check its destination MAC address. It only sends to the operating system (OS)

data packets for this node and drops others. A received data packet might be for some

application at this node, or for relaying data over the DSA network. For the later case,

the MAC layer will check its destination IP address and find anappropriate transmitting

channel based on a channel allocation table and a routing table. The fragmented data

frames are then added with the MAC address of the node for the next hop along a routing

path. Finally the data frames are sent out when the node senses that no other nodes are

transmitting over the selected channel. If the transmitting side senses that the selected

channel is occupied, it waits for a random time interval (determined using the truncated

binary exponential backoff algorithm) before trying to send that frame again. After each

data frame is transmitted, the MAC enables a much shorter random time backoff so that

other nodes do not have to wait for a long time to access the channel.

Under a DSA environment, however, incumbent users may appear at any time. To

reduce energy consumption, not all the nodes are allowed to activate the signal classification

function. Therefore, a CR node may not be able to realize thata busy channel is actually

occupied by incumbent users, instead of by its peer nodes. Solving this problem requires

information from the distributed cooperative spectrum sensor network. In doing so, the

MAC layer also enables an accumulative time counter of all the backoff time between the

interval bounded by transmitting two consecutive data frames. If the whole backoff time

exceeds a time thresholdts, the MAC will signal the application layer to stop sending data

and the SDR system to pause its PHY layer. Then this CR node will query the closest

DSA broker to confirm whether an incumbent user is present in the current channel. If an
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Figure 5.8: MAC layer enabling DSA.

incumbent user is not present, the CR node assumes that its peer nodes are transmitting over

the channel. It resets its accumulative time counter to zeroand continues its random time

backoff before trying its next transmission. If an incumbent user is present, the CR node

queries the DSA broker for a new channel. Meanwhile, the DSA broker negotiates with its

neighboring DSA brokers and they together determine new channels for their associated

CR nodes. Once a CR gets a new channel, it will reconfigure itself to transmit over that

channel. It will also re-assume the data communication at its application layer.

Please be aware that signal classification is computationally costly and takes a signif-

icant amount of processing time, especially when it covers awide band [44]. Therefore,

it is power inefficient to enable all nodes’ signal classification function. A “listen-before-

transmit” MAC protocol guarantees non-interference to incumbent users. It also makes it

possible that only a small portion of network nodes activatea signal classification function

at a given time interval.

However, if incumbent users also use a CSMA based MAC protocol, CR nodes may in-

directly interfere with incumbent users because incumbentnodes cannot differentiate their

peer nodes’ signal from CR nodes’. Therefore, they will backoff when a CR node is trans-

mitting on the same channel. To solve this problem, the distributed cooperative spectrum

sensor network will (using the control channel) signal CR nodes to switch to other channels

once an incumbent signal is recognized.
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5.4.3 Network Controller

As shown in Figure 5.6, the network controller works with thelearning module and the

DSA module to compute appropriate network level protocols and to select suitable param-

eters in those protocols.

The current network prototype uses an open source implementation of OLSR [135] as

its routing protocol. It is a proactive link-state routing protocol which uses Hello and Topol-

ogy Control (TC) messages to discover and then distribute link state information throughout

the ad-hoc network. CR nodes use this topology information to compute next hop destina-

tions for all nodes in the network using shortest hop forwarding paths. With its underlying

MultiPoint Relays (MPRs) technique [136], OLSR delivers routing control messages and

the IGA’s migration information to designated destinationnodes with substantial commu-

nication cost reduction compared to simple flooding based routing protocols.

5.4.4 Working Mechanism

The previous sections introduce all the functions used in our network prototype; this part

details the working mechanism of this network, in particular, supporting distributed coop-

erative spectrum sensing, multi-channel allocation, and dynamic spectrum access.

Additional Functions and Implementations

Before going further, a particular function is introduced to interface DSA brokers with their

associated nodes. Once recognizing an incumbent signal on achannel currently used by

CR nodes, a DSA broker must notify its associated CR nodes. Inthe network prototype,

this data communication happens at the network layer. Each DSA module has a particular

server agent which continuously awaits data from DSA brokers. The data indicates whether

an incumbent user appears or not. Because the SDR system mustcheck this data before it

transmits every packet, very importantly, there must not beany delay for such an access.

To enable this performance, multi-thread technologies areemployed to combine this server

agent with the SDR system in one single process.

In another important implementation, the OLSR protocol is modified in this network

prototype. This modification allows the control network andthe CR data network to use

the same routing algorithms, that is; OLSR manages two network interfaces. Because the

network topology is the same for these two networks, this implementation enables system

simplicity and enhances node performance.
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Working Process

In this network prototype, CR nodes opportunistically use vacant channels in their commu-

nications when incumbent users are not present. All the nodes are mobile under a dynamic

radio environment where fading and interference are normaland incumbent users may ap-

pear anytime. The whole network is decentralized and relieson distributed functions and

their supporting protocols.

A flowchart is shown in Figure 5.9 to help understand the working mechanism. Before

the secondary data network is established, the network connection topology is available to

each node through the control channel. Based on this information, the network partitions

itself into clusters as shown in Figure 5.1. Each cluster then selects a few nodes and enables

their signal detection and classification functions. The selected sensors continuously sense

a frequency range and report the results to a selected DSA broker node for data fusion.

Upon any radio environment variation, DSA brokers in neighboring clusters exchange their

data. All the communications are through the common controlchannel.

Meanwhile, all the nodes register themselves with the DSA broker in the same clus-

ter. Based on the registration information, DSA brokers derive the local network topology

distribution. Next, DSA brokers compute a routing table anda channel allocation table

for each node using the distributed multi-channel allocation algorithm discussed in Sec-

tion 5.3.2. Upon receiving such tables, CR nodes begin to communicate with each other on

particular channels.

When incumbent users return, CR nodes sense a busy channel and pause their SDR

system and the application. Then they query their closest DSA brokers. At the same time,

those DSA brokers will realize the presence of incumbent users through their associated

signal recognizers. Next they will select new vacant channels and cooperatively compute

a new channel allocation table and maybe a new routing table.Each DSA broker will

broadcast the two tables to their associated CR nodes. Finally the CR network re-assumes

communications. To reduce power consumption, a DSA broker makes its associated signal

recognizers focus only on channels currently used by CR nodes; while it makes its associ-

ated signal detectors cover a wide frequency range to find vacant channels for next channel

switching once the incumbent users on current channels return.

5.5 Experimental Setup and Results

The experiments intended to investigate the performance ofthis decentralized DSA net-

work prototype from three aspects: distributed cooperative spectrum sensing, multi-channel
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Figure 5.9: The working mechanism in the DSA network prototype.

allocation, and network switching and reforming upon incumbent users’ activation.

5.5.1 Experimental Settings

The overall network setting is shown in Figure 5.10. It emulates two clusters of the network

shown in Figure 5.1. Each cluster has five nodes including oneDSA broker, one signal

detector, one signal recognizer with the signal classification algorithm, and two other CR

nodes. In particular, one node was allowed only to support one function because of practical

limits in dynamic computing resource allocation. Detailedexplanations are available in

Chapter 2 and [134]. In the experiment, the network was manually partitioned; so were

selections of sensors and DSA brokers.
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As shown in Figure 5.10, the four CR data nodes form a chain topology for data com-

munication using DSA. Both a signal recognizer and a signal detector associate with each

DSA broker. Both DSA brokers talked to each other and other nodes through a Wi-Fi con-

trol channel; CR nodes opportunistically used vacant channels in their communications.

Two SDR based transmitters were used to emulate primary users. All the nodes consisted

of a 2.0 GHz dual-core laptop, a USRP, and a Wi-Fi card .

Because of the limited physical space for this experiment, all the nodes were not sepa-

rated widely enough. All the Wi-Fi and USRP could sense each other. The above network

topology was artificially created by blocking MAC addressesof non-neighbor nodes in

Figure 5.10. Therefore, the PHY layer media contention was higher than it in theory. In

addition, the experiments were completed in a laboratory environment, exacerbating multi-

path effects.

5.5.2 Experimental Scenarios in Radio Environment and Network Vari-

ations

The experiment demonstrated three network functions: distributed cooperative spectrum

sensing, multi-channel allocation, and dynamic spectrum access. Different experimental

scenarios were created for the above demonstrations.
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• Distributed cooperative spectrum sensing.

– Signal Detection and Signal Classification. As shown in Figure 5.10, SDR

systems were first used to emulate incumbent users with different transmitting

frequencies and modulations, then the author measured the performance of in-

dividual sensors regarding signal detection and classification.

– Distributed Cooperative Spectrum Sensing. Here the authormainly measured

the time performance of the distributed cooperative spectrum sensor network –

that is, how fast can such a network react to a signal’s presence.

• Multi-channel Allocation. The author investigated the performance of the network

prototype in multi-channel allocation using the localizedIGA algorithm. Perfor-

mance included network throughput, latency, and jitter.

• Dynamic Spectrum Access. With the results of distributed cooperative spectrum

sensing, the author evaluated the time required for channelswitching and network

reforming when an incumbent signal was present. He measuredthe latency in chan-

nel switching and network reforming as well as data packet loss/data throughput.

5.5.3 Experimental Results

In quantifying the performance of the DSA network prototype, the author followed guid-

ance from [31]: must do no harm; must work; must add value. Specifically, he measured

this network’s reaction time to active signals, its data communication performance, and

its reforming time once an incumbent user appears. Those measurements corresponded

to performance in distributed cooperative spectrum sensing, multi-channel allocation, and

dynamic spectrum access.

Distributed Cooperative Spectrum Sensing

To investigate the performance of distributed cooperativespectrum sensing, the author var-

ied the location of a sensor in the network topology shown in Figure 5.11. In particular,

the sensors were put multiple hops away from the DSA broker. Further, timestamps were

inserted at multiple locations to get the timing performance of this distributed cooperative

spectrum sensing network at multiple scales. The time symbols used in Table 5.2 are the

same as those labeled in this figure.

The quantitative results are shown in Table 5.2. The meaningof each item is explained

by the time difference shown in Figure 5.11. Please notice that the execution time of the
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Table 5.2: Performance of the distributed cooperative spectrum sensor network.
Node Level

Time (ms)
Trial Number 1 2 3 4 5 Average
Detection
Algorithm
(t3 − t2)

21 21 21 22 26 22.2

Classification
Algorithm
(t′3 − t2)

681 723 697 745 1053 780

DSA broker
Processing
(t5 − t4)

118 74 56 97 127 94

Radio Recon-
figuration

7.8 7.1 6.6 8.0 9.6 7.8

Network Level
Network Awareness (t5 − t1)

One Hop 200 185 174 198 163 184
Two Hops 164 234 239 247 254 228
Three Hops 188 228 290 309 293 262

CR Awareness (t6 − t1)
One Hop 137 157 262 247 240 208
Two Hops 180 281 283 294 194 246
Three Hops 262 287 295 274 284 281

Network Recognization (t′5 − t1)
One Hop 898 926 878 965 1300 993
(Classification) (601) (683) (726) (737) (1035) (756)
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Figure 5.11: Experiment setting to measure sensor network performance.

detection and classification algorithm only accounts for the algorithm running time (for

example, energy detection algorithm and local data management for a signal detector).

However, a separate measurement indicated that the signal sample acquisition time was

about 4 ms, almost negligible. The network awareness time isdefined as the overall time

duration from when a signal detector first detects a signal towhen it updates its closest

DSA broker. The network recognization time is similarly defined, except that it is for a

signal recognizer, instead of a signal detector. Correspondingly, the CR awareness time

includes the network awareness time and also the time used for a DSA broker to notify its

associated CR nodes.

As shown in Table 5.2, once signal samples are available, executing the signal detection

algorithm takes only about 22 ms while running the signal classification algorithm takes

significantly longer, about 800 ms. Although the results depend on the selected hardware

and algorithms, such a big time difference illustrates thata signal recognizer’s execution

time and not only its accuracy will be a critical limiting factor for a DSA network’s per-

formance. The other limiting factor at the node level is the time required for data fusion

and management in DSA brokers. The results show that it is almost 100 ms on average.

Because the signal recognizers focus on channels being usedby CR nodes, their reconfig-

uration time must be counted. The SDR based sensors used herecan reconfigure within 10

ms; this is also the performance of the used CR node in reconfiguration.

Also shown in Table 5.2 is the network level performance. Thenetwork awareness

time performance shows that it takes about 40 ms more for eachextra hop. As shown

in Figure 5.11, at one hop distance, the network CR awarenessseems to include just one

more hop than the network awareness; but their performance difference is only about 20

ms, not 40 ms. The reason for this difference is that the DSA broker used a UDP packet

to notify its associated nodes, while data communications between a sensor and a DSA

broker used TCP packets. Similarly, increasing by one hop inthe CR awareness takes
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about 40 ms more for the network to react to the presence of an active signal. Given

this trend, only the one hop case was measured for the time performance of network level

recognization. For this measurement, the signal classification time was also inserted for

each measurement. Because signal classification takes moretime than signal detection, the

network level recognization time is much longer.

Multi-Channel Allocation

In this experiment, the IF band sample rate was set as 1 MS/s, the frequency separation

between two adjacent sub-channels was set as 200kHz. Gaussian minimum-shift keying

(GMSK) was used at each sub-channel and the data rate was fixedas 50 kb/s. The experi-

ment investigated the performance of multi-channel allocation from four aspects: latency,

throughput, jitter, and packet loss.

The ping command was used to measure the network latency in terms of Round Trip

Time (RTT). Table 5.3 summarizes the performance results ofthe multi-channel network

and the single channel network at different network distances, in terms of the average RTT,

the standard deviation of RTT, and the packet loss percentage . The results show that the

RTT of the multi-channel network is much better than the single-channel network, par-

ticularly when the network distance increases. The RTT standard deviation comparison

between two networks indicates that the multi-channel network has a more stable con-

nectivity than the single channel network. As the network distance increases, the single

channel network experiences more packet loss. This is probably due to the higher media

contention in this network.

Table 5.3: Multi-channel vs single channel network latency.
1 hop 2 hops 3 hops

Multi Single Multi Single Multi Single
Avg RTT (ms) 59.1 67.7 141.8 249.4 203.3 377.6
Std. Dev. (ms) 1.5 3.2 29.1 33.7 23.1 38.1

Packet Loss 0 0 3% 3% 3% 12%

Iperf, a tool to measure the bandwidth and the quality of a network link [137], was used

to quantify the network’s throughput, jitter, and packet loss. The acquired data results were

based on User Datagram Protocol (UDP) and averaged with an interval of 5 seconds over a

period 100 seconds. The UDP buffer length was set as 1 kB for reading on the server side

and for writing on the client side. Even though the transmitter in the multi-channel network

can only support 50 kb/s, the receiver can receive data from 3subchannels simultaneously,
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supporting 150 kb/s. Therefore, the author varied the data bandwidth (the parameter used

by the Iperf client to vary the sending data rate) to 5 kB/s, 10kB/s, and 15 kB/s over both

networks. Respectively, Figure 5.12, 5.13, and 5.14 compares the network throughput of

the multi-channel network to the single-channel network. The average data throughput of

the multi-channel network is 13.8 kb/s and 13.7 kb/s respectively in Figure 5.13 and 5.14.

Correspondingly, it is respectively 7.0 kb/s and 7.6 kb/s for the single channel network.

Therefore, the multi-channel network can support a data throughput almost twice that of

the single channel network when the network data bandwidth is appropriated set. As also

shown in Figure 5.13 and 5.14, the multi-channel network experiences less packet loss than

the single channel network.

When the data bandwidth is 5 kB/s, however, the single channel network has a better

throughput performance (8.0 kb/s on average) than the multi-channel network (7.2 kb/s on

average). The multi-channel network also experiences morepacket loss than the single

channel network. Two complementary reasons may explain this: (1)With a low data band-

width at the network level, the single channel experiences less contention at the MAC layer,

therefore, its data throughput is stable. (2)Because of none perfect filtering to separate the

three receiving subchannels in the multi-channel network,some level of adjacent channel

interference exists among the three channel. This may causesome percentage of packet

loss in the multi-channel network. Since this problem does not exist in the single channel

network, its throughput performance is better when there islittle media contention. How-

ever, as the data bandwidth increases, the single channel network experiences more media

contention, its throughput performance deteriorates; butthe multi-channel network does

not have this problem, its throughput performance maintains at the same level as it for the

low data bandwidth case.

Correspondingly, Figure 5.15, 5.16, and 5.17 show the jitter rate of two networks at

different data bandwidths at the network layer. The single-channel network almost always

experiences a higher jitter rate than the multi-channel network. Further, both networks

experience an increase followed by a decrease in the jitter rate. This probably happens

because of backoffs and queuing delays at the MAC layer.

Channel Switching and Network Reforming

When a primary signal appears, the DSA network must execute aseries of actions dy-

namically. As shown in Figure 5.10, this experiment was started by letting four CR nodes

wait for a vacant channel from their associated DSA brokers.Two signals were then trans-

mitted at different bands to emulate an initial radio environment. They were immediately

detected by both signal detectors, which then updated the DSA brokers. Next the DSA bro-
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Figure 5.12: Throughput comparison between multi-channeland single channel networks
at the Iperf data bandwidth 5 kB/s.

kers calculated the radio environment map and chose a vacantchannel for four CR nodes.

Meanwhile, the DSA brokers made their associated signal recognizers tune to the center

frequency of the chosen channel. Upon receiving channel parameters, four CR node con-

figured and started their SDR subsystems and network controllers. The SDR subsystem

used GMSK modulation on its three sub-channels. Finally theCR network established its

data communication.

Before the transmission of an in-band primary signal, a pairof Iperf client and server

were started to monitor data traffic variation over the network. Next this primary user was

emulated by a signal transmission with Differential Binaryphase-shift keying (DBPSK)

modulation on one of the three subchannels used by four CR nodes. The signal recognizers

sensed and classified this new signal. They then sent the signal’s parameters to the DSA

brokers. The DSA brokers compared this new signal with thosestored in their databases,

found it to be a primary signal and notified their associated CR nodes to stop transmitting
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Figure 5.13: Throughput comparison between multi-channeland single channel networks
at the Iperf data bandwidth 10 kB/s.

on this subchannel. The CR nodes then reconfigured their SDR subsystems and continued

the data communications on the other two subchannels. The running Iperf recorded the

network throughput variation during this process.

The above scenarios were repeated multiple times and their performance variation was

similar. One case is shown in Figure 5.18, where the primary signal is introduced at 59

seconds. The results are not averaged so as to reveal more details. As shown in Figure 5.18,

the network experiences data loss when switching channels.This transition period is about

2 seconds. Also shown in the figure, there is some packet loss at other times. This happens

probably because of the multi-path in the experiment environment.
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Figure 5.14: Throughput comparison between multi-channeland single channel networks
at the Iperf data bandwidth 15 kB/s.

5.6 Lessons Learned

In designing and implementing this network prototype, the author and his colleagues en-

countered several problems that demanded further investigations. Alternative methods were

tried to find the right combination of subsystem design and implementation. The author

would like to share our studies and lessons. Some can be generalized to other DSA net-

work design and implementations; others are specific to thisparticular network prototype

and the selected software and hardware.

5.6.1 Dynamic Computing Resource Allocation in SDR

Instead of relying on separate commercial products in building a CR node, (what XG

project did [30]), the author used software radio technologies to develop most functions.

Initially he followed lessons from the XG project [30] and used multi-threading technology
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Figure 5.15: Jitter comparison between multi-channel and single channel networks at the
Iperf data bandwidth 5 kB/s.

in Python to put in a single program most node functions including signal sensing and and

the SDR systems supported by GNU Radio. He thought that it wasmuch easier to manage

and control different functions, particularly for quicklypassing commands and data among

different functions. Unfortunately, the system didn’t perform as the author expected, espe-

cially the SDR system couldn’t transmit and receive data appropriately.

The author later realized that the XG node uses a dedicated digital signal processing

board for its communication function (WiMAX) and it also hasa standalone sensing unit.

However, the author put almost all the functions in a single computing domain. There

might be computing resource contention among different function modules. Fundamentally

any radio system must guarantee a real-time performance because Data is transmitted as

segments at the PHY layer; the time to process each data segment is limited since the radio

must accept and process this data segment before the next segment arrives.

To confirm the judgement, the author backed up a step and did another project to inves-
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Figure 5.16: Jitter comparison between multi-channel and single channel networks at the
Iperf data bandwidth 10 kB/s.

tigate the dynamic computing resource allocation constraint in supporting real-time digi-

tal communication functions in general purpose processor (GPP) based SDR. As shown in

Chapter 2, further investigations showed that general purpose processor (GPP) based SDR’s

performance is sensitive to computing resource contention. More details are also available

in [134]. Since the SDR system here is mainly developed in a Linux GPP, its functions’ ex-

ecution and their interactions are constrained by the operating mechanism of the operating

system (OS). The OS dynamically schedules computing resources in a sequential way to

support multiple processes simultaneously, more details are available in [49]. The author

concluded that a purely multi-threading method is not suitable to our whole node system.

Therefore, he adopted a hybrid process-thread structure toguarantee the SDR system was

assigned the highest priority in resource allocation. Other modules were offloaded to spe-

cial nodes. For example, he did not put the signal detection and classification functions

together with the reconfigurable SDR system in a single node,as shown in Figure 5.10.
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Figure 5.17: Jitter comparison between multi-channel and single channel networks at the
Iperf data bandwidth 15 kB/s.

Further, it is challenging to maintain a real-time performance with a high data rate in the

software domain in GNU Radio [134]. Therefore, the SDR system here can only support a

low data rate at the PHY layer as specified in Section 5.5.3.

5.6.2 Execution Latency in SDR

A wireless network performance is determined by many factors, among them the MAC

layer is especially crucial because wireless medium is shared among all nodes and they

may interfere with each other. Further, each node may experience shadowing, fading, and

multi-path. As a result, a wireless network’s PHY layer no longer has a constant channel

capacity, in contrast with wired networks [61].

SDR provides remarkable flexibility by moving to the software domain a lot of func-

tions that are conventionally supported either in the analog domain or in ASICs. As de-
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Figure 5.18: Throughput variation in dynamic spectrum access. The primary user began its
transmission at 59 seconds.

tailed in Chapter 2, however, this deteriorates GPP-based SDR’s timing performance in

supporting MAC layer functions because of delays in the memory hierarchy in the GPP,

the peripherals connecting the RF front end to the GPP, and multiple data buffers along the

radio transceiver signal processing chain as well as resource contention in the OS. Results

from Chapter 2 indicate that the time taken between receiving and transmitting a packet in

GNU Radio is at the order of 10 ms. However, the MAC protocols used in Wi-Fi require a

timing performance at the order of 10µs. The author concluded that Carrier Sense Multi-

ple Access (CSMA)-based MAC protocols would lead to poor performance in our system,

which is verified by our experimental results shown in Figure5.12 – 5.18.
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5.6.3 Others

The author also experienced severe problems because of software and hardware incom-

patibility. For example, the signal classification algorithm was written in Matlab code,

while the signal sample acquisition was through Python based GNU Radio and the DSA

broker was written in C++. Because Matlab and Python code have subtle differences for

specific functions, the author had some difficulty in properly sorting out their interactions.

Moreover, because of resource limitation, the author used Wi-Fi chips from different man-

ufacturers. This often made the OLSR break a whole ad hoc network into several small

segments; communications through the whole network therefore failed frequently. Overall,

compatible software and hardware can save a lot of time and achieve better performance in

large system development than incompatible ones.

5.7 Conclusion

This chapter describes the complete design of a software radio-based decentralized DSA

network to support distributed cooperative spectrum sensing, multi-channel allocation, and

dynamic spectrum access. Further, it introduces this network prototype’s enabling tech-

nologies including a software radio system reconfigurable at the PHY layer and MAC

layer, signal detection and classification methods, a distributed cooperative spectrum sens-

ing system, a modified MANET protocol, and a distributed learning algorithm for channel

allocation. Performance results of a ten-node network prototype are presented under three

scenarios: cooperative spectrum sensing, multi-channel allocation, and dynamic spectrum

access. Such results reveal several factors determining performance for developing decen-

tralized DSA networks.

However, the current network prototype was built mainly from off-the-shelf hardware,

therefore, its performance is limited by the hardware. For example, running the signal

classification algorithm on a GPP takes about one second. Nonetheless, the experimental

results acquired from a real network do reflect important facts.

First, function distribution must consider the tradeoff between node level resource con-

sumption and network level communication cost. Dispersingfunctions over the network

can reduce the demand on energy and computing resources in each node; but it is associated

with time delay and communication overhead. Therefore, it must be guaranteed that such

associated cost is within a needed performance bound. More investigations are needed in

decentralized CR networks which are both time and performance critical.

Second, even with a high-bandwidth control channel in the current network prototype,
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its distributed cooperative spectrum sensing system experiences a significant time delay

when the network distance is three hops. However, a ping message takes only about 8

ms on average. Given that the communication happened at the network layer and TCP/IP

packets contain big headers, special packet formats are needed for sensor data exchange.

Even further, it might be possible to enable some of such dataexchange at the MAC layer.

Third, decentralized DSA networks experience connection outages when in-band pri-

mary signals are detected. Because DSA nodes must immediately stop their transmission

on that channel, data packets held in intermediate nodes along data routes may be lost

once the network connection is reestablished. This problemis particularly severe when the

network is at a large scale. Some disruption tolerant protocols can mitigate this problem.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions

Supporting DSA in decentralized wireless networks drives the complexity both within indi-

vidual nodes and over a whole network to an unprecedented level. Experimental methods,

besides theoretical analyses and computational simulations, are necessary to gain insights

into design of such networks and to investigate their performance under different scenar-

ios. However, enabling DSA in such networks requires innovative protocols, advanced

sensing methods, novel node architecture, and flexible radio platforms, all with a robust

performance. This dissertation has taken a bottom-up approach to designing a decentral-

ized and asynchronous DSA network and implementing a ten-node prototype. Further, this

dissertation has presented research on several enabling technologies: software radio, signal

detection and classification, distributed cooperative spectrum sensing, and reconfigurable

node architecture. Finally, the dissertation has identified several performance determining

factors for decentralized DSA networks.

More specifically, Chapter 1 gave a brief background on dynamic spectrum access and

a short review on the evolution of radio technology, arguingthat now is the time to realize

DSA. This chapter then surveyed the current research efforts in DSA technology, targeting

both centralized and decentralized networks. Chapter 2 investigated three practical issues

governing GPP-based SDR performance: RF front end nonlinearity, dynamic computing

resource allocation, and execution latency. This chapter also gave quantitative results on

SDR performance. It concluded that great care must be paid when applying GPP-based

SDR in CR and DSA network development, and that unavoidable performance limitations

exist. Chapter 3 reviewed different methods in signal detection and classification, as used

in DSA networks to guarantee noninterference to primary users. It then focused on de-

veloping a parallel-computing-based spectrum sensing approach for signal detection under

conditions of low SNR and Rayleigh multi-path fading [44]. The chapter further presented

the method’s performance on multiple signal types under noisy and multi-path fading en-
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vironments. Chapter 4 first went over research progress in decentralized detection from a

hypothesis test perspective. It then explored performanceissues in cooperative spectrum

sensing in DSA networks – requiring low data latency and highdata reliability. Next it pro-

vided a set of schemes for spectrum data flow and process management within spectrum

sensors and DSA brokers. The chapter also built a cooperative spectrum sensing system

that gives a complete semantic map of the radio environment.Finally, Chapter 5 first de-

scribed the design and implementation of a decentralized and asynchronous DSA network

prototype, and its constituting functions and components.It then presented the performance

results of this network prototype in cooperative spectrum sensing, multi-channel allocation,

and dynamic spectrum access.

6.1 Future Research Discussion

This section describes the author’s further thoughts on dynamic spectrum access and the

evolution of radio technology. In particular, the author wonders about how much intel-

ligence a radio can possess and the research challenges in networks composed of highly

adaptive or intelligent nodes.

6.1.1 Spectrum Resource Usage Optimization

As exemplified by smart-phones, broadband wireless devicesare multiplying quickly. Fur-

thermore, the total data load through mobile devices is increasing exponentially. For exam-

ple, Cisco’s visual networking index forecasts that the global mobile data traffic will nearly

double every year from 6 petabytes per month in 2008 to 397 petabytes per month in 2013

[9]. On the other hand, the allocatedsweetspectrum for broadband communications is

limited. Moreover, current policy makes spectrum reallocation difficult and always many

years behind the market need. Therefore, dynamic spectrum access, as a new paradigm

to both increase spectrum usage efficiency and offer easy spectrum access to new service

providers, will likely keep attracting attention from policy makers, the market, and the re-

search community. However, even though applying DSA is now technically feasible, some

stakeholders (who have licensed large chunks of spectrum ) won’t give up their opposition

easily. Therefore, it’s hard to predict exactly when or evenwhether DSA technology will

be widely applied.

If we only consider spectrum utilization efficiency, DSA argues from the perspective of

opportunistically using vacant spectrum at specific bands within a particular geographic re-

gion and at a particular time. Conceptually, DSA intends to best use spectrum resources in
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three dimensions: frequency, time, and space. However, theinvolvedspaceis in fact either

two dimensional (for example, terrestrial wireless communications), or three dimensional

(for example, military communications require an integration of air, space, and ground

communications). In the U.S, there exist a vast number of wireless devices. At any mo-

ment, some of them may be talking to each other and they may cause interfere to their

neighbors (in domains of geography or frequency), while others are either idle or separated

far from their neighbors. Therefore, the problem of spectrum utilization optimization is a

great-number-of-variable optimization problem in a four or five-dimensional space. Even

if we only consider this problem for some specified band, the number of wireless devices

may be still huge. If we index each wireless device as a graph node, we have to form

edges (maybe directed and weighted) between different nodes to indicate their interaction

(both communications and interference). Wireless devicesmay be active/inactive or mo-

bile/static at any time, and they may establish communications with different devices at

different times. Therefore, optimizing spectrum allocation requires solving simultaneously

many coupled-optimization problems (for maximizing communications and minimizing in-

terference over different connected networks) over the graph. The computational require-

ment might be enormous, and it must finish quickly because wireless communications and

associated interference happen almost instantly.

However, efficient algorithms might be available because: (1) wireless devices won’t

be active all the time; (2) the number of nodes in a communication network may be small;

(3) the interference region (both in geography and frequency) of each wireless device might

be limited. Therefore, the above graph might be sparse. In extreme cases, there is plenty of

spectrum but a small number of wireless devices and no spectrum contention or interference

exists; therefore, no optimization algorithm is needed. But this is far from the situation that

we are facing today. The overcrowding of the ISM and cellularbands indicates that their

abstraction graphs are not sparse at all.

The above analysis makes several assumptions: (1) All the information (the geo-locations,

the activities and connection of wireless devices) is available. (2) There exists asuperagent

that can instantly (or within a short time) get the above information and make decisions

based on some optimization algorithm. (3) The optimizationresults can reach individual

wireless devices immediately (or bounded by a small time delay). In reality, all these as-

sumptions cannot be satisfied because instantly acquiring and delivering information needs

a ubiquitous infrastructure with a high bandwidth. Further, a tremendously powerful com-

puter might be needed by thesuperagent to store and process the vast amount of data in

the optimization problem. That is, the cost of information acquisition and management to

achieve the optimum spectrum resource utilization makes itself infeasible. Decentralized
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systems, which don’t use global information described here, are practical solutions. But

challenges exist too, as Section 6.1.3 will discuss.

6.1.2 The Evolution of Radio Technology

As the demand of broadband services increase continuously,radio technology will likely

continue exploiting efficient ways of using a wider range of frequencies with complex

waveform and coding, to support higher data rates. For example, MIMO-based CDMA or

OFDMA are dominating next generation wireless standards.

However, another trend is also becoming clear – radios, at least in many applications,

will become more software based, more flexible, and even adaptive and intelligent, instead

of hardware based with pre-determined and fixed functions. This is indicated by a broad

range of research and development in software defined and cognitive radio.

In particular, the intersection of the above two trends willbring a lot of opportunities

and also big challenges. For example, there are a large number of variables that can be ad-

justed by MIMO based OFDM radios to achieve good performanceunder dynamic channel

environments characterized by interference, multi-path,and fading. A high level of recon-

figuration can allow such radios to adapt to different environments, while achieving a good

performance with efficient resource consumption. However,enabling this level of recon-

figuration is quite a challenge for design and implementations of both radio platforms and

computing devices. Further, efficient algorithms are needed to assess arbitrary situations

quickly and find good or optimal solutions to reconfigure the radio platform and achieve

good performance.

Even greater challenges come into view if we consider wireless networks composed

of cognitive radios, particularly large scale decentralized networks. Conventionally, re-

search in wired Internet considers the PHY layer as a simple model – providing a finite

(almost fixed) amount of data rate for the higher layers. Eachnode is modeled as an au-

tonomous system; so is the whole network. As wireless networks become ubiquitous, the

story changes a lot. The wireless PHY layer no longer has a constant channel capacity due

to shadowing, fading, multi-path and interference [61]. The variation of channel capacity

makes it challenging to maintain acceptable quality of service (QoS). Cross-layer design

has been widely studied to overcome this challenge [34]. Thus, the autonomous system

model becomes more complicated because it must be aware of dynamics in both radio and

network environments. Still, each node can be modeled as a finite state machine (FSM)

and its behavior is predefined and deterministic.

However, if the above wireless node is substituted with cognitive radio, research meth-
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ods used to study Internet and conventional wireless networks are not anymore sufficient.

Besides situation awareness, a CR can make decisions about its operating behavior. How-

ever, the decision process is not fully predefined because a CR can learn and adapt. There-

fore, FSM-based models, if used to study CR or CR networks, may become completely

intractable. Probability based models can reduce the complexity; but such models may not

be able to fully capture a CR’s behavior [138].

The closest model that we can use isa learning agent, a general model of which is

shown in Figure 6.1. But this is just the first step to model a cognitive radio network and

it does not solve the problem. In fact, theories, methods, and tools are not yet fully avail-

able to study such a problem, where multiple learning agentsinteract with each other in a

dynamic environment, perhaps some trying to maximize theirindividual performance (for

CR networks, e.g., power consumption and available bandwidth), while others coopera-

tively working towards some goals (for CR networks, e.g., communications and resource

consumption optimization). Game theory has been applied tostudy CR networks on partic-

ular problems. Though game theory in general has achieved a lot of success, it is focused

primarily on the outcome of games (for example, the Nash Equilibrium). CR networks

(particularly a heterogeneous network of CR networks), might behave mostly within some

regions far away from an equilibrium point (for example, each node or network operates

in a suboptimal way), because the huge dynamics in user requirements and radio/network

environments does not allow the CR network to evolve a long enough time to reach an

equilibrium. That is, the behavior and dynamics of a CR network, not just the possible

equilibrium points to be reached in interactions among its comprising entities, demand

thorough exploration.

6.1.3 Complex Systems, Artificial Intelligence, and Cognitive Radio

(Networks)

Section 6.1.1 indicates that the optimal spectrum utilization is impossible for a huge radio

ecosystem to achieve. The termdiminishing returnsreminds us that often we should not

go to extreme in optimization without being aware of the associated cost. Therefore, in-

formation sharing and control in possible future CR networks (or a heterogeneous network

of CR networks) must be decentralized, perhaps with some variations in degree and extent.

Such a network, as discussed in Section 6.1.1, will not surrender itself to research methods

that decompose it to sub-parts (or individual nodes) and then study it merely from its com-

ponent parts. Similar systems widely exist, for example, the ecosystem, the human society

(e.g., the stock market), and the US power grid. They are characterized by adaption, self-
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Figure 6.1: A general agent model of cognitive radio.

organization, and emergence [139]. The Nobel laureate Philip Warren Anderson describes

such systems (more precisely, in physics and chemistry) asmore is different[140]. Another

Nobel laureate Robert B. Laughlin questions the validity ofreductionism to study them and

proposedthe middle way[141]. Despite significant recent advances in our understanding

of complex systems, general theories and tools are yet to be developed [139].

In particular, the author is deeply fascinated by the human brain, a complex system

understanding which, in his view, will be the summit of all the human research. Real brains

have a vast connectivity of nerve cells, the biological equivalent of computer signaling

switches. Nerve cells typically form tens of thousands of connections with their neighbors.

These features allow real brains to process multiple streams of information in parallel.

In contrast, traditional computer switches typically possess only two or three connections

with their neighbors, and the basic PC can only process steams of information one step

at a time. Without a deep understanding of how real brains work, some experts believe,

artificial intelligence (AI) will limit its success in specific narrow domains, for example,

playing chess [142].

Several government agencies echoed this opinion. The U.S. National Academy of En-

gineering, requested by the U.S. National Science Foundation, convened a panel consisting

of a diverse committee of experts from around the world. In 2008, this panel proposed

the 14Grand Challenges. Among them isreverse-engineer the brain[142]. The panel

states “reverse-engineering the brain, to determine how itperforms its magic, should offer
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the dual benefits of helping treating diseases while providing clues for new approaches to

computerized artificial intelligence”. To call the society’s attention to those opportunities

and challenges, an inaugural summit was held in March 2009 and a series of summits are

planned for 2010.

Regardingreverse-engineer the brain, the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency

(DARPA) has made a bold move. In 2008, it started a research program – Systems of Neu-

romorphic Adaptive Plastic Scalable Electronics (SyNAPSE), which intends to “create new

electronics hardware and architecture that can understand, adapt and respond to an infor-

mative environment in ways that extend traditional computation to include fundamentally

different capabilities found in biological brains” (quoting DARPA program manager Todd

Hylton). As the dissertation is being written, one researchgroup from IBM has made some

significant progress in simulation. This group has performed the first near real-time cortical

simulation of the brain that exceeds the scale of a cat cortexand contains 1 billion spiking

neurons and 10 trillion individual learning synapse [143].

Reverse-engineering the brain is relevant, in three-fold,to cognitive radio (network)

research. First, the mainstream research now to make a radiointelligentis applying existing

AI or machine learning methods to the radio domain, people (including the author) may

question how intelligent CR can become following this direction. As stated above, domain

experts have already began to question methods used in the past AI research; in particular,

little attention has been paid to real brains. Such AI also suffers from a fundamental flaw

in that it fails to adequately address what intelligence is or what it means to understand

something. In fact, even Turing himself could not define whatis intelligence, instead, he

gave the Turing Test as an answer – which is not a scientific definition. The central dogma

in the past AI research has been thatthe brainis just another kind of computer. However,

as indicated above, real brains are different from computers.

Second, if we adopt a different way to make radio intelligent, how much success can

we achieve? Some applications using AI have benefited from simulations based on brain

reverse-engineering. Examples include AI algorithms usedin speech recognition and in

machine vision systems in automated factories. However, both speech recognition and

machine vision have a biological origin and focus on specificdomains. In contrast, radio

communications, though following fundamental principleslike Maxwell’s equations and

Shannon’s theorem, primarily work in vastly dynamic contexts (thinking about the dynam-

ics in the radio and network environment and so many different applications ). Therefore,

cognitive radio might need to possess some general AI ability to handle its situations, while

general AI is still an open research question faced in the field. Further, if new research ef-

forts like SyNAPSE make breakthroughs, new hardware architecture will emerge. How
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should we integrate such architecture into ubiquitous mobile devices targeting at different

applications? Once the integration is achieved, the AI coremight manage both commu-

nications and different applications (some are yet to appear), as well as other tasks like

resource management.

Third, real brains contain a highly complex and dynamic network composed of hun-

dreds of billions of neurons, methods and tools applied to study this network can possibly

be applied to studying the future radio ecosystem – many heterogeneous wireless networks

composed of a large number of intelligent nodes supporting various applications and work-

ing under dynamic environments.

6.1.4 Contributions and Future Work

In summary, this dissertation has taken a bottom-up approach to designing and buiding a

software radio based decentralized DSA network prototype.Experimental results of this

prototype identified several performance determining factors for decentralized DSA net-

works. Further, this dissertation developed enabling technologies for the network prototype

including signal detection and classification, distributed cooperative spectrum sensing, and

reconfigurable DSA nodes. Moreover, it also investigated GPP-based SDR’s performance

issues.

As more intelligence is introduced into decentralized DSA networks and their size in-

creases, not only their performance, but also their behaviors and dynamics demand further

exploration. But our current network prototype contains limited “intelligence” and operates

at a small scale. Our next plan is to integrate more cognitivecapabilities like those used in

[22] and to scale up the network prototype to about 40 nodes.

Our experiments focused at the functional perspective of the network prototype. How-

ever, we did experience a lot of system and network unreliability. Considering the critical

importance of reliability in DSA networks, we are planning further explorations of this

aspect in decentralized DSA networks.

Further, our current network prototype relies on a control channel. Using a common

control channel may raise several questions, for example, who should manage the control

channel, what is the right bandwidth of the control channel,should the control channel be

fixed at a specific frequency or can it be dynamic too? Rendezvous protocols can allow

cognitive radios to talk to each other without a common control channel [144, 145]. Our

future work will apply rendezvous protocols in the network prototype.
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